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The Grenada igneous rock suite comprises extrusive rocks, coarse-
grained, gabbroic cumulate blocks, and peridotite ncxlules ~ The extru-
si ve rocks include a variety of basalts and basaltic andesites, toge-
ther with andesites and dacites. Two basaltic series are distinguished 
in major and trace element chemistry. 'The generally rnicrophyric, M-
series basalts include picritic types close in composition to primary 
partial melts of peridotite. The porphyritic, C-series basalts have 
major element chemistry consistent with derivation by olivine fraction-
ation from these primitive compositions. 
The major element variation is explicable by fractionation of 
. 
phenocryst phases. Ne-norrna.ti ve M-series parents fractionated olivine, 
clinopyroxene, and spinel at high pressures, producing Hy-nornative 
derivatives. Poth basaltic series are parental to andesites, amphibole 
fractionation being restricted to the origin of these evolved magmas. 
Trace element abundances are highly variable, and cannot be products 
. 
of variable partial melting and crystallisation processes, a hetero-
geneous source being required. Different sources are required for the 
two basaltic series. Combined chemical data and published isotopic 
analyses are interpreted in a model of variable contamination of the 
mantle source by a component, rich in water and incornp3.tible elements, 
derived from the suJ:xiucted lithosphere. This component may include a 
contribution from sediments as well as from subducted oceanic crust. 
Olivine-bearing cumulates have mineral assemblages and canposi-
tions indicative of equilibrium crystallisation from M-series ~, 
producing basaltic andesite residua. Olivine-free cumulates equilibra-
ted with andesitic residual liquids. Combined thermodynamic calcula-
tions and experimental studies indicate cumulate crystallisation at 
O. 5 to 6 kbar and 9000 -10000 C, at high oxygen and water activities. 
" 
Peridotite nodules in M-series basalts are interpreted as accidental 
inclusions of depleted mantle material. 
Comparison of the chemical data with those from other islands in 
the lesser Antilles and other arcs suggests that , although differing 
in trace element and isotopic canposi tions, probably as a result of 
-
differing source chemistries, many island arc suites are products of 
fractionation of pieri tic magrras. The eruption of these in Grenada 
may reflect unusual thermal characteristics in the underlying mantle, 
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1.1 Regional geological setting and petrological studies 
The island of Grenada lies at the southernmost end of the Lesser 
Antilles island arc, which forms the eastern boundary to the' Caribbean 
Sea (Figure 1.1.1). The arc itself is composite, comprising an older, 
outer arc (Limestone Caribbees) and a younger, imler arc (Volcanic 
Caribbees) . Islands of the older arc contain volcanic rocks of Eocene 
to Miocene age, together with minor sedimentary and intrusive rocks, 
which are capped by Miocene limestones. Islands of the YOlU1ger arc 
are composed of Miocene to Recent volcanic rocks (Briden et ala 1979). ---, 
South of Martinique the two arcs are superimposed, and outcrop is dom-
inated by the Miocene to Recent volcanics. 
To the west of the Lesser Antilles arc lies the Grenada Basin, 
which is itself bOlU1ded to the west by the Aves Ridge . Granitic rocks 
of mid -Cretaceous to Palaeocene age, and volcanic rocks ranging from 
basalt to dacite, have been dredged from this structure (Fox et al., 
1971; Nagle, 1972) which appears to represent an extinct volcanic arc. 
To the east of the Lesser Antilles lies the Barbados Ridge, a thick 
pile of deformed Eocene to Miocene sedirrents, overlain by liJrestones. 
The volcanism of the Lesser Antilles is believed to be related to 
the presence of a destructive plate margin to the east of the arc. 
The trench topography at the northern end of the arc is progressively 
obs cured southwards by the sedirrents of the Barbados Ridge, but convin-
cing evidence for the presence of a plate margin comes from the high 
seismicity of a zone dipping westwards beneath the arc, the top of 
Which has been estimated to lie at depths of 100-120 km beneath the 
younger arc (Tomblin, 1975). The exact form of this seismic zone is 
not yet well constrained. The rate of subduction along the destructive 
Figure 1.1.1 Map of the Lesser Antilles island arc. 
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JIBrgm 1.S not known precisely but has been estimated.., by Molnar and 
Sykes (1969) and Westbrook (1975), at 0.5 em per year. The margin is 
bounded to both north and south by co~lex transform fault systems 
(Molnar and Sykes, 1969). 
Extensive research into the volcanic rocks of the younger arc has 
been carried out in British universities. Baker (1963), lewis (1964), 
Tomblin (1964), Rea (1970), Arculus (1973), and Wills (1974) studied 
the geology and petrology of IlE.I1y of the rrajor islands and rrain volcanic 
centres. Important contributions to the petrological kncwledge of the 
arc have also been made by other workers, notably Gunn et all (1974) 
and RCMTley (1978). A regional study of the chemistry of the younger 
volcanics has been carried out by Brown et ala (1977), and isotopic 
studies have been published by Hedge and lewis (1971), Dormelly et all 
(1971), Pushkar et all (1973), and Hawkesworth et all (1979). 
A good summary of the regional geology and petrology is to be 
found in Tomblin (1975). 
1.2 Geology of Grenada 
The volcanic geology and petrology of Grenada were studied exten-
sively by Arculus (1973), and only a few summary details are given here. 
The Miocene to Recent volcanic rocks (Briden et al., 1979)· are under-
lain by the tectonically disturbed Tufton Hall Formation (Martin-Kaye, 
1969). This co~rises a sequence of Eocene to Miocene, well-bedded 
calcareous shales , siltstones, and sandstones , with volcanoclastic 
horizons becoming rrore prominent in strata of laver Oligocene age. 
Minerals of volcanic origin, particularly amphiboles, sector- and 
oscillatory-zoned clinopyroxenes and oscillatory-zoned plagioc1ases, 
were noted in these horizons by Arculus (1973) and indicate that the 
pre-Miocene volcanism in Grenada was similar in character to that of 
3 
the Miocene to Recent peri<Xl. Sone marine limestones are also present 
in the basenent to the volcanics. 
The volcanic rocks of Grenada were assigned by Arculus (1973) to 
a nurril::>er of eruptive centres (Figure 1.2.1), the ages of which have 
been estimated by K-Ar dating (Briden et al., 1979) and by the degree 
of their dissection (Arculus, 1973). Rock types range from a variety 
of basalts to andesites and dacites. lava flCMS, domes, and pyroclas-
tic rocks are present; rapid erosion of the latter was responsible for 
nost of the abundant reworked material which forms much of the surface 
outcrop. Exposure is poor, and the high topographic relief combines 
with this to prevent close stratigraphic control of the volcanics being 
established. The reworked volcanics contain cumulus plutonic blocks 
similar to those of the Soufriere, St. Vincent (Wager, 1962; lewis, 
1973) and of other islands (Wills, 1974). 
The nost recent volcanic activity in Grenada has produced a series 
of scoria cones and explosion craters. No eruptions have been recorded 
in historic times but the submarine volcano Kick t em-Jenny, 8 kIn north 
of Grenada, has erupted several tines this century (Sigurdsson and 
Shepherd, 1974). 
1.3 Aims of study 
The younger volcanic centres of the lesser Antilles are notable 
for the occurrence of cwnulus plutonic blocks (Lewis, 1973; Wills, 1974), 
Which are believed to represent the products of magmatic crystallisation 
at depth. The large arrounts of published chemical and mineralogical 
data from previous studies of ID3l1y of the volcanic centres provided an 
excellent opportunity to study possible fractionation relationships 
between these cU1ID.llates and their associated ext:rusive rocks. Of par-
ticular interest are the fractionation mechanisms responsible for the 
Figure 1.2.1 
(from Arculus, 1976) 
• 
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Outline geological map of Grenada. Rock units are present 
in most CI:ruc:rs and are not in any stratigraphic sequence in the key. Re-
worked volcanic rocks form most terrain bordering coast and may be de-
rived from one or more centers of activity. Pleistocene limCSlones are pre-
served near Mount Alcxander in north of island. (Spelling on 6gure fol-
lows the 1962 Department of Overseas Surveys map of Grenada.) 
6" La' 
Volcanic centres decrease in age from 1 to 5. 
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chemical variation of the ext:rusive rocks, and the physical conditions 
of crystallisation of the cumJ.lates, especially the influences of pres-
sure and volatile components. It was intended to use experirrental -hyd-
rous mel ting studies of extrusive rocks to reproduce the phase-relations 
deduced from study of the cl.IDlulate blocks. Estimated conditions of 
crystallisation could then be compared with the resul ts of ther.rrodynamic 
analysis of equilibria involving the cumulate phases. Microprobe anal-
yses of the experirrentally-produced liquidus phases could be used to 
m:xiel the chemical evolution -of the extrusive rock suites from different 
centres in the arc, 
Grenada provided a particularly interesting starting point for such 
a study because of the unusual occurrence of undersaturated basic lavas, 
which appear to be genetically related to typical calc-alkaline andes-
ites and dacites (Sigurdsson et al .. , 1973; Arculus, 1973). This rela-
tionship involves a transition from nepheline-normative to hypersthene-
norrrative basaltic compositions (Cawthorn et al., 1973; Arculus, 1976). 
Unfortunately, re-analysis of sorre of the powdered samples studied 
by Arculus (1973), which were to be used as starting materials for expe-
rirrental work, revealed serious discrepancies between the maj or element 
analyses and those in Arculus t study. Examples are sha-m in Figure 
1.3.1. The scope of the project therefore had to be rrodified, since 
the chemical data on which the m::xielling of fractionation was to be 
based were clearly tmreliable. The revised aims of the study were there-
fore: 
(1) to revise and reinterpret the geochemistry of the extrusive rocks 
(2) to study the petrology, mineral chemistry, and conditions of 
crystallisation of the cumulate blocks 
( 3 ) to investigate the relationships between the cumulate blocks and 
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(4) to fOr'rulate an integ:t:ated rrodel for the genesis of the Grenada 
igneous rock suite. 
1.4 Extrusive rocks ; sampling and classification 
Over one hundred cumulate blocks, together with SOIIE extrusive rock 
samples, were collected from Grenada by the writer in February and March 
1978. A small collection of cumulates was also made from the nearby 
Grenadine island of Carriacou, whose geology has been described by 
Jackson (1970). Mditionally, a few samples of Grenada cumulates from 
the collection at the Seismic Research Unit , University of the West 
Indies, Trinidad, were studied" Spinel peridotite nodules, discovered 
by the writer in a recent basalt scoria cone on Grenada, were also 
sampled. 
The revision of the chemistry of the extrusive rocks has been based 
largely on analyses of splits of the pcwders prepared by Arculus" 
These were supplem::nted by powders pre:p:iI'ed by the writer from a few 
of Arculus' original rock samples , twelve s~les collected by the writer 
(prefixed 6) and six of the Grenada rocks analysed by Torriblin (1968) 
(prefixed X). The samples were therefore largely selected on the basis 
of their availability" This deficiency is compensated for by the avail-
ability of Nd and Sr isotopic data, and isotope dilution rare earth ele-
rent data, on many of A.rculus t samples, allCMTing rnaxirm..un cOrTelation of 
these with the accurate chemical data obtained in this study" Reg:t:et-
tably, the ~at majority of the rock samples from Arculus t collection 
were no longer available, preventing full correlation between the data 
sets. Thin sections of rrany of the samples studied here are, however, 
present in the University of Durham collection. 
The samples analysed in this study cover all the eruptive centres 
8 
(Figure 1 .. 2 .. 1) except the Northern Dones. 'I'heyare, therefore, unlikely 
to be directly related genetically, but no significant chemical differ-
ences between samples from different centres are apparent from the data 
collected.. A list of the samples used in this study, and their loca-
tions, is to be found in Appendix D. 
The discrepancies between the najor element data sets of Arculus 
(1973) and this study are, as can be seen from Figure 1 .. 3 ~ 1, serious .. 
In view of the precision and accuracy estimated for the analyses in 
this study (Appendix B), rrost of which were obtained using the same 
powders as Arculus, it seems likely that the X.R.F. :rrethod used by him 
is resIDnsible. He analysed major ele:rrents using pressed JX)wder discs, 
and employed an iterative computer procedure to make ness absorption 
corrections to the data. The poor results produced may be largely a 
reflection on this rrethod. The accuracy and precision of Arculus t trace 
ele.rrent data are also comparatively poor, the discrepancies between the 
data sets suggesting that, in a few cases, this may have been compounded 
by misidentification of samples. Since Brovm et ale (1977) used the 
same X.R.F. rrethod in their study, the accuracy of their data must be 
in doubt, although the differences between islands described by them 
are supported by other data and are believed to be real. 
A wide range of extrusive rock types is present in Grenada CArculus, 
1973, 1976). For simplification purJX)ses, the follcwing, silica-based, 
chemical classification is used in this thesis for the extrusive rocks: 
52 
56 
< 52% Si02 
56% Si02 
62% Si02 





No rocks with greater than 65% silica are believed to be present in the 
Grenada suite. 
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The classification of Grenada volcanic rocks is discussed further 
in Chapter 2. 
A list of the abbreviations and symbols used in this thesis is 
given in Table 1.4.1. 
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TABLE 1.4.1 
List of abbreviations and symbols used 
a 
ai activity of component i in phase a 


























distribution coefficient far. element i 
enstatite 
fugacity of component i in phase a 
fugacity of component i in standard state 
total iron expressed as FeO 
fluid generating compound 
forsterite 
glass 
guanidine ni irate 




heavy rare .earth elements 
isotope dilution 
instrumental neutron activation analysis 
equilibrium constant 
distribution coefficient 
large ion lithophile elements 
liquid 
1 1 
In natural logarithm 
log logari tlun (base 10) 
LOI loss on ignition 
I.REE light rare earth ele.:rrents 
Mg-value 100 Mg2+ j (Mg2+ + Fe2+) 
MORB mid-ocean ridge basalt 
MSS rnonosulphide solid solution 
rot magnetite 
Ne nepheline 
NNO nickel-nickel oxide 




pressure .at standard state 
pl,plag plagioclase 
R gas constant (1.987 cal deg-l ) 
REE rare earth elerrents 
entropy at terrperature T ('1<:) 
llS entropy change 
sp spinel (sensu lato) 






-a V· 1. 
temperature 
Ti02 analysis on pressed powder pellet (Cr-anode) 
Ti0
2 
analysis on pressed pc:wder pellet (W-anooe) 
University of the West Indies 
volwre. 
partial rrolar volwre. of component i in phase a 








mole fraction of component i in phase a 
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 
atomic nurriber, absorption, and fluorescence 
chemical potential of component i in phase a 





The discovery of serious discrepancies between chemical data 
obtained on Grenada lavas by the writer at Edinburgh and by -Arculus 
(1973) at Durham has, as previously explained, necessitated a reap-
praisal of the petrology of the extrusive rocks. Unfortunately, only 
a limited number of the samples analysed by Arculus were obtainable, 
so that twelve samples collected during the 1978 field season and six 
samples from the U. W · I. collection were also analysed. 'The work in 
this study has been concentrated on the basic rocks, and therefore the 
proportion of basic compositions in the data should not be regarded as 
representative. However, as noted by Brown et all (1977) basic com-
positions are more carmon in Grenada than in other islands in the 
lesser lmtilles. 
Although several earlier workers had described features of the 
petrology of Grenada lavas, the accounts of Sigurdsson et all (1973) 
and Arculus and Curran (1972) were the first to list substantial 
analytical data and attempt an interpretation of the petrogenesis. 
These workers pointed out the wide range of basaltic compositions 
present and the undersaturated nature of some of them. A particular 
feature of the extrusive rock chemistry is the transition from 
nepheline- to hypersthene-normative magmas displayed in the basaltic 
rocks. Sigurdsson et all (1973), in particular, suggested that the 
most undersaturated compositions might be produced by fractionation of 
orthopyroxene from a slightly Ne-nonnative alkali picrite IlE.gma, with 
the alkaline and subalkaline basalts evolving from the same parent by 
oli vine and calcic clinopyroxene fractionation. They discounted, on 
the basis of ffi3.j or element chemistry, amphibole fractionation as the 
14 
mechanism for driving magna compositions from Ne- to Hy-norrrati ve. 
In contrast, Cawthorn et al (1973a) argued that experimental evidence 
supported amphibole fractionation. HONever, Arculus (1973, 1976) 
concluded that the Chemical evidence ruled out substantial amphibole 
fractionation fram basanitoid and alkali picrite magmas. 
Arculus (1973, 1976) proposed a model wherein the major element 
chemical variation wi thin the basalts was produced by fractionation 
of variable proportions of the observed phenocrystal olivine, clino-
pyroxene, and spinel , with the spinel removed enabling magma composi-
tions to cross the low-pressure thermal divide close to the normative 
Di-Fo-An plane of Yexier and Tilley (1962). Amphibole was restricted 
to basaltic andesites and more evolved lavas in this mooel, and was 
therefore thought to be related only to the origin of the andesi tes 
and daci tes . This mexiel represents a refinerrent of the general 
amphibole fractionation hypothesis of Cawthorn et ale (1973a). 
Arculus (1973) pointed out that the large range of trace element 
abundances in the basic magmas could not be wholly a result of crystal 
fractionation processes, and proposed that the variation resulted 
p:rrrtly from different degrees of melting of an upper mantle peridotite 
source. This melting was modelled by Shimizu and Arculus (1975) and 
Minster and Allegre (1978) using REE analyses. These m:x:1els are re-
evaluated belCM7 in the light of the improved analytical data. 
2.2 Classification 
The nomenclature of igneous rocks still poses problems for the 
petrologist. In view of the petrographical diversity which can result 
from differing conditions and rates of crystallisation of a magma, 
there is IInlch to co:rnrrend classification of basaltic rocks in terms of 
15 
their rraj or elenent chemistry 4 The classification of Grenada lavas 
is already highly confused. Sigurdsson et al. (1973) basErl their 
classification on the normative compositions of the magmas, while 
Arculus (1973, 1976) use::l this scheme alongside a silica-basErl basalt-
andesite-dacite classification. Arculus also divide:i the rocks of 
each eruptive centre into two series, base::l on the abundances of trace 
elements, particularly Sr, which he termed 'low-Sr' and 'high-Sr' 
series and he noted that, in general, the high-Sr rocks were petro-
graphically distinguishable 'by their highly porphyritic textures. A 
textural classification of the basaltic rocks has subSEquently been 
used by Arculus (1978) and Hawkesworth et ale (1979b) with little ref-
eren::e to earlier schemes. 
While there are advantages in each of these schemes, the chemical 
data on which some are base::1 are W1t'eliable, and the rocks have been 
roclassifie:i, largely on the basis of ma..jor element chemistry (MgO ani 
CaO) but with some reference to trace elements. Representatives of 
all the basalt types define:i on norrrative composition by.Arculus (1973) 
are still present, but two basaltic groups have been distinguished, 
characterised by high MgO/Cao and low MgO/CaO. These groups bocome 
irrlistinguishable at MgO contents close to 4 'Wt.% (Equivalent to 
approximately 56% Si0 2) and therefore include basaltic andesites. 
Rocks with less than 4% MgO are classifie::i separately. The high MgO/ 
Ca.o eM-series) rocks are generally microphyric in texture, while the 
low MgO/Cao (C-series) rocks are strongly porphyritic. A summary of 
the cmracteristics of these series is presented in Table 2.2.1. 
2 • 3 Petrogt:aphy 
Previous workers have fully describe::l the petrography of the 












Relationship to other 
classifications 
M-series 
olivine, cpx, Cr-Al spinel 
predominantly microphyric, 
often glassy 





includes all alkali picrites 
and basanitoids; includes most 
Ne-normative compositions; approx-
imates to 'microphyric' type and 
'low-Sr' series 
C-series 
olivine, cpx, plagioclase, Ti-magnetite 
always strongly porphyritic; often large 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts 





restricted to alkaline and subalkaline 
basalt types; includes 'ankaramitic' type 




MicrQphyric basaltic rocks are dorninate::i by the presence of 
a.bun:iant olivine microphenocrysts. Further exarn.iration of these lavas 
showed. that rrany of the olivmes exhibit skeletal growth habits. 
Examples are illustratErl in Plate 2.1. Unde17 the classification of 
Ibraldson (1976) they are hopper, or branching (linked parailel growth) 
types, ani reflect rapid cooling of a rragrna. close to its liquidus 
temperature, probably unier near-surface coniitions. 
The microphyric rocks also contain clinopyroxene microphenocrysts. 
Ibwever, in some cases, these show irregular habits and strong sector 
zoning ani are interpreted here as large quench crystals. These are 
distinguishe:i from sector- an:i oscillatory-zone:i clinopyroxene micro-
phen:::x:.rysts in other microphyric basalts, which are inter~etErl as 
6:luilibrium primocrysts. It is notable that olivines with well-
developErl skeletal habits are only founi in lavas lacking the clino-
pyroxene primocrysts, supporting the interpretation that these rragrna.s 
wer:e close to the:ir liquidus temperatures on erupt~on. 
An examination of the basaltic lavas -was rrade to determine evi-
de.Il2e for the order of crystallisation of the phenocryst phases. All 
the basalts show evid~e for crystallisation of olivine and spinel, 
followed by clinopyroxene, arrl then by plagioclase feldspar. Plagio-
clase is rot a phenocryst phase in basalts of the M-series and clino-
pyroxene nay also be absent ~ as describe:i above. The significance of 
these features is describe:i with reference to the experimental melting 
studies in Chapter 5. 
2.4 Mineral Chemistry 
Sele:.tErl basaltic lavas wer:e studie:i by eloctron microprobe. 




Hopper olivines jn rnicrophyric M-series basalts 
2.4.1 Olivine (Table A3~1) 
Olivine compositions in the microphyric M-series basalts range 
from F091 to F079 (Figure 2.4.1). The crystals are often normally 
zoned, and core compositions are always more magnesian than Fo
S3
' with 
NiO contents of 0.2-0.3 wt. %. The precision of energy dispersive 
-
analyses of Ni at this concentration is, however, poor. Olivines from 




but most lie in the range FOSl to Fo72 • The presence of an olivine of 
FOS6 (analysis 15) in sample 6264 is interesting in that, assuming an 
exchange FeO/MgO Kn of 0.3 (Roeder and Emslie, 1970), this is more 
IIB.gnesian than the equilibrium composition of F0
79 
for this magma. 
This suggests that either mixing of nagrnas of variable FeO/MgO is 
taking place at depth or, more likely, that some of the olivines in 
the lava originally crystallised in a parent liquid of lower FeO/MgO 
and have failed to equilibrate during subsequent fractionation. 
2.4.2 ClinoPYE9xene (Table A3. 2 ) 
. 
Calcic clinopyroxene compositions in the lavas are plotted in 
?igUY'e 2.4.1. The strong zoning of the microphyric basalt clinopyrox-
enes is reflected in a general increase in Al and Ti from core to 
ri"":1 with inc:::reasing Fe/Mg. This is believed to result from rapid 
quench crystallisation of the clinopyroxenes resulting in Al and Ti 
contents in excess of their equilibrium levels, since Al and Ti are 
unable to diffuse away from the growing crystal-liquid interface 
sufficiently quickly. 
The porphyri tic basalts contain large sector- and oscillatory-
zoned phenocrysts whose origin has been discussed by Arculus (1973), 
and is attributed to disequilibrium crystallisation prior to the 
eruption of the magma, analogous to the mechanism proposed by 
Eottinga et ala (1966) and Sibley et al. (1976) for oscillatory-zoned 
20 ~ 
Figure 2.4.1 Compositions of olivines and clinopyroxenes in 
basaltic Grenada lavas. 
circles: M-series basalts 
squares: C-series basalts 
Grenada Lavas 
Mg 90 80 70 60 Fe 
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plagioclase feldspars. However an additional feature of the Chemistry 
of these complex pyroxenes is that occasional large phenocrysts have 
paler coloured cores with very high Mg-values of 88-90 (analyses 17, 
19, 20, 22). The frequent occurrence of these paler magnesian cores 
indicates that they are unlikely to be xenocrysts accidentaliy incor-
porated into the magma. Evidence from coexisting phases "in peridotites 
shows the value of the olivine-clinopyroxene FeO/MgO exchange KD to be 
close to unity, so that these compositions provide important evidence 
of more primitive (i.e. lower FeO/MgO) parents to the porphyritic c-
series basalts. Similar features are present in the basaltic andesite 
phenocrysts of the 1979 eruption of Souiriere, St. Vincent (Graham and 
Thir lwall, in prep. ) . 
2.4.3 Plagioclase (Table A3.3) 
Analyses of plagiOClase feldspar phenocrysts in C-series basalts 
cover the range An91- An64 , with the most calcic compositions represen-
ting the unzoned cores of phenocrysts. The oscillqtory-zoned rims are 
extremely variable in composition, reflecting the disequilibrium crys-
tallisation conditions of their formation. Plagioclase phenocrysts 
are absent from the microphyric basalts, where groundmass crystals are 
of bytownite composition. 
2.4.4 Oxides (Table A3.4) 
The oxide phase in Grenada lavas is always a spinel. No separate 
rhombohedral oxide has been reported. However, an extremely wide 
range of spinel compositions is present in the basaltic rocks (Arculus, 
1974), presumably reflecting variations in both host magrra chemistry 
and crystallisation conditions. 
2 . 5 Maj or Element Chemistry 
Sixty-five lava samples were analysed for ten major elements by 
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X.R. F. methods. Analytical details are summarised in Appendix B and 
a full description of the methods used is to be found in Thirlwall 
(1979). Data are presented in Table B9 and summarised in Figure 2.5.1. 
The ~st striking feature of the chemistry is the wide range of 
MgO contents, which makes MgO variation diagrams useful for qualitative 
assessment of the controls on fractionation. The basic rocks appear 







N~O with MgO and, to a lesser extent on Ti0
2 
and ISO. The M-series 
lavas (higher MgO/CaO) and C":'series (lower MgO/CaO) are largely defined 
on the basis of this separation. In an attempt to test whether this 
compositional distinction was the result of sampling, the last six 
samples analysed were selected on the basis of petrographic character-
istics suggesting that their cornposi tions might be transitional between 
the two gr'Oups, but they fell into the series already defined, and the 
gap is therefore believed to be real. The small number of analyses of 
M-series rocks in the 4-7% MgO range makes it possible that the two 
gr'Oups are not distinguishable in their rnaj or element chemistry in this 
range. A s1..lJIU1la.I'Y of the characteristics of the two groups was presented 
in Table 2. 2 .1, and their chemical features are discussed belON. 
2.5.1 M-series 
The large number of picritic (>10% MgO) magmas in this group have 
a tendency to be scattered rather than to lie on simple mineral control 
lines. This is particularly noticeable in the elements Ti, K, and P 
which have the lowest crystal-liquid distribution coefficients for the 
phenocryst phases. This pattern cannot be explained by fractional 
crystallisation of the phenocryst phases. HONever, no simple linear 
trend is evident in the more compatible elements such as CaO, Si02 , 
and MgO and instead a spread of data with a general trend is normally 
evident. Calcium variation suggests a main olivine-clinopyroxene 
23 
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Figure 2.5.1(a) Major element variation in extrusive rocks 
Key: circles: M-seriesi squares: C-series· , triangles: evolved lavas 
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control giving rise to decreasing Cao with MgO, . and a spread across 
this nain trend related to olivine fractionation (Figure 2.5.2). This 
model of variable proportions of olivine and clinopyroxene fractiona-
tion, perhaps representing more than one fractionation episode, can 
explain the :major element patterns in the M-series. 
2.5.2 C-series 
Major element patterns in this series are generally more tightly 
grouped than in the M-series although again there is considerable 
scatter, particularly in Ti, K, and P. The presence of large, oscil-
latory-zoned Clinopyroxene phenocrysts in this series provides a 
mechanism for additional scatter in Ti, since disequilibri1..Un fractiona-
tion may be taking place. The CaO/MgO variation diagram indicates 
strong control of compositions by phenocryst clinopyroxene and plagio-
clase, but the proportion of feldspar is limited by the increase in 
Al203 with decreasing MgO. Chemical variation controlled largely by 
calcic clinopyroxene is therefore a likely mcdel for this series. 
2.5.3 Cu:rrn.llus Enrichment 
Consideration of the possibility of some differential crystal 
enriclunent process in these :magmas is critical to the interpretation 
of the chemical variation wi thin and between the two basic series. 
The bifurcating appearance of the maj or elerrEnt patterns would be 
easily explained by accumulation of the large clinopyroxene and sub-
aminate plagioclase phenocrysts from rnagrras of around 4% MgO, to 
form the C-series. Recent re-examinations of the theoretical feasi-
bility of gravity settling of crystals in magmas (e.g. Campbell 1978, 
McBirney and Noyes 1979) suggest that simple gravity settling of 
crystals is difficult to achieve, especially in rrelts whose structures 
are sufficiently polymerised for them to crystallise plagioclase, 
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occurr:ence of amphibole phenocrysts in the more evol ved (basal tic 
andesite) members of the C-series is conclusive evidence against a 
cumulus enriChment model. Amphibole and clinopyroxene crystals have 
similar densities and habits and any mechamism effective in concentra-
ting clinopyroxene) such as floo differentiation) would also 'be expec-
-
ted to concentrate amphibole. The alkali variation argues against 
amphibole acctnnUlation) while amphibOle is absent from the more primi-
ti ve members of this series. 
Evidence against cumulus enrichment processes in the M-series 
comes from the generally small size of the phenocrysts and the evidence 
for late and rapid olivine growth. Although the possible scattering 
of the variation trends by olivine fractionation could be attributed 
to some oli vine accumulation at 100 pressure, isotopic evidence discus-
sed in Chapter 6 argues against this possibility. 
2.5.4 Evolved I.avas 
Compositions containing less than 4% MgO appear to be chemically 
and petrographically related to both the C-series and M-series, but 
their precise relationships to these lavas are not distinguishable in 
the major element chemistry. They have therefore been termed "evolved". 
This series corresponds to magmas with greater than approximately 56% 
Si02 and they are therefore essentially andesites and dacites. Quali-
tative interpretation of their chemical variation is difficult because 
of the large ntunber of phenocryst phases (olivine, orthopyroxene, 
clinopyroxene, amphibole, plagioclase, and ti tanomagneti te), and the 
scatter in compositions of their possible parent magmas. Hewever sub-
stantial plagioclase control seems necessary to explain the Al203 vari-
ation, while lack of iron enrichment and Ti02 depletion requires amphi-
bole and/or magnetite fractionation, The variation of ISO is too scat-
tered to confirm the arrphibole control, while rapid silica increase 
precludes substantial involvement of orthopyroxene. 
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2.6 Major Element Fractionation Models 
Quantitative crystal fractionation rrodels) based on least squares 
mixing calculations of whole rock and phenocryst cornposi tions are sup-
erior to simple oxide variation diagrams· in considering the covariation 
of all major elements. Models of fractional crystallisation derived 
fram these calculations may be tested subsequently by employing trace 
element data and estimates of crystal-liquid distribution coefficients. 
This type of numerical approach has been successfully applied to several 
lava suites (e.g. Zielinski and Frey, 1970; Ieeman et al., 1976; Baker 
et al., 1977), but numerical models of calc-alkaline suites have been 
relatively unsuccessful, as discussed by Gill (1978). 
Least-squares mo::iels for Grenada lavas have been formulated from 
the maj or element analyses and microprobe analyses of phenocrysts in 
the parent compositions using a modification of the program described 
by Wright and Doherty (1970). The sum of squares of residuals, l:r2 , 
provides a measure of the precision of the fit but it must be noted 
that increasing the number of variables will generally improve the fit, 
so that a relatively large l:r2 may not be : unsatisfactory if only one 
phenocryst is used. Some subjective judgement is inevitably involved. 
The size of the fractionation steps is a compromise since large steps 
will not account for the change in the compositions of phenocryst phases, 
while small steps will tend to lead to errors in the m:xlel parameters. 
Mcxiels were first produced invol ving all phenocrysts, and phases whose 
proportions were not significantly large were successively removed pro-
vided the fit was not seriously worsened. The steps chosen were also 
limited by the availability of microprobe data from Arculus (1973) and 
the present study. The rrodels produced are s1..llTll'IBrised in Table 2.6.1. 
Models (1) and (2) describe the possible fractionation trend 
between lava 468 - a possible parental composition with the highest 
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Model Parent Daughter 
1 • 468 266 
2. 468 286 
3. 468 319 
4. 468 265 
5. 468 398 
6. 468 313D 
7. 398 307 
8. 468 6104 
9. 468 6264 
10. 6104 6073 
11 • 6104 337 
12. 6073 381 
" 
13. 337 381 
Table 2.6.1 
Major element fractionation models in basic rocks 
F X
ol X 
X X X 
cpx plag sp amph 
.8884 .1116 
.8796 .1204 
.5988 .1443 .2099 .0470 
.5244 .1803 .2483 .0470 
.4705 .1815 .2900 .. 0580 
.4798 .2009 .2661 .0533 
.8911 .0504 .0503 .0083 
.7920 .2080 
.7747 .2253 
.4865 .0211 .2771 .1721 .0432 
.3487 .0291 .2973 .2593 .0656 
.5814 .0436 .0880 .2440 .0430 

















MgO content and lONest FeO(~ IMgO of the analysed Samples _ and rragmas 
which appear, from the MgO variation diagram to lie close to ~' olivine 
fractionation trend. 'Although the fit of these models is not particul-
ar ly good,' only one phase is involved and therefore, considering the 
scatter in the data, these m::>dels are not 'I..lI"lreasonable. 
Models ( 3) to (6) describe the main fractionation trend within the 
M-series involving olivine, clinopyroxene, and spinel. Al though these 
are the only phenocryst phases, no satisfactory fit could be obtained 
using their analysed compositions, particularly because the analysed 
phenocrysts are not sufficiently rich in Al.· The possibility therefore 
arises that the fract; onation process occurred at high pressures, and 
that the deri vati ve liquids were erupted carrying no trace of the pheno-
crysts invol ved , either as a result of their renoval or of the magma 
becoming superheated during ascent, Support for the latter interpreta-
tion carnes from the olivine textures described in section 2.3 •. ' 
Arculus (1979), in a study of spinel compositions in Grenada 
basalts, reported a Cr-free aluminous spinel and aluminous clinopyrox-
ene included together in olivine. Such a textural relationship is \.ll1-
usual in the microphyric lavas. He interpreted the spinel as either a 
high-pressure phenocryst preserved in olivine, or a xenocryst captured 
by the host rnagpa. There is ruch eyidence to suggest that spinels with 
low Cr/(Cr + Al) can precipitate from a Cr-rich ID:3.grna under certain con-
di tions al though insufficient thernodynamic and experinental data exist 
to determine whether this is a result of high total pressure. 1m a1 ter-
native possibili ty is that chromium exists in the eli valent state tmder 
sorre condi tions • Whatever the explanation, the textural evidence sug-
gests a high-pressure origin for these comp::>sitions, providing an alum-
inous assemblage whose fractionation explains satisfactorily the ID:3.jor 
elerrent variation within the M-series, despite the poor constraints on 
the compositions of the fractionated phases. 
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The origin of andesite 307 from an M-series parent is sUpported 
by trace element, isotopic ~ and petrographical evidence. This rock 
contains olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, amphibole, 
and titan~etite phenocrysts but does not have the coarsely porphy-
ri tic. textu:re of nost C-series magmas. Model (7) dernonstrat~s a poss-
ible origin of this lava from microphyric basalt 398 by fractionation 
of phenocrysts in this:'composition. HCNlever, the relative proportions 
of phases in this m::xjel are similar to those in models ( 3) - ( 6) so that 
a high-pressure origin for this composition could not be excluded. It 
is also possible, since 307 contains amphibole, that this mineral is 
significant in its origin. HCNleve~, none of the analysed M-series 
samples contain phenocryst amphibole so that this possibility will be 
discussed with reference to the cumulate blocks in Chapter 3. 
Models (8) and (9) investigate the relationship between the poten-
tial M-series parent 468 and two of the most primitive members of the 
C-series . Considering that oli vine is the only phepocryst phase invol-
ved, and that it will change composition during fractionation, these 
models are not inconsistent with a hypothesis in which the C-series 
basalts originate by around 20% of olivine fractionation from a pic-
ri tic parent similar to that for the M-series. These models carmot be 
significantly improved by inclusion of another phase. 
Mcx::iels (10) to (13) describe the fractionation trends in the C-
series, using 6104 as representative of the primitive members of the 
serles. Models prcrlucing 337 and 6073 show that an increasing propor-
tion of plagioclase is involved in the fractionation, as evident from 
the trend of the CaO-MgO variation dia~am. Model (12), relating 6073 
to an andesite composition, shows a fit not entirely satisfactory con-
sidering the large number of phases involved and the limited degree of 
fractionation. Phenocryst amphibole occurs in sample 337, and in the 
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slightly more primitive 6177, so that this phase l1n.lst be considered in 
the evolution of the more differentiatedrnembo~s of th C 4 
\,;;.,1.,. e -ser1.es. 
Model (13) uses the data on 337 and its phenocrysts to produce an 
andesi te wi th a very good fit, which is not improved by inclusion of 
olivine or orthopyroxene. 
In view of the abundance of cumulus plutonic blocks containing 
assemblages found as phenocrysts in the evolved rocks, and the evidence 
for some amphibole involvement at this stage of fractionation, m::x:lels 
for the evolved lavas will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.7 Trace Element Chemistry 
Fifty-eight samples were of sufficient size to be analysed for 
trace elements by X.R.F. Analytical details are sU1IllTlC3.rised in Appendix 
B and described in detail by Thirlwall (1979). Data are presented in 
Table B9 and summarised in Figure 2.7.1. 
Trace element concentrations in Figure 2.7.1 h~ve been plotted 
against MgO contents to facilitate comparison of major and trace element 
behaviour especially in the light of the proposed fractional crystalli-
sation mcx:iels. Since a large arrount of data are presented, a general 
discussion of these will be followed by a more rigorous treatment of 
selected elements and elemental ratios. 
2.7.1 General trace element features of the basal tic lavas 
Ni and cr concentrations are very high in the. pieri tic basalts com-
p3I"ed with the rrore evolved basalts of the C-series. The variation of 
these elements within the M-series implies, substantial fractionation of 
olivine and a Cr-bearing phase, such as clinopyroxene or spinel, while 
the greater Ni and Cr contents of M-series rocks with comparable MgO 
contents to the C-series is consistent with some clinopyroxene fractiona-
tion within the M-series but olivine and minor Cr-spinel fractionation 
33 
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to produce the C-series. Vanadium and scandium variation patterns are 
similar. V is principally affected by spinel/titanomagnetite and Sc 
by clinopyroxene fractionation, The effects of differing proportions 
of oli vine, clinopyroxene, and spinel fractionation in the M-s~ies 
are clearly derronstrated, while clinopyroxene and ti tanomagneti te frac-
tionation seem to be important in the C-series evolution. Copper sha.vs 
irregular variation, as does Zn (not figured), which nay be the result 
of control by minor sulphide phases. 
Large ion lithophile elements (111£) are very scattered in the M-
series, often by as much as a factor of 4. Particularly striking are 
t"1e L."R.EE (I..a., Ce, Nd). These data are in accord. with the isotope dilu-
. 
tion REE data of Shimizu and Arculus (1975). The high field-strength 
elements Y, Zr, and Nb also show some scatter in the M-series, parti-
cularly Nb. 
In the C-series LILE are again scattered, although not as seriously 
as in the M-series. A notable feature is the very high Sr content • 
. 
Despi te the scatter, the concentrations of LILE and high field -strength 
elements are, with the exception of Sr, compatible with the rrodel 
Wherein the C-series basalts are related by olivine fractionation to 
a high-MgO parent, but the data require this parent to lie at the la.ver 
end of the scatter in concentrations in the M-series. Fractional 
crystallisation is not able to explain the large variations in trace 
element concentrations at similar major element compositions whiCh is 
a feature of both series, as concluded by Arculus (1973). Ha.vever an 
important point to note is that the process responsible for the M-
series scatter has not been follCNled by olivine fractionation to pro-
duce the C-series, as this would have led to an even greater scatter in 
the C-series deri vati ves , Therefore either: 
(i) the scatter in the incompatible elerrents results from a 
36 
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process occ~ing after that responsible for the major element varia-
tion, or 
(2) the M-series and C-series have a similar origin but have been 
affected by different processes or differently affected by the same 
process, or 
( 3 ) the M-series and C-series do not have a similar origin, 
2. 7 · 2 General trace element features of the evolved lavas 
Interpretation of the trace element chemistry of the evolved lavas 
lS difficult using Figure 2_7.1 since MgO is a poor fractionation index 
in rocks which must, because of their alumina variation, be fractiona-
ting plagioclase. Ni and Cr concentrations a:re generally lew, which is 
typical of andesitic lavas (Taylor et al" 1969). Rb, Ba, and Th behave 
incompatibly within this series, while LREE remain essentially constant, 
This suggests a small arrount of fractionation of the phenocryst apatite 
seen in basal tic andesites and rrore evolved lavas. Strong Y depletion 
suggests that another Y-bearing phase, probably amphibole, is fraction-
ating while Sr concentrations are rather scattered, perhaps a result 
of the parentage of this group by both M- and C-series lavas. Hewever, 
trace elements do not provide conclusive evidence of the relationship 
of the evol ved lavas to the basic series. 
2.8 Process Identification 
The compositions of magmas erupted are the product of several 
processes, including the essential Irel ting of source rocks and possible 
partial crystal 1 j sation of the pr:i.m3ry rrel t prior to eruption. Increa-
sed interest in recent years in the significance of trace elerrents in 
rragmas has led to a better understanding of the effects of different 
processes on their concentrations. N'LUIlerical rrod.els of trace element 
behaviour can be used to predict the abundance patterns prcxiuced by 
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the processes or, conversely, the patterns may be used to help identify 
the processes which have operated in a particular suite. These appli-
cations of trace element data have been mathematically described by 
m:my auth0!B, particularly Allegre and co-workers (Allegre et al., 1977; 
Minster et al., 1977; Allegre and Minster, 1978) in a series of papers 
applying rigorous numerical and statistical rne.thcxls. Unfortunately the 
sophistication of the m::xlels new appears to be such that the lirni ting 
factors ~ a lack of essential partitioning data and of a real under-
standing of the processes of differentiation. 
The IIBin processes which may be operative on the Grenada lava 
sui"te are partial melting, fraction?l crystallisation, and mixing or 
cC::J.tamination. These will produce different effects on elerrents with 
different chemical behaviour. Patterns showing these effects are illus-
trated in Figure 2. 8 .1. 
(a) Elements wi th high D values (e. g. Ni, Cr) vary drastically in con-
cent:ration during fractional crystallisation but th~ir concentrations 
are relatively insensi ti ve to the degree of reI ting, especially at lCMT 
degrees of rrel tinge At high degrees of reI ting, changes in source min-
eralogy may change D values but consideration of both Ni and Cr should 
shew this effect, as it should also show preferential accumulation of 
a phase rich in Ni or Cr. 
A log Ni - log Cr plot for Grenada lavas (Figure 2.8.2) shows the 
importance of fractional crystallisation in the evolution of Grenada 
rragmas • 
(b) Elements of lew D have been termed hygrornagmatophile or t H' elements 
by Treuil (1973), Allegre and co-workers. Their bulk D values for comrron 
mineral assemblages approx:i.rrate to zero. Therefore their concentration 
in fractional crystallisation is inversely proportional to the degree of 
crystallisation or reI ting. Abundance variation during reI ting will be 
Figure 2.8.1 
The qualitative behaviour of trace elements in igneous processes. 
eH represents the concentration of an 'H' element 
eM represents the concentration of an intermediate element 
A dot signifies that the point does not move in the diagram for 
different degrees of evolution of the process. 
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gt'eatest at low degrees of melting, and greatly in excess of that dur-
ing fractional crystallisation. The ratio of two H ele.m;mts should be 
constant during either melting or crystallisation processes, so that 
variation in the ratio indicates the presence of more than one source , 
or contamination. 
Ba-Rb, Th-Rb, and Nb-Rb diagrams (Figures 2.8. 2 and 2.8. 3) should 
therefore show a straight line relationship in both series, as these 
elements are H eleme.nts in assemblages invol ving olivine, clinopyruxene, 
spinel and calcic plagioclase, However the plots shCMl large scatter in 
both series, although the C-series scatter is generally less than that 
in the M-series. It should be noted that the H-elernent ratios are not, 
on average, different in the two series. l.REE shCNl even rrore scatter 
but do not appear to behave as H elenents in the evolved magmas, as 
previously noted. Possible explanations for this scatter are: 
(i) disequilibrium rrel ting 
(ii) a chemically heterogeneous source. 
(c) Elements with intermediate D are termed intermediate or M elements. 
Because the bulk D value for an M elem::.nt is comparable with the degree 
of rrel ting, the ratio of M to H elements will be variable during reI ting, 
especially at lew degrees of rrelting. However the ratio will be little 
changed during fractional crystallisation. HREE are norID3l1y M elements 
so that variable LREE enriclunent is nore easily produced by malting 
than by fractional crystalJjsation. 
d1 / d1 vs cH diagrams can therefore be used to distinguish partial 
melting from fractional crystallisation effects. Y has ionic charge 
and radius similar to the heavy rare earth Ho and Drake and Weill (1975) 
found that D values for Y resembled those for HREE , although closest 
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The Ce/Y vs Ce diagt"am in Figure 2.8.4 shows a strong positive 
COrTe lat ion , indicative of a melting process, while the generally high 
Ce/Y of the evolved lavas indicates that Y is more compatible than Ce 
during Subsequent crystallisation. Minster and Allegre (1978) used Th. 
as an H element to nodel the REE and the Thl Ce vs. Th diagram in Figure 
2 · 8 . 4 again shows a pattern consistent with mel ting follaNed by frac-
tional crystallisation , although Th analytical precision is not high. 
The contrasting behaviour of M and H elements in me.l ting is also 
derronstrated in 212 /cH 1vs. cM/cH1diagrams, where normalisation to 
another H element should lead to no significant variation on the dia-
gram during fractional crystallisation.. Examination of such plots in 
Figure 2. 8 • 5 shCMs that, while the evolved lavas shaN little variation, 
their basaltic precursors are very scattered, although some scatter due 
to lack of Th precision is to be expected.. This is again not consistent 
with a simple equilibrium partial melting plus fractional crystallisa-
tion mxiel. 
It is clear that the substantial fractional crystallisation compli-
cates the interpretation of the trace element patterns, so consideration 
of the rrost primitive M-series magmas (>11% MgO) , within which a large 
variation in trace elements is found, might be expected to present a 
clearer picture of the process(es) operating.. Within this group, the 
~jor element variation precludes rrore than approximately 10% fractional 
crystallisation, which will not greatly affect inc~mpatible ele.rrent 
abundances. The REE models of Minster and Allegre (1978) and Shimizu 
and Arculus (1975) interpret the trace element variation as a product 
of batch partial melting of a garnet Jherzoli te source, the degree of 
reI ting varying from approximately 4 to 17% JI These m:xiels appear to 
explain the REE data well, and the degree of lREE enric.hnent, which is 
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with concentrations of H and M elements. Plots of such elements against 
LREE "chIn (" enrl ent Flgures 2~8.6, 2.8.7) show positive correlations but 
they are still scattered. Minster and Allegre (1978) found howevov-, ~., 
that thre~ of the lavas which they studied did not show particularly 
gocxi agreement with their preferred model, and the increased 'data here 
confirm these discrepancies. 
It was shown in section 2.6 that the major element variation in 
this primitive group is approximately consistent with that which would 
be prcxiuced by olivine crystallisation. Plots of Fe/Mg, Ni, and Ca.o! 
MgO, all of which are indices of olivine fractionation against Ce!Y 
(Figures 2. 8. 7 and 2.8.8) show rou~ correlations which would be expec-
Led but do not distinguish fractional crystallisation from partial mel-
ting · However the scatter on these plots is not consistent with simple 
partial melting. The plot of Sr against Ce/Y (Figure 2.8.7) shows a 
reasonable positive correlation, as do plots of other 'H' and 'M' 
eleJLents . 
Although these data are approximately consistent with differing 
degcees of partial melting follaved by fractional crystallisation, they 
requ i Yle some other mechanism to produce the observed scatter. Good 
positive correlations such as the Ce!Y vs. Ce diagra~ could be produced 
by mixing with a LREE enriched component with higt"1 incompatible element 
concentrations, whose ratios of incompatible elements were different. 
Variable amounts of contamination could produce the scatter on the dia-
grams in Figure 2.8.5. The variation of Ni and Cr is most easily pro-
duced by fractionation and suggests the effect of any mixing/contamination 
on compatible element concentrations would be small. This would also 
be expected of the major elements, with the exception of K, Ti, P 
(Figure 2.5.1). If the major element variation is thus due essentially 
to fractional crystallisation, the variation of LREE enrichment with 
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Figure 2.8.7 Covariation of Sr and Ni with LREE enrichment 




































































Figure 2.8.8 Covariation of major elements with LREE enrichment 
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Ca.O~MgO suggests some sort of cOrl"'lelation between the amot.ll1t of contam-
ination and the amount of olivine crystallisation. 
It is therefore concluded that: 
(1) l'''Iuch of the variation in trace element chemistry is the 
result of fractional crystallisation processes 
(2) Partial melting followed by fractional crystallisation cannot 
explain the variation in H element ratios 
( 3) Mixing or contamination may produce trace element patterns 
similar to those proo.uced by var'iable partial melting. If 
mixL.'1g is taking place, variable partial melting is not excluded 
but is not required 
(4) If mixing has taken place, it may shew some correlation with 
the degree of olivine fractionation in the primitive rragrnas. 
TI1ese conclusions will be discussed further in Chapter 6 in the 
light of isotopic data. 
2.9 Fractional Crystallisation - Qualitative Interpretation 
The superimposed effects of fractional crystallisation on consid-
erable trace element variation in the parent magmas will lead to very 
scattered trace element patterns in the more evolved lavas. Neverthe-
less, it may be possible to place constraints on the fractionating 
assemblages by careful analysis of the data. Qualitative interpreta-
tion is limited here to a few elements. Pearce and Norry (1979) have 
presented a thorough treatment of the behaviour of the high field-
strength elements Ti, Zr, Nb, and Y in fractionation processes. As 
these elements are resistant to alteration and are conmonly analysed, 
the data base for their study is particularly sound, and these elements 
were therefore selected for consideration in the Grenada suite. 
Figt.tres 2. 9.1 and 2. 9 . 2 shCNl the behaviour of Ti, Y, and Nbagainst Zr, 
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which , although not the nost incanpatible of trace elements, is the 
best index of fractionation of this group. . Also shCNl.t1 are theoretical 
fractionation vectors for 20% crystallisation of various mineral phases. 
The Zir!Y vs. Zr diagram shews that both basaltic series have the lav 
Zir!Y ~ Zr contents typical of volcanic arc basalts. 
The Y -Zr diagram shows a trend wi t"TIn the M series consistent 
with olivine and Clinopyroxene fractionation, while the slightly flatter 
C-seJ.."'Iies trend suggests a higher proportion of clinopyroxene. In the 
evolved lavas, the constant Zr and depleted Y could only be prcx:luced by 
apatite or amphibole fractionation. 
The Ti02 vs. Zr diagram suffers from the scatter on Ti in the basic 
lavas but some spinel phase appears necessary to explain the roughly 
COnstdl""1t Ti02 during fractionation of both basic series. The evolved 
rocks show depletion in Ti consistent with fractionation of magnetite 
and! or arnprd.bole. 
The Nb-Zr diagram shows similar trends in the "two basic serles, 
prcx:iuced by olivine and clinopyroxene or olivine, clinopyroxene, and 
plagioclase fractionation. The evolved lavas show a very restricted 
range of Nb and Zr, which indicates a substantial proportion of amphi-
bole in the fractionated assemblage. 
Ti-Y-Nb-Zr variation is therefore consistent with a mcx:lel wherein 
the M-series evolves by fractional crystallisation dominated by olivine 
and clinopyroxene, and the C-series by removal of olivine, clinopyrox-
ene, and plagioclase. Amphibole and rnagneti te are important phases in 
the fractionation of the evolved lavas, while minor apatite rray also 
be involved. 
2.10 Quantitative Trace Element Fractionation Mcx:lels 
The trace element concentrations may be used, along with published 
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distribution coefficients, to test the various major element mcx:lels 
prcduced in section 2. 6" Trace element rrodels were calculated for the 
perfect (Rayleigh) fractional crystallisation case. This is likely to 
be slightly unrealistic as strongly porphyritic rnagnBS are clearly not 
undergoing perfect fractional crystallisation. Also, for reasons pre-
viously stated, the rnagnBS being considered are not directly related, 
and there are possible effects of disequilibrium partitioning of trace 
elements because of kinetic factors (Albarede and Bottinga, 1972). 
These factors will compound the problems caused by scatter in the trace 
element abundances in the primitive magmas, and it is therefore to be 
expected that agreement between mod~lled and observed trace element 
abundances will not be precise. 
Trace element partitioning data were compiled from: Allegre et al., 
(1977); Arth (1976); Baker et ale (1977); Beswick and CarmiChael (1978); 
Drake and Weill (1975); Elthon and Ridley (1979); Gill (1978); Hart and 
Brooks (1974); Leerran (1973); Leeman et ale (1978); .Minster and Allegre 
(1978); Pearce and Norry (1979); Philpotts and SChnetz1er (1970); 
Schnetzler and Philpotts (1970), and Shimizu (1974). Data for many 
elements are scarce and those considered most reliable are: Ni, Sc, Rb, 
Zr, Nb, Ba, Th, Ce, Y. Of these, the Th analytical precision is poor. 
Data are presented in Table 2 .10.1 and selected m::>dels in Table 2.10. 2 • 
Ni partitioning is relatively well studied, although the applica-
bility of synthetic system experirrental data to natural rnagnBS and to 
high pressures is questionable (Elthon and Ridley, 1979). Hewever, 
models tend to predict substantially lewer Ni than is observed · .Although 
other processes have been sha.-m to be :involved :in mcxiel (2), this fea-
ture needs to be explained :in the other models. A possible factor is 
kinetic disequilibrium which, in a large and fairly rapidly cooling· 
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DNi and DSr are both strong functions of T/composition 
DNi estimated from data compilation of Elthon and Ridley (1979) 
DSr estimated from data of Drake and Weill (1975) 
D~~ likely to be highly variable but insufficient data exist 
D values in basic and intermediate lavas compiled by Pearce 
and Norry (1979) 
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Table 2.10.2 
Trace element fractionation models 
Model Ni Cr V Sc Sr Rb Zr Nb Sa Th La Ce Y 
2. 468-286 
measured 219 454 286 29 727 23 84 10.4 380 12.5 29 59 21 
predicted 172 939 240 36 356 14 62 6.7 180 6.9 6.9 22 19 
3. 468-319 
measured 273 565 206 29 537 21 113 10.8 429 10.0 38 37 26 
predicted 21 235 144 21 513 20 90 9.3 265 10.2 10 32 25 
5. 468-398 
measured 155 427 173 23 523 35 125 8.4 450 13.0 28 45 22 
predicted 5 108 119 16 645 26 115 11.5 336 13.0 13 39 29 
7. 398-307 
measure€! 48 105 160 18 479 45 168 12.5 467 13.0 26 50 23 
predicted 68 135 165 21 584 39 141 8.3 505 14.6 31 49 24 
8. 468-6104 
measured 55 108 308 40 1396 14 .-64 3.5 336 4.7 18 40 21 
predicted 31 864 261 38 395 15 69 7.4 200 7.7 8 25 
21 
11. 6104-337 
measured 31 33 208 18 1022 31 128 . -9.2 498 13.0 29 
54 19 
predicted 4 2 63 21 487 39 165 8.4 903 13.5 48 
103 35 
13. 337-381 
measured 21 33 189 17 966 39 165 11.7 
629 17.3 31 66 20 
predicted 13 8 33 15 668 40 150 10.8 636 
17.0 37 68 19 
the equilibrium values for elements of high D (PJ.barede and Bottinga, 
1972). For chromium, the D value will be strongly dependent on fac-
tors controlling spinel cOITq?Ositions, such as pressure, oxygen fugacity 
and melt composition, so that little can be deduced from mc:x:iels for 
this element. Similar difficulties apply to vanadium. HCNlever, deri-
vation of the C-series from a parent similar to that for the M-series 
would require fractionation of a small proportion of Cr-spinel along 
wi th olivine. 
Sc data provide a reasonable fit, particularly in the C-series 
where they conf irm the importance of clinopyroxene fractionation. Sr 
nxxiels in the M-series are subject to the large scatter in the primi-
ti ve magmas, while the C-series D values, dominated by plagioclase, 
appear to be too large. The experimental data of Drake and Weill (1975) 
and Korringa and Noble (1971) do not agree well, and uncertainty over 
t~e D values rray explain rruch of the discrepancy. Other incompatible 
elements also suffer from the scatter in the primitive magmas of the 
M-series, al though Y mcxiels are reasonable. In the C-series most of 
these elements fit well, except LREE_ 
In conclusion, there are too many uncertainties in the parti tion-
ing data and its modelling to test rigorously the major element frac-
tionation m:x:iels. Hovvever, the follCNling conclusions can be reached: 
(1) The trace element models are not incompatible with major element 
fractionation mxlels in the M-series , although sore additional rechan-
ism is required to provide the variation in the most primi ti ve magmas. 
(2) Models deriving the C-series from an M-series parent similar to 
468 do not, in general, provide a gocxi fit for the alkaline earths Ba 
and Sr. 
(3) Models of fractional crystallisation in the C-series provide a 
reasonable fit to the trace elerrent data, and indicate that ~ole 
is a fractionating phase in the origin of andesites from this series. 
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(b) . The magnesian basalts (M-series) appear to have fractionated 
at high pressures and to have reached the surface close to or above 
their liquidus temperatures. 
(c) Apart from this high-pressure mechanism, the major element 
chemistry lS consistent with fractional crystallisation of phenocryst 
phases. 
(d) The rrore evolved, porphyritic basalts (C-series) show evidence 
of derivation from a rrore primitive parent. 
(e) Cumulus enrichment has not been an irrportant factor in proou-
cing the maj or elerrent chemistry. 
(f) Wide variations in the abundances of trace elements in the 
M-series carmot be the result of simple fractional crystallisation. 
Variation in the ratios of H elements requires that. some mixing process, 
rather than partial melting, was responsible. A similar process has 
affected the C-series parents but to a lesser extent. 
(g) This trace element variability makes rigorous trace element 
m::xielling very difficult. 
(h) The behaviour of high field-strength elements shows that 
amphibole fractionation, accompanied by small arrounts of apatite, is 




Cumulus plutonic blocks occur on all the major islands of the late 
Miocene to Recent volcanic arc in the Lesser Antilles. They were first 
described in detail by Lacroix (1904) who studied the abundant blocks 
in the products of the 1902 eruption of Soufriere, St. Vincent. Petro-
logical studies of other islands have also recorded the occurrence of 
cwnulates, especially those of lewis (1964, 1973) who studied the St. 
Vincent blocks in considerable detail, and Wills (1974) who studied a 
selection of blocks from most of the islands, describing their minera-
logical and textural variation and discussing their origin in terms of 
crystal accumulation in subvolcanic magrra chambers. Further work on 
Wills t samples has been carried out by R. J. Arculus (Arculus and Wills, 
in prep. ). 
3.1 CCcurrence an:l general features 
In Grenada the plutonic blocks occur largely in rew:orked volcanics. 
B,y canparison with the St. Vincent samples, they are believed to have 
been erupted mainly in pyroclast flCMS , although a few may have origina-
ted in fall deposits. These deposits are rapidly eroded by tropiCal 
rainfall, as in St. Vincent in 1902 and 1979, and the blocks are easily 
collected in fluvially-reworked material or as loose boulders in the 
present river beds, where they range up to 25 em. in size. Little in-
fornation can therefore be derived from their occurrence , although they 
are believed to be present in all the Grenada eruptive centres. An im-
portant point to note is that the sampling of reworked pyroclastics will 
be biased tONardS those assemblages which are rrost resistant to abrasion 
and fracturing during transport. In St, Vincent rrany of the 1902 and 
1979 blocks, especially the olivine-anorthite types which are believed 
to have crystallised at the . highest tenperatures (Lewis, 1973), are 
very friable. It is therefore possible that some types of cumulate 
are under-represented or even absent from the Grenada sample. No in-
ference i~ therefore c1.rawn from the distribution of sample types. 
Where rerrains of the host magma are preserved in contact with the 
blocks, the rragna is an amphibole-bearing basaltic andesi te or andes-
i te, noI"'IlB.lly with a glassy, vesicular grounclnass, and is therefore 
similar to the host scoria of the St, Vincent blocks although the pre-
sence of abundant amphibole in Grenada is distinctive. 
Intercrystalline scoria is frequently present in Grenada blocks, 
where it is microcrystalline to glassy but, by inference from studies 
of the blocks from the 1979 eruption in St. Vincent (Graham and 
Thir lwall, in prep.), is not thought to represent equilibrium liquid. 
There is, of course, no reason why the andesi tic lava occasionally 
foun::j in contact with the blocks should represent the rragma from which 
they crystallised, as it is probable that the basal ~ic rragmas rarely 
prcduced pyroclast flCMTS and the blocks may be accidental rather than 
cognate xenoliths. Direct observation or analysis of the rragrra in 
equilibrium with the blocks is therefore not possible. 
The Grenada blocks are very heterogeneous in hand specimen appear-
ance. They shCM most of the features described by lewis (1973) in the 
St. Vincent blocks, and variation in grain size wi thin and between 
blocks, medal proportions of the phases, and textural relationships 
prcxiuces a wide range of structures. Where blocks are layered, bound-
aries between adjacent layers are sharp and layers may be defined by 
modal or grain size variations. Hc:wever a patchy appearance, rather 
than continuous layering, is often evident, and this is chiefly due to 
variable habi t and proportion of amphibole, which 1IE.y be form very large 




No rhythmic layering of the type. found in many layered basic 
intrusions is evident and, if present in the original clUID.llate bod 
y~ 
must have been on a greater scale than that of the s~led fragments. 
The blocks are generally fresh apart from common iddingsitisation of 
oli v~e and minor oxidation of nagneti te-rich spinel, and are composed 
of olivine, clinopyroxene, ~hibole, plagioclase, and spinel with 
orthopyroxene and apatite occasionally seen in thin section. They are 
distinctive from those of islands to the north of the Grenadines in 
including examples free from plagiOClase. Texturally, the blocks are 
dominantly adcUJIDJ.lates, with occasional heteradcurnulates, crescumulates 
and mesocUlThl.lates, while orthopyro~ene-bearing samples are transitional 
from adcurnulates to orthocurnulates. 
3.2 Cumulus processes 
Wager (1962), Lewis (1964,1973) and Wills (1974) interpreted the 
cUJIDJ.late blocks of the Lesser Antilles largely as products of crystal . 
settling in subvolcanic nagrna bodies with vol1..lJIEs, suggested by pyro-
clastic eruptions, of up to a few cubic kilo:rretres. However recent 
workers (e.g. ~bell, 1978; McBirney and Noyes, 1979) have challenged 
the prevalent view of the origin of curnulates by ~avi tational settling 
of crystals. They have pointed out the theoretical difficulty of settl-
ing crystals wi th lew, or even negative , density contrasts in a non-
Newtonian nagrna. McBirney and Noyes (1979) suggest that this process 
is especially difficult in melts whose structure is sufficiently polym-
erised for them to be in equilibrium with plagioclase. Al though the 
Grenada magmas may have had lower yield stresses due to the presence of 
water, the temperatures of the rragmas are lower (Chapter 5) than t1-).ose 
considered by McBirney and Noyes (1979) and the results of their calcu-
lations may therefore be applicable to the Grenada rrag;nas. These authors 
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have also challenged the evidence for crystal settling ill the Skaergaard 
intrusion, for long regarded as a pri.m2 example of the process. In 
p3.rticular they considered the textures of the cumulates and the macro-
scopic layering features to be more consistent with a mcx:iel of in situ 
crystallisation at the margins of the intrusion. 
Although ID3.croscopic variation in the Grenada cumulates is obscured 
by their sampling as iSOlated blocks, it is believed that the textures 
support an in situ crystallisation model. This textural evidence inclu-
des the harrisi tic amphiboles, igneous lamination, and inclusion patt-
erns in cumulus amphibole at''1d is discussed with reference to individual 
cumulate types. 
3.3 Classification 
In view of the recent challenges to conventional crystal settling 
hypotheses, the use of the widely accepted cumulate nomenclature of 
Wager et all (1960) is open to criticism. Hc:wever, this classification . 
is still useful in describing textural variations, even though these 
nay nCNl be interpreted in terms of nucleation and grCNlth rather than 
rates of crystal settling and equilibration with the parental magma, 
and is so widely used that it is worth retaining. The use of cumulate 
norrenclature in this study does not have genetic connotations. 
The Grenada blocks nay be classified, either in terms of their 
cwrulus phases, or in terms of their mineral assemblages. The first 
is a textural classification reflecting order and rate of nucleation, 
rate of grcwth, and rate of equilibration wi th liquid. . On the other 
hand, a mineralogical classification has advantages in that it simply 
represents the coexisting mineral phases. This is especially so since 
the minerals are usually tIDZoned and may constitute equilibrium assem-
blages. This assumption in classification is discussed in section 3.6. 





Classification of Grenada Cumulates 
type mineral assemblage variants 
A 01 + cpx + amph amph.-free 
B 01 + cpx + amph + pI amph.-free 
C 01 + cpx + amph + pI + OpX 
D CpX + arnpb + pI amph.-free 
E CpX + amph + pI + opx 
F am ph + pI 
G amph 
All assemblages include a spinel phase 
3.4 fetrography 
With the exception of relict oscillatory zoning in clinopyroxene, 
the minerals wi thin the cumulate blocks show very little zoning in 
thin section. The general petrographic features of each group are 
summarised below and interpreted in terms of order of crystallisation. 
Examples are figured in Plates 3.1 to 3.7. 
3.4.1 Type A assemblages 
The type A blocks are adcumulates, heteradcumulates, or :rresocumu-
lates · There is a complete textural gradation between the ad cumulates 
and heteradcumulates corresponding to variation in the habit of amphi-
bole between extrerres of subhedral. to euhedral cumulus and large, an-
hedral FOikilitic. Grain size is highly variable within and between 
sarrples, but no size grading is present. The generally small and sub-
hedral olivines are always at least partially iddingsitised and are 
often included in clinopyroxene or amphibole, al though they also occur 
as separate cumulus grains ~ The clinopyroxene show9 occasional relict 
ZOniIl.g and is only rarely replaced by amphibole, indicating that there 
is normally no reaction relationship between these phases and the equi-
libriurn liquid. In all samples amphibole forms tr,.e largest grains and 
includes all the other phases. It is therefore interpreted as the 
latest silicate phase to crystallise. Cumulus amphiboles often contain 
ID31l.y small &'1d widely spaced inclusions, which indicates that the in-
cluded phases were suspended in liquid rather than accumulated in a self-
supporting frarrework when included by the later amphibole. 
Spinel occurs, al though never ab\IDdantly, in all examples and may 
be included in all the silicate phases. As a consequence of its sID3.l1 
size, it is easily included by the silicate.s during adcumulus g;ra.rt:h, 
and its place in the crystallisation sequence is difficult to determine. 
On balance, the textural evidence suggests continuous crystallisation 
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Plate 3.1 (a) 
Type A adcumulate 6067, comprising colourless, slightly altered 
olivine, pale green calcic clinopyroxene and olive-green amphibole, 
witp intercrystalline scoria. Small spinels are occasionally incl-
uded in the silicates. Field of view 14mm. Plane polarised light. 
Plate 3.1 (b) 
Type B heteradcumulate 6052, showing large poikilitic amphiboles 
including iddingsitised olivine, clinopyroxene, and occasional 
plagioclase. Transitional to type A. Crossed polarsj f.o.v. 14rnrn. 
Plate 3.2 (a) 
Type B adcumulate 6107, with amphibole enclosing olivine and clino-
pyroxene. Some reaction of clinopyroxene with amphibole is evident. 
The texture suggests crystallisation of amphibole before plagioclase. 
Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 2Omm. 
Plate 3.2 (b) 
Amphibole-poor type B cumulate 6066. Relict oscillatory zoning is 
present in the clinopyroxenes in the centre of the field of view. 
Olivine is dark red due to iddingsitisation, while plagioclase clearly 
crystallised before amphibole. Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 14rnm. 
Plate 3.3 (a) 
Type B adcumulate 6051 containing some intercrystalline scoria. 
Clinopyroxene shows only slight reaction, while the texture does not 
clearly define the relative stability of plagioclase and amphibole. 
Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 14rnrn. 
Plate 3.3 (b) 
Composite nodule 6099. The lower part comprises a plagioclase-free 
type A assemblage, separated from the overlying plagioclase-bearing and 
amphibole-free type D assemblage by a pyroxene-rich band. The chemistry 
of the minerals in the type A layer indicate equilibration with the 
type D assemblage (see text). Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 2Omm. 
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Plate 3.4 
Type C orthocumulates 6168 (top) and 6121 (bottom) showing abundant 
large poikilitic amphiboles including olivine, clinopyroxene, spinel 
and plagioclase. Orthopyroxene Occurs as small, colourless grains 
at. the margins of the amphiboles. Sample 6168 (top) shows a weak 
igneous lamination in plagioclase, suggesting crystallisation in 
situ. Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 14mm. 
Plate 3.5 
Type D adcumulates X28150C (top) and 6092 (bottom). These assemblages 
are the most common among those sectioned, and show wide variation 
in grain size and texture. Sample 6092 (bottom) shows the elongate 
amphibole habit common in andes.itic extrusive rocks from Grenada. 
Plane pc-l'arised light; f.o. v. 14mm. 
Plate 3.6 (a) 
Amphibole-free type D cumulate 6096. Weak relict zoning can be seen 
in the clinopyroxene, while the relatively large spinels are typical 
of type D assemblages. The absence of amphibole is rare in Grenada 
cumulates, and may reflect crystallisation of a.relatively dry magma. 
Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 14mm. 
Plate 3.6 (b) 
Amphibole-plagioclase type F mesocumulate 6136. The mineral assem-
blage indicates derivation of this assemblage from an andesitic 
magma. The intercumulus liquid contains ortho- and clinopyroxene 
and apatite. Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 14mm. 
Plate 3.7 
Banded, amphibole-free type D adcumulate 6222. The banded appearance 
results from modal variation of plagioclase and clinopyroxene and 
from the igneous lamination in the plagioclase-rich layer. 



























Plate 3 0 7 
of spinel with the silicates, perhaps with an increase in abundance 
at the later stages. In a few samples transitional to type B, plagio-
clase is included as sm:lil euhedral gr'a1nS in cumulus amphibole. This 
evidence indicates that plagiOClase already existed in the magma when 
amphibole nucleated under SOIre. conditions. One sample, on arriphibole-
free mesocumulate, contains abundant skeletal. (linked parallel gra.,rth) 
olivines and appears to have crystallised from an M-series parent. 
Al though this one sample may not be significant, others containing 
amphibole have olivines with elongate habits not found in the C-series 
lavas examined. 
3.4.2 Type B assemblages 
The type B plutonics are nonnally adcumulate.s, although a few het-
eradcumulates are present. Grain size variations are similar to type 
A, but the type B blocks frequently shew rrodal layering, primarily a 
Y'escit of variable proportions of plagioclase. The feldspar may show 
CL"1 igneous lamination parallel to the nodal layerin& and, in one sample, 
a weak lamination is present in small feldspars included in amphibole, 
suggesting in situ gr<:M:h.. Olivine is often irregular in shape aT1d may 
snc:w s light :reaction with later amphibole, while clinopyroxene shows 
more extensi ve replacement by this mineral than in type A rocks, parti-
cularly where the amphibole has crystallised late. However in some 
samples, where amphibole occurs as subhedral cumulus ~ains, there is 
no replacenent of clinopyroxene" As in type A assemblages, cumulus 
amphiboles are often rich in inclusions whose uniform distribution sup-
ports a m::xiel of in situ ~cwth of the amphibole, since no distinct 
adcurrn.llus gra-lth rims are observed" 
The textural features in the type B blocks suggest a crystallisa-
tion sequence of olivine and clinopyroxene followed by amphibole or 
plagioclase. The relative stabilities of these two phases are variable) 
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while spinel probably crystallises throughout the sequence, becoming 
increasingly abundant. 
3.4.3 J'ype C assemqlages 
These cumulates have a distinctive appearance in thin section. 
Although variable in grain size, all contain abundant poikili tic amphi-
bole including olivine, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, and spinel. Exten-
si ve reaction of Clinopyroxene is often evident. . At the :rrargins of the 
amphiboles orthopyroxene is found associated with plagioclase. This 
texture suggests that the orthopyroxene crystallised, along with some 
feldspar and amphibole, from liquid trapped by either the rapid in situ 
gr'CNlth of the amphiboles or by their rapid accumulation. This liquid 
would becorre very rich in silica as amphibole, and probably some calcic 
plagioclase, grew and would therefore crystallise orthopyroxene. Con-
sequently, orthopyroxene may never have been in equilibrium with the 
earlier crystallising phases and their host magna. Inasmuch as these 
assemblages show evidence of crystallisation of trapped intercwnulus . 
liquid, they. are transitional to orthocumulates although the amphibole 
texture might lead them to be termed heteradcumulates. 
3.4.4 Type D assemblages 
Blocks of this type are the most common among the samples sectioned. 
Medal ablIDdances are variable and, together with grain size variation ,. 
lead to a banded appearance in many samples. No size grading has been 
observed but igneous lamination is foood in both plagioclase and amphi-
bole. The blocks are rnostly adcumulates , with occasional heteradcumu-
lates, and extensi ve adclD1lUlus grcwt:h of amphibole and plagioclase is 
often evide.T1t. Clinopyroxene is generally less aboodant than in. type 
B assemblages and is often extensively replaced by a.rr:phibole. While 
some samples show clear evidence of crystallisation of amphibole after 
plagioclase, textures of others are ambiguous in this respect and one 
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heteradcumulate contains eUhedral to subhedral amphiboles included in 
large poikili tic plagioclase grains.. The spinel occurs as subhedral 
to anhedral grains, often relatively large, and shows evidence of ad-
cumulus growth. These blocks are notable for the occurrence of spinel 
as a distinct cumulus phase , although this is probably a result of the 
early, currulus habit of the amphibole, which tends to be rrore elongate 
than in the type A, B, and C blocks. Several amphibole-free adcurnulates 
occur in this group, indicating variable crystallisation conditions and! 
or parental melts. 
The textures and mineral assemblages of the type D rocks, together 
\.nt1) the elongate amphibole habit '. are consistent with an origin from a 
more evolved magna which was no longer in equilibrium with olivine and 
which was capable of crystallising substantial proportions of amphibole. 
Comparison with the phenocryst assemblages of the extrusive rocks 
would indicate that the type D cumulates equilibrated with an andesitic 
magrra. 
3.4.5 Type E assemblages 
O:>~y one example of this type has been found in Grenada. It is 
essentially a variant of type C from which olivine is absent, and is 
texturally indistinguishable from type C assemblages. It is therefore 
interpreted as an orthocUIID.llate in which amphibole grew from a magma 
which was no longer in equilibrium with olivine. 
3.4.6 Type F assemblages 
A feJiJ pyroxene-free, amphibole-plagioclase-spinel assemblages are 
present in Grenada. These blocks typically contain elongate amphiboles 
which may shew an igneous lamination, and frequently include snall spi-
nels. In view of the evidence for increasing peplacement of clinopyrox-
ene by amphibole in the :rrore evolved liquids, both in the cumulates and 
in the phenocryst assemblages of the lavas, these blocks are interpreted 
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as the products of crystallisation of relatively evolved liquids. 
3~4.7 Type G assemblages 
A snail number of cwnulate blocks contain only amphibole . These 
are nostly mesocwnulates but one adcumulate has also been found. Small 
spinels are sometimes found included in the amphiboles. The' habit of 
the amphiboles is general,ly more similar to that found in olivine-
bearing cumulates than to the rrore elongate amphiboles in type D and 
F assemblages. 
3.4.8 Sumnary 
The cumulus plutonic blocks of Grenada are very variable in both 
grain size and texture. It is considered unlikely that the cumulus 
phases in the blocks accumulated by gravitational settling, and the 
textural evidence is consistent with formation by in situ crystallisa-
tion at the margins of subvolcanic magma bodies. The textures of the 
blocks ShCM that the relative stabilities of plagioclase and amphibole 
were variable, while the mineral assemblages suggest derivation from . 
a variety of basaltic and andesi tic magmas. It is not possible, on the 
basis of petrography alone, to relate the blocks to either of the basic 
lava series described in Chapter 2. These relationships are discussed 
further in section 3.7. 
3 . 5 Mineral Chemistry 
TWenty-eight c'\..UIlUlate blocks were analysed by electron microprobe. 
Both energy- and wavelength-dispersive methods were used, details of 
which are given in Appendix A. There were two main objectives in the 
probe study. Evidence was sought firstly for the order of crystallisa-
tion of the phases, and secondly, for the relationship between the ex-
trusive rocks and the cumulates. 
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3.5 .. 1 Olivine (Table A4.1) 
Olivine analyses are presented in Figure 3. 5 ~ 1. There is very 
little variation in olivine composition within individual specimens 
while, in three of the type B samples, this mineral is completely al-
tered. The number of analyses is therefore restricted but i~ suffi-
cient to show that: 
(a) The type A cumulates have significantly rrore magnesian 
olivine than the plagioclase-bearing type B. 
(b) The rrost magnesian olivines could not have been in equil-
ibrium with the high-MgO lavas of the M-series, using the data 
of Roeder and Emslie (1970). 
(c) The range of type C olivine compositions covers that shown 
by -types A and B together. 
Nickel data from olivines analysed by wavelength-dispersive methods 
ere presented in Figure 3.5.2, along with calculated analytical preci-
sion and detection limit. Average NiO contents fo~ type A and B cumu-
1~~e5 are 0.145 and 0.120% respectively, equivalent to 1140 and 945 ppm 
Ni. These values can be used in nickel distribution expressions (Leeman, 
1974; Arndt, 1977; Hart and Davis, 1978) to estimate the nickel contents 
of the equilibrium liquids (Table 3.5.1). The results shew that, even 
allc:wing for slightly higher temperatures than llOOoC, which seem un-
likely according to the evidence presented in section 3. 6 and in Chapter 
5, the liquids with which these olivines were in equilibrium could not 
have contained rrore than 100 ppm N i. While C-series lavas contain less 
than 70 ppm Ni, rrost M-series lavas contain rrore than 100 ppm. If the 
cwrula tes are not products of perfect fractional crystallisation, re-
equilibration of olivine . with liquid would increase this limit, but this 
effect would not be large. Therefore, only the C-series rragmas and the 
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Ni distribution in type A and B cumulates 



































lnD = 13160/T - 6.18 
InD = 10430/T - 4.79 
InD = 12345/T - 5.593 
Table 3.5.2 



















;phase relations consistent with being in equilibrium with the cumulate 
assemblages containing olivine. 
3.5.2 pyroxene (Table A4.2) 
Analyses of pyroxenes are projected into the (Ca, Fe, Mg)Si0
3 
sys-
tem in Figure 3. 5. 3 . Very li ttle zoning is present except ill sorre 
clinopyroxenes with relict oscillatory zones. In general, type A cli-
nopyroxenes have higher Mg-values than those from types B and D, while 
type C and E clinopyroxenes cover a wider compositional range than the 
A type. Considerable variation is also fomd in the Mg-values of C 
and E type orthopyroxenes. Calculation of si te occupancies for Al and 
Ti in clinopyroxene (Figure 3.5.4). shows the broad positive correlation 
of Al and Ti required for charge balance in pyroxenes 10;,.; in Al VI and 
3+ 
Fe . Zoning in Al and Ti is irregular where it occurs, as found in 
the phenocryst clinopyroxenes. The variation of Al and Ti suggests 
that the orthopyroxene-bearing sarr:ples equilibrated with a liquid in 
which alumina activity was low, which is consisten~ with petrographic 
evidence that adcumulus grc:wt:h of plagioclase took place in trapped 
liquid in these rocks. By contrast, rrany of the type A clinopyroxenes 
have the highest Al and Ti contents, reflecting equilibration at high 
temperatures wi th liquidS of high alum:ina activity. However, the clino-
pyroxenes in the type A layer of the composite nodule 6099 have low Al 
and Ti contents, suggesting that they have equilibrated with the adja-
. cent, type D assemblage layer, The Al and Ti variation is therefore a 
prcxiuct of variation in temperature and :rIel t composition but , although 
j adei te contents are low, sorre pressure variation cannot be excluded. 
3.5.3 Plagioclase (Table A4.3) 
Plagioclase compositions are presented in Figure 3.5.5. The con-
siderable variation within each group is believed to result from adcumu-
lus grcwth of plagioclase into trapped liquid. Occasional examples of 
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Figure 3.5.3 Pyroxene compositions. 
triangles = type A 
circles = types Band D 
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this are seen :in types B and D but again it is the orthopyroxene-bear:ing 
samples which show the greatest variation. . This evidence, together wi th 
the oli vine and pyroxene compositions, supports an origin for the ortho-
pyroxenes in liquid whose composition has been strongly rrodified from 
that of the parent by adcumulus grCMtl1. A f'l..lrther feature of the plagio-
clase compositions is the more calcic nature of the plagioclase in the 
olivine-free type D rocks than in the olivine-bearing type B. Assuming 
that the highest temperature assemblages are those containing olivine, 
this indicates an increase in the anorthite content of the feldspars 
during fractionation. 
Since a distinguishing featur~ of the two basic magma. series is 
t"'1e~ strontium content , it might be expected that the Sr content of 
the cumulate feldspars could be used to investigate the relationships 
between t~e extrusive and cumulate rocks. Strontium was analysed in 
sorre rocks by wavelength-dispersive rrethods using extended counting 
t;JeS to increase precision, and results are shewn .in Figure 3.5.6. 
Corrposi tions of type B feldspars with anorthi te contents greater than 
An
SO 
shew a clear trend tCNJards lCNJer strontium at higher anorthite 
contents. This might be predicted if the rrost calcic feldspars crystal-
lised at the highest temperatures since experirrental evidence (Korringa 
and Noble, 1971; Drake and Weill, 1975) suggests that this would lead 
to lewest values for the Sr distribution coefficient. However, this 
effect would be offset by the decrease in strontium in the magmas with 
plagioclase fractionation and, in view of the previous suggestion of an 
increase in anorthi te content of feldspars during fractionation, this 
hypothesis cannot be confirmed. 
Distribution coefficients rreasured by Drake and Weill (1975) were 
used to calculate the Sr content of :rrelts in equilibrium with type B 
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~um and ~um Sr contents in feldspars are 0.07 and 0.21% respec-
tively, equivalent to 590 and 1775 ppm •. Reference to Figure 2.7.1 
shows that the calculated Sr contents indicate an origin of these cumu-
lates from the M-series or the evolved magmas. . However it Imlst be noted 
that ~e M-series does not, until its latest stages, show ph~ocryst. 
plagioclase and, nore importantly, that the data of Drake and Weill 
(1975) could be inapplicable, having been obtained in synthetic systems 
under dry conditions. Water has a strong effect on plagioclase-liquid 
equilibrium (Yoder, 1969; Burnham, 1979) and may therefore be expected 
to affect the distribution coefficient for strontium. 
3.5.4 i\mphibole (Table A4.4) 
Wavelength-dispersive analyses of amphiboles were recalculated on 
the basis of a ferric iron content equal to the average of wet-Chemically 
analysed cumulate . amphiboles from the Lesser Antilles (Wills, 1974). 
This compilation gives a value of 100 Fe203/(FeO + Fe203) of 38.0 weight 
9.: o. Si te occupancies were calculated on a 23 oxygen. basis by the method 
of Leake (1978). The majority of amphiboles in the Grenada cumulates, 
according to the classification of Leake (1978) are magnesiohastingsites, 
but sone are sufficiently lCM in FeO/MgO and therefore in Fe 3+ / Al VI at 
fixed oxidation ratio, to be pargasites. These are JIOstly type A amphi-
boles. TWo compositions have sufficiently lCM PJ... VI and total aJkalis 
to be tscherrrBkites. Both are type E amphiboles, whiCh may represent 
crystallisation in trapped liquid at lCMest temperatures. Halogen con-
tents of the amphiboles are lCM. 
Helz (1973), in a study of amphibole compositions in the melting 
interval of water-saturated basal ts, showed that, at constant pressure, 
the chemistry of amphibole was essentially described by edenite and 
tschennaki te substitutions. Structural control appeared to produce 
strong posi ti ve correlations between alkalis on A sites and tetrahedral 
00 
al . . VI 
UlIUJU.u.m, and b~tween CAl + 2Ti) and tetrahedral aluminium. The 
Grenada data" plotted in Figure 3. 5 ~ 7 show similar correlations and 
the slope of the a1k.ali vs. tetrahedral aluminium plot indicates that 
the tempe~ature-dependent edeni te and tschennaki te substitutions are 
coupled in the ratio 1: 2 · This coupling explains the lack of a strong 
correlation between octahedral and tetrahedral aluminium. 
The plots show that three of the type A amphiboles have much lower 
Al and total alkalis than the remainder of this group. . These are the 
compositions from the composi te nodule 6099, again reflecting equili-
brium with the adjacent type D assemblage. The range of compositions 
tram type C and E assemblages is ag?-ill very large. The amphibole data 
therefore support a decrease in crystallisation temperature from type 
A to type B and type D. The wide range of type C and E compositions 
supports an interpretation of these assemblages as products of adcumu-
Ius grc:wth into trapped liquid, wi th equilibration of the phases down 
to laYer temperatures. Al though less precise, data .from energy-
dispersive analyses are consistent with these conclusions. 
3.5.5 Spinel (Table A4.5) 
Wavelength-dispersive spinel analyses are plotted in Figures 3.5.8 
and 3.5.9. These represent projections of compositions onto faces of a 
rrodified Johnson spinel prism (Haggerty, 1976) and therefore neglect 
the titanium content of the spinels. Compositions from type A c1..unulates 
have generally higher All (Cr + Al + Fe3+) and higher Mg-values than those 
from assemblage types B and D , although the compositions from nodule 
. . 3+ 
6099 are again exceptional.. Type B and D spinels are rlch ill Fe , 
while type C and E spinelS again show large chemical variation. The 
plot of trivalent cations shows lower Al contents in type C and E spinels 
than in type A and , although the number of data points is not large, this 
1.S considered to be a real difference which probably reflects decreasLl1g 
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Figure 3.5.7 Symbols as Figure 3.5.4 
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altmrina activity :in the trapped melt of the orthopyroxene-bearing 
assemblages. This conclusion is supported by the sympathetic varia-
tion in plagioclase compositions in these rocks. 
Comparison of the cumulate spinel compositions with those descri-
bed from Grenada basalts by Arculus (1974) is difficult becauSe no 
inform3.tion is given in that study relating spinel composition to host 
basalt type. However, the cumulate spinels have generally lower Mg-
values than the lava examples, and do not include any compositions rich 
. . 
in alumina. It ca."l therefore be suggested that the cumulate spinelS 
equilibrated wi tho liquids more evolved than the maj ori ty of Grenada 
basal ts . Al though the Cr and Al co~tents of rrost C-series oxide pheno-
crysts are 100, occasional compositions are sufficiently rich in these 
elements to make C-series basalts possible parents to the cumulate spi-
nels. Conversely, the chromium contents of many of the M-series oxide 
p.~enoc...rysts c3l.'"€ greatly in excess of those found in the cumulate spinels. 
Therefore , although not conclusive, the data again point to equilibra-
tion with rrel ts similar to the C-se.ries or the more evolved members of 
"t."-1e M-series. 
3.6 Physical conditions of crystallisation 
Although Wager (1962) attempted an interpretation of the conditions 
necessary for crystallisation of'the cumulate assemblages of Soufriere, 
St. Vincent, lewis (1973) carried out the first major investigation of 
equilibration condi tions • lewis deduced from experiJrental data that 
the coexistence of magnesian olivine with anorthi te, and the presence 
of amphibole, required a pressure of crystallisation in the range 1-8 
kilobars, while suggesting that the partial pressure of water was un-
likely to have equalled total pressure. 
Wills (1974) carne to similar conclusions regarding the pressure of 
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crystallisation, suggesting that the late appearance of amphibole in 
lava sui tes in the lesser Antilles, together with the lack of basaltic 
PYl"\oclast flONs, indicated that the magmas coexisting with the cumulate 
assernblag~s were not close to water saturation. Wills suggested that 
the composi tions of coexisting olivine and calcic plagioclase might be 
good indicators of water acti vi ty • On this basis he concluded that the 
more magnesian olivine coexisting with a given plagioclase composition 
in the southern islands of the arc might reflect lCNJer water activity, 
prorroting a highel.-"' temperat1.l.TB crystallisation envirorurent, but was un-
able to quantify this argument. 
The rapid growth of interest ~ the application of thermodynamics 
to mineral equilibria ha.s provided new m=.thods by which the P-T-f 1 til vo a es 
conditions of cum...llate equilibration can be investigated. It is irrpor-
tant to determine which, if any, of the assemblages represent equilibri\..UIl 
and which, if any, of the therrrodynamic methods provide accurate answers . 
.. ~ previously discussed, the textures of the adcuTJ1.ti!-ate.s from Grenada, 
and the very limited chemical zoning of their constituent phases, are 
consistent with equilibrium assumptions. However, the orthopyroxene-
bearirlg assemblages have textures suggesting substantial reaction between 
tr'apped inter cumulus nelt and crystals, and are therefore at least tran-
sitional from adcurnulates to orthocumulates. It may not be realistic to 
treat these rocks as equilibrium mineral assemblages. 
The coexistence of olivine VIi th calcic plagioclase in many of the 
Grenada cumulate bloc."ks requires, on the basis of Kushiro and Yoder's 
(1966) data for the anorthite-forsterite reaction, pressures of equili-
bration of less than about 8 kilobars (as for Soufriere). It might be 
expected that the depths of crystallisation of the blocks would be var-
iable. There is no evidence, however, to suggest that the blocks lack-
ing this diagnostic assemblage crystallised at significantly higher 
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pressures. The presence of amphibole requires pressures of crystalli-
sation in excess of about 1 kilobar and moderate water activity. The 
low halogen contents of the amphiboles indicate that water is likely 
to have been the dominant volatile species influencing amphibole stab-
ility. Its activity was probably variable since the textural evidence 
indicates variable relative stabilities of amphibole and calcic plagio-
clase. The experiments of Holloway and Burnham (1972) show that crys-
tallisation of amphibole before plagioclase is to be expected at high 
water activities. The lew-pressure therrral stability of amphibole is 
det~~ed by its dehydration and melting reactions. Consideration of 
the water activities at the crossing of these reaction curves in the 
P-T space by Burnham (1979) led him to conclude that the minimum water 
content of a mel t in equilibrium with water would be close to 3 weight 
percent. This estimate constrains the minimum water acti vi -ry at which 
the Grenada cumulates crystallised as a flliiction of pressure. 
~ell (1978) applied therm::x:lynamic methcxis to the mineral compo-
sition data of Wills (1974) to estimate P, T, and f 1 til for selec-vo a es 
ted cumulates from the Lesser Antilles. From the results of these cal-
culations, she suggested a northward increase in the depth of crystalli-
sat ion , generally low water activities, and high oxygen activities. 
However, there are sane serious uncertainties in the methcxis used in 
her study, some of which have also been pointed out by Arculus and Wills 
(in prep.) 
3.6.1 Pressure estimates 









08 . - Mg2Si206 + ~1gSi206 + MgAl204 
olivine anorthite opx cpx spinel 
to estimate pressure. This is the reaction describing the plagioclase 
lherzolite/spinel lherzolite boundary in the CMAS syst~~. As in all 
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thermodynamic treatments, there are two mam sources of uncertainty in 
this method. Firstly there are the uncertamties in the basic thermo-
dynamic data for the pure end-members involved, which may lead to sig-
nificant uncertainties in the enthalpy, entropy and volume changes of 
a reaction unless it has been calibrated experimentally. Secondly, the 
pure end-member data must be extrapolated to the more complex natural 
system, requiring a kna.vledge of the solution chemistry of the phases. 
:Lt is here that serious uncertainties may become involved. While oli-
vine and plagioclase probably approximate to ideal solutions in this 
case (Williams, 1972; Orville, 1972), the pyroxene and spinel solid sol-
utions are more complex. Although vncertainties still exist, numerous 
workers have studied the solution chemistry of pyroxenes (e .. g. Wood and 
1973; Nevrton et al., 1977; Herzberg, 1978; Wood, 1979) .. In con-
2+ 3+ 
trast, there are very few data on the complex (Mg, Fe) (Cr, Al, Fe , 
'7'i) spinels, except in some simple systems free of ferric iron (Muller 
and Kleppa, 1973; Charlu et al., 1975).. Serious prqblems arise in treat-
lTIg spinels not only because of their complex chemistry but also because 
of their structures.. Different end-member spinels have different struc-
tures so that the site occupancies in compositionally complex spinels 
are almost wholly unknc:w.n even when good chemical analyses are available .. 
It seems likely that short-range ordering effects are an important factor .. 
Since the alumina contents of spinels in the lesser Antilles cumu-
lates are la.v, PCMell (1978) chose to treat them as dilute solutions, 
applying an arbitrary Henry's l.a.w constant of 1 .. 5 and assuming that com-
o 2+ 3+ spinel -
plete couplmg of Mg and Al took place, such that '11gAl 0 . - 1.5 x 
2 4 
x.~pinel HCMever, since there is no evidence t~ support this m:xiel, 
" l1gAl204 .. 
it is regarded as unjustifiable. 
As previously described, spinels in the Grenada curmllates have a 
very wide compositional range, and there nay be substantial variation 
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within a single block.. Some compositions may not, therefore, reflect 
equilibrium. A further problem in applying this barometer to the 
Grenada blocks is that no orthopyroxene-bearing examples were found by 
Arculus (1973, 1978) and Wills (1974). The equilibrium is thus not 
strictly applicable, since one phase is missing. Pewell (1978) attemp-
ted to overcome this difficulty by calculating the activity of ensta-
tite in the clinopyroxene, using a regular solution m:xiel. This approach 
involved the Choice of a fixed value for the interaction parameter of 
the regular solution, close to that derived by R. Powell (1978) from 
experimental data at 30 kilobars, mostly in the system eMS. This rep-
resents a considerable extrapolation of the data. M. Powell (1978) 
sugges~ec that the expression for the activity of enstatite in clino-
pyroxene would be: 
nrT'1l (cpx )2 
l\-"-~ ~Si03 RTln ~ • { + ~Cl - {) 
V.~~ere A is the interaction pararreter for Ca-Mg on the M2 site. There-
fore the increasing diopside content (hence increasing xM~ and decreas-
ing ~) from north to south of the clinopyroxenes from the plutonic 
blocks in the arc results in a large change in the last term of this 
expression, and a large change in the equilibriwn constant for the re-
action, which involves the square of the ~~i03 term. The increasing 
pressures of crystallisation from south to north determined by Pewell 
(1978) are therefore largely spurious, being a function of the nethod 
employed. An additional error cones from the use by Pewell (1978) of 
therm::x:lynamic data for orthoenstati te when a clinopyroxene structure 
was being considered. These shortcomings in the method employed by 
Pewell (1978) are fully described by Arculus and Wills (in prep.). It 
is therefore concluded that the pressures calculated by Powell are un-
reliable, and consequently, since they are dependent on these results, 
so are the estimates of water and oxygen activities. 
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A possible equilibrium for barorretry which avoids spinel solution 
m:xlels is~ 
(1) 
anorthite olivine opx cpx 




Reaction (2) was studied by Wood (1978) and its slope in P-T space can 
be used to derive a value for the entropy change of the reaction, since 
dP - ~s - 10 bar OK-I" 
dT - ~V-
=~e volume change of this reaction was calculated from molar volume data 
give:-l by Ro~ie and Waldbaum (1968) and Charlu et ale (1978) (Table 3.6.1). 
The calculated entropy change of reaction (2) can be used, together 
v.-i IT. entropy data for reaction (3) (Danckwerth and Newton, 1978; Newton, 
1978), to calculate the entropy change of reaction (1). The enthalpy 
change of reaction (1) can be calculated from the heat of solution data 
of Charlu et ale (1975), Newton et ale (1977) and Charlu et ale (1978), 
and the volume Change from molar volume data. All the values used are 
listed in Table 3.6.1, together with the data sources. It should be 
noted that errors introduced by considering a standard state at 970
0
K 
and applying entropy data from 10OOoK, together with rrolar volume data 
from 2980 K will be very small, and are neglected. 
o -1 
~Sl = ~S2 + ~S3 = -3.48 - 1.61 - 5.09 cal K 
~H = 2990 cal, and ~Vl 1 
-1 = -.4357 cal bar 
Therefore, assuming that ~Cp = 0 (reasonable for a standard state at 




Thermodynamic data used in calculations 
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1000 V soln,970 















4 16.11 + .24 66.23 43.67 -
Si0






B 15.99 + .37 ** 1oo.B7 -
** derived from experimental data of Wood (197B) 
Data sources 
Robie and Waldbaum (196B) 
Charlu et ale (1975) 
Newton et ale (1977) 
Newton (197B) 
Danckwerth and Newton (197B) 
Charlu et ale (197B) 
Solution models used in calculations 
phase model reference 
olivine (X
Mg 
)2 Williams (1972) 
orthopyroxene ~1.~2 
g Mg 
Wood and Banno (1973) 
clinopyroxene XM1 XM2 AI· Ca 
Herzberg (197B) 
plagioclase XCa Orville (1972) 
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- RTJnK 2990 + 5_09 T - .4357(P-l) at equilibrium where P 





aFo .. aAn 
The solution models used in the application of this equation are 
given in Table 3. 6.1. Application of this barorreter is limited to the 
orthopyroxene-bearing assemblages, al though unfortunately these are the 
very assemblages in which the' assumption of equilibrium is most in doubt. 
The equilibrium constants and pressures have been calculated for three 
of these assemblages using microprobe data from Table A4, and are listed 
in Table 3.6.2. 
This barorreter has the disadvantage of producing results which, 
because of the very lCNJ CaTs activity, are strongly dependent on the In 
K term, and significant errors are thus introduced by errors, or varia-
tions, in phase composi tions . Plagioclase cornposi tions within these 
assemblages are variable, as are the alumina contents of the clinopyrox-
enes. Evidence from sorre cumulates, where oscillatory-zoned clinopyrox-
enes are present, shows that aluminium diffusion is very slo.-J. Addi-
tionally, the lCNJ CaTs acti vi ties are liable to significant analytical 
error, even though only wavelength-dispersi ve analyses have been used. 
Therefore, al though this barorreter is theoretically promis ing, it is 
not readily applicable to the Grenada assemblages, and the pressures 
calculated, while lCM, are believed to be very approximate. 
3.6.2 Temperature estimates 






Pressure calculations for Grenada cumulates 
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calibrated by experiments on the diopside-enstatite solvus in simple 
systems, but are again only applicable to the problerratical orthopyroxene-
bearing cumulates. Wells (1977) updated the calibration of this ther.mo-
neter by Wood and Barmo (1973) and estinated an accuracy of ±70oC in 
results within the range 785
0 
to l5000C. Because the solvus is steep, 
and therefore insensitive to temperature, at tempera~s belCNJ 10000e, 
inaccuracies are greatest in this range. Temperatures calculated for 
the three rocks already used '. and rock 6135, an olivine-free assemblage, 
are listed in Table 3. 6 .3 . The presence of SOIre ferric iron, which can 
be inferred from the wet-chemical data of lewis (1973), will increase 
these values slightly. Different pairs of pyroxenes in each rock give 
a spread of values, but always well within the accuracy quoted and 
average temperatures are therefore close to 9500 C. In view of this 
result, it is surprising that Powell (1978) chose temperatures of 11000 -
12000 C on which to base her calculations . 
. .;1 though these values are estinates of equilibration temperatures, 
it is possible that they are less than the temperatures of cumulate 
crystallisation. There is no evidence in the pyroxenes of re-equilibration 
of the assemblages during cooling, such as exsolution and expe.rirrental. 
data (Chapter 5) confirm that these are not 1..lTlr'easonable crystallisation 
terrperatures. The lack of exsolution in the oxides suppor:ts this view, 
indicating rapid cooling. Together with the frequent presence of inter-
sti tial. scoria and glass, this suggests that the blocks were usually 
at magmatic temperatures on eruption and could therefore be essentially 
cognate cumulates. 
3.6.3 ~en activity estimates 
PCM7ell (1978) used the equilibrium 
3Mg2Si04 + 3Fe2Si04 + 02 - 6MgSi03 + 2Fe304 
oli vine oli vine fluid cpx spinel 
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Table 3.6.3 







33 and 35 
42 and 43 
102 and 103 
61 and 62 
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Temperatures calculated according to the calibration of 




to estimate the oxygen fugacity during crystallisation of the cumulates. 
This nethod is subj ect to the problems of treating the acti vi ties of 
MgSi03 in clinopyroxene and of magnetite in complex spinels (section 
3.6.1), and is believed to be unreliable. A rrore promising equilibrium, 
applicable to orthopyroxene-bearing assemblages, is 
opx spinel olivine nelt 
but there is a lack of reliable thermodynamic data and the results 
would anyway be dependent on total pressure which is not accurately known. 
The absence of coexisting oxides in the Grenada cumulates prevents 
T - ~ determinations using the data of Buddington and Lindsley (1964). u2 . 
Comparison with the results from St. Kitts cumulates obtained by Wills 
(1974) suggests values of fO slightly above those of the NNO buffer 
2 
curve, but these need not be applicable to Grenada. 
3.6.4 Water activity estimates 
An equilibrium involving tremoli te and aluminous spinel was used 
by Powell (1978) to estirrate the activity of water in Grenada cumulates. 
~Mg5Si8022(OH)2 + 0.5 CaMgSi206 + 2.5 MgAl204 = 
amphibole cpx spinel 
2.5 CaAl2Si208 + 4 Mg2Si04 + H2O 
plagioclase olivine nelt 
The amphibole and spinel solution models used by Powell are considered 
unsatisfactory. Amphibole presents a problem in that the Grenada com-
positions are far from tremolite and the therrrodynamics of amphibole 
solid solutions are virtually unkn(fl]Tl. Arculus and Wills (in prep.) 
have suggested the use of pargasi te as the amphibole end-1IEJIlber, since 
SOlIE therrocx:iynamic data for this cOITlpJsi tion are available, but consid-
erable extrapolation is still required. Use of a solution model invol-
ving ideal mixing on each site in the amphibole struc~ is clearly 
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\.ll1r'ealistic in. \,iew of the evidence. for coupled substitutions in the 
Grenada aJIi>hibole chemistry, and resul ts in very lCNl pargasi te . acti-
vities In amphiboles which are clearly close to pargasite in composi-
tion. So few amphibole data are available that little confidence can 
be placed in results obtained from these equilibria. 
3.6.5 
In conclusion, it is evident that thermodynamic. data are still 
too few, and the knCM11edge of the solution chemistry of IIEny phases 
too incomplete for confidence to be placed in the estimates of crys-
tallisation conditions obtained by Powell (1978). Calculations from 
coexisting pyroxene co~si tions indicate temperatures of crystallisa-
tion belcw 1000
0 
C, and pressures calculated from orthopyroxene-bearing 
assemblages are variable, but not close to the upper stability limit 
of coexisting olivine and calcic plagioclase at arDund 8 kilobars 
(Kushiro and Yoder, 1966). The stability of amphibole requires a min-
irrn..un water content for the melt, and oxygen acti vi tj..es may have been 
high. Hopefully thernodynarnic data and solution rrodels will improve 
to allcw precise estimates of crystallisation conditions to be made, 
as these would p:rovide a pcMerful nethod of study of the conditions 
in subvolcanic magma bodies. 
3.7 Fractionation models involving cumulate assemblages 
Least-squares mixing calculations involving cumulate phases (Table 
3.7.1) can be used to test lava-cumulate relationships, subject to the 
uncertainties discussed in Chapter 2. Hcwever, the nature of these 
relationships is dependent on genetic interpretations of the cumuJ.:ate 
textures. The predominance of adcumulates in Grenada, and the presence 
of orthopyroxene-bearing orthoCUIIDllates, both argue against fornation 
of the cumulates by perfect fractional crystallisation. However, since 
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the extrusive rocks are not all directly related, and the mixing cal-
culations thex~fore only broadly illustrate the fractionation processes, 
there is Ii ttle justification for using more complex numerical mcx:iels 
I 
involving trapped intercumulus liquid, or open-system fractionation 
(O'Hara, 1977), even though they may be ITDre realistic. The simple, 
least squares mi."'Cing approach used in Chapter 2 is the.refore retained. 
As previously described, amphibole and plagioclase occur JIDre abundantly 
in the IIDre evolved, olivine-free blocks, and this feature, together 
with the strikingly higher abundance of amphibole in the currulates than 
in the lava phenocrysts, could be at leq,st partially explained if the 
blocks rrore closely represent the products of equilibrium crystallisa-
tion than of fractional crystallisation. ( . . However, the bulk COmpOSl tlOns 
of the blocks '\..J'hich could be obtained by mixing the mineral analyses are 
very different from any Grenada magma composition. The approximation _ 
to perfect fractional crystallisation used here is therefore believed 
to be reasonable. 
3.7.1 C-series rrodels 
The fractionation models for this series described in Chapter 2 
have been recalculated using average analyses of the phases in type B 
ctU11Ul.ate 6051. Mcxiels (10) and (ll) fit the data well without the in-
'" 
clusion of amphibole , although indicating s:rrBller degrees of fractiona-
tion than the corresponding phenocryst-.:based rrodels in Table 2.6.1. 
The different degrees of fractionation may be the result of zoning in 
the phenocrysts, whose cores are closer to the cumulate grains in com-
posi tion than their rims, but the differences are not large enough to 
be testable using the already scattered incompatible elenent concentra-
tions in the lavas. 
The ~rtant feature lS that these mxlels do not involve amphibole 
but do involve a substantial proportion of plagioclase,· which is at 
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Parent Daughter 
(10) 6104 6073 
(11) 6104 337 
(12) 6073 381 
(13) 337 381 
(14) 307 274 
(15) 381 274 
,( 7) 398 307 
(16) 3130 307 
... -...., ... '-'" "-"'.'.-
Fractionation models involving cumulate assemblages 
F X
ol 
x X X X ~2 
c~x plag sp amph ~ r ' 
.5945 .0273 .2590 .0896 .0296 0.506 
.4587 .0371· .2753 .1734 .0554 0.141 
.5781 .0539 .2028 .0486 .1166 0.502 
.7675 .0599 .1014 .0126 .0586 0.078 
.7446 .0736 .0498 .0215 .1106 1'.630 
.7533 .1148 .0747 .0311 .0261 2.785 
.8353 .0402 .0124 -.0120 .1241 0.121 




variance with the modes of the type. A, and m:my of the type. B, blocks. 
It has already been inferred from the cumulate mineral chemistry that 
the type. A and 13 cumulates originated at the highest tern;peratures, and 
therefore the type. A assemblages cannot be related to the C-series 
nagmas • This is consistent with the variation of yttri urn in this series 
(Figure 2.9.2) which precludes substantial amphibole fractionation within 
the C-series. 
Models (12) and (13) agree well with their counterparts in Table 
2.6.1 , although amphibole is involved in rrodel (12) using the currulate 
data. The large propJrtion of plagioclase and lack. of olivine in these 
rrodels suggests a relationship between the rrore evol ved merribers of the 
C-series and the olivine-free type D rat~er than the type B cumulates. 
3.7.2 M-series rrodels 
-
Models (7) and (16) relate two of the rrost evolved rrernbers of the 
{i-series to andesi te 307, described in Chapter 2 • Although both rrodels 
involve small aJIDunts of fractionation, and are therefore subject to 
considerable error, they shCM small olivine and spinel proportions and 
large proportions of amphibole. These features are in agreement with 
the rrodes of type. A cumulates, showing that these assemblages can be 
related to the evolved rrernbers of the M-series. 
3.7.3 Models for evolved magmas 
Variation within the andesitic magrras is related to the olivine-
free cumulate 6136 in m:x:1els (14) and (15). Both rrodels shCNJ poor fits 
which are largely due to high residuals for aJkalis. The proportion 
of amphibole involved in the extract is strongly dependent on alkalis 
and these rrodels are therefore not satisfactory. Use of other magmas 
and currulates did not produce rroclels which fitted D~e data well. 
Difficul ties in rrodelling the evolution of these magmas might be expec-
ted, given the evidence in Chapter 2 that they are derived from a 
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variety of parents whose concentrations of alkalis are highly variable. 
Correlation of the cumulates with the evolved magmas is therefore res-
tricted to the petrographical evidence discussed in section 3.4. 
3.7.4 Summary of cumulate-lava relationships. 
Least-squares fractionation models relating the compositions of 
the extrusive rocks to the cumulate assemblages can constrain cumulate-
lava relationships provided that the cumulates are essentially products 
of fractional crystallisation. Using additional constraints from petro-
graphy and trace element chemistry , it can be shown that the type A 
cumulates cannot be produced by fractionation of C-series magmas, but 
instead were probably produced by fractionation of the more evolved 
me.rrDers of the M-series. 
There is considerable nodal variation, particularly in plagioclase 
and amphibole, in type B assemblages, and the almost constant FeO* /MgO 
of the C-series magmas prevents a clear correlation of this magma series 
with any of the cumulate types. Therefore , although a substantial pro-
portion of amphibole cannot have been involved in the variation within 
this series , it is not possible to rule out a relationship between the 
C-series magmas and some type B cumulates poor in amphibole. It is 
therefore possible that the variable relative stability of plagioclase 
and amphibole in the cumulates is at least partly a result of variation 
in parent magma composition rather than in conditions of crystallisation. 
However , it may be that cumulate blocks related to C-series magmas are 
rare or absent. These interpretations are discussed in Chapter 5 in 
the light of experimental melting studies. 
The type D and F cumulates crystallised from basaltic andesite and 
andesite rnagrras, but satisfactory modelling of the evolved magma varia-
tion using these cumulates is not possible using the limited data avail-
able. Type C and E cumulates originated from magmas similar to those 
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which produced types B and D, but the larger proportion of trapped 
liquid resulted in orthopyroxene Cl~ystallisationA 
3.8. Conclusions 
(a) Cumulate blocks from Grenada show wide variation in grain 
size and texture, and have been classified on the basis of their 
mineral assemblages. 
(b) The blocks are predominantly adcumulates and heteradcumulates. 
Some orthocumulates are present, usually containing orthopyroxene 
which nucleated in the trapped intercumulus liquid. 
(c) 1'15...'1Y of the textures exhibited are more consistent with an 
origin jy in situ crystallisation rather than by gravitational 
crystal settling. 
(d) ine mineral chemistry, together with the textures, suggests 
an order of crystallisation of olivine, clinopyroxene, amphibole 
or plagioclase, and orthopyroxene. A spinel probably crystallised 
co~tinuously with the silicates. 
(e) Orthopyroxene-bearing orthocumulates show a very wide range 
of mineral compositions, reflecting crystal growth in trapped inter-
cumulus liquid and indicating that these rocks may not represent 
equilibrium assemblages. 
(f) Mineral compositions, including trace element concentrations, 
preclude derivation of the cumulates by fractional crystallisa-
tion of the primi ti ve magmas in the !'-i-series. 
(g) Thermodynamic calculations applied to the orthopyroxene-
bearing assemblages are subject to interpretation of equilibrium, 
but indicate pressures of 0.5 to 6 kilobars and temperatures of 
900 to 10000C. The precision of the pressure estimates is poor 
and they do not greatly reduce the bracket of 1-8 kilobars imposed 
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by published experimental studies. The pressure calculation of 
Powell (1978) is not considered to be usefully applicable to the 
Grenada cumulates without improved data on the solution chemistry 
of the mineral phases. 
(h) No reliable therm:x:lynarnic estimates of oxygen or water 
activities can be made using published data. Variation in the 
relative stability of amphibole and plagiOClase may be the result 
of variable water activity , although variable rnagma composition 
cannot be excluded. 
( i) Least -squares mixing m::xiels for the evolution of D'le extru-
sive rocks employing cumulate.minerals preclude an origin for the 
plagiOClase-free cumulates from the C-series magmas and support 
2..;,": origin from the evolved compositions in the M-series. Some 
plagioclase-bearing cumulates rnay be derived from C-series magmas. 
'Y..'"'.e oliv;ne-free assemblages probably crystallised from basaltic 




Peridotite nodules occur abundantly in microphyric basalt scoria 
at Grenvi~le, on the east coast of Grenada (Figure 1. 2.1) . The ncx:iules 
are up to 4 em in diameter and often covered by a skin of mierophyric 
resal t . They are pale green in colour, apart from occasional reddened 
olivines. The host fonns one of the scoria cones believed to be 
among the most recent products of Grenada volcanism but is, as yet, 
undated. It is deeply reddened, reflecting oxidation of olivine. 
Wills (1974) and Arculus (1978) described an olivine-orthopyroxene-
clinopyroxene nodule from Grenville which is included in the University 
of ~~e West Indies collection (no. X28148). They interpreted this rock 
as a heteradcumulate, the presence of magnesian orthopyroxene suggest-
ing a high-pressure origin. A further 14 perioditites were collected 
by t"'-le writer in 1978 and sectioned. They are rich in olivine and sub-
cm:iinate orthopyroxene, and therefore essentially h~rzburgi tic. Clino-
pyroxene, spinel, and accessory sulphides occur in some ncx:lules and 
many specimens show evidence of interaction with the host magma. 
4.1 General texture (Plates 4.1(a) and 4.2) 
The abundance of olivine and orthopyroxene and scarcity of spinel 
and clinopyroxene is a striking feature of the ncx:iules in thin section. 
Grain size is very variable, particularly in olivine, and ranges up to 
10 rrnIl.. Apart from the partial oxidation of olivine, all the ncx:lules 
are fresh. 
Some parts of the nodules are extensively recrystallised, showing 
a mosaic texture (Harte, 1977), while adjacent parts contain porphyro-
clasts. These are dominantly orthopyroxenes, but some large olivines 
are also strained and nay be porphyroclasts, although they are not as 
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Plate 4.1 (a) 
General texture of peridotite nodule 6232 showing granuloblastic 
olivine with variable grain size and larger orthopyroxene porph-
yroclasts. Fine grained areas are melt patches produced by 
interaction with the host melt, a microphyric basalt (top right). 
Orthopyroxene adjacent to melt patches is embayed due to reaction 
with the melt. Crossed polars; field of view 2Omm. 
Plate 4.1 (b) 
Turbid orthopyroxene porphyroclast in an olivine mosaic. The 
turbidity results from very fine scale exsolution, probably 
largely of ilmenite, but clear. selvedges are present. Sample 6238 
Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 2.5mm. 
Plate 4.2 (a) 
Spinel peridotite nodule 6237 showing trains of opaque spinel 
grains, possibly produced by disruption of original large spinels. 
Two fine grained orthopyroxene veinlets traverse the specimen 
perpendicular to the spinel trains. The darken~d areas on the left 
are due to alteration of olivine. Plane polarised light; f.o.v. 
23mm. 
Plate 4.2 (b) 
General texture of peridotite nodule 6123 showing large strained 
orthopyroxene porphyroclasts (one in extinction) and smaller 
olivines with variable grain size. Elongate inclusions are visible 
in theorttopyroxene at the top right. Crossed polarsj f.o.v. 19mm. 
Plate 4.3 
Elongate olivine inclusions in strained orthopyroxene porphyro-
clasts from nodule 6123. The olivines, which are up to 2mm long, 
appear to form tabular inclusions parallel to (100) in the ortho-
pyroxene, but are themselves variable in optical orientation. 














large as the orthopyroxenes. The variation in olivine grain size rrakes 
distinction of olivine porphyroclasts difficult. The nodules are mos-
aic porphyroclastites in the classification of Harte (1977). Fine 
grained, dark patches cormnonly occur within the nodules and, 11l some 
specimens, are continuous with the host melt. These are interpreted 
as melt patches produced by interaction of the nodules with the host 
ma.gma. Further features of the nodule textures are discussed belew 
with reference to the individual minerals. 
4.2 Olivine 
The majority of olivine grains are equant and strain-free, but 
very variable in grain size. The larger porphyroclasts are generally 
strained and shew kink-banding. Al teration is also variable within 
and between specimens , with heavily-strained grains shewing more exten-
sive oxidation. 'This is believed to be due to the preferential nucle-
ation of oxide minerals at dislocations in the olivine structure 
CChampness, 1970; Nit san , 1974). In a few samples the oxidation lS so 
intense that some olivines are al.rrost opaque. Preferred orientation 
of olivine is observed in a few specirrens, reflecting recrystallisation 
in a stress field. 
4.3 Orthopyroxene 
Orthopyroxene norrra.lly occurs as large porphyroclasts up to 10 rmn 
in size al though smaller, equant grains are sometimes present. The 
porphyroclasts are equant to tabular and are irregularly distributed 
in the nodules, some specirrens containing areas rich in orthopyroxene. 
The porphyrociasts are often bent or fractured, and others show undulose 
extinction (Plate 4.2(b)). 
While the arthopyroxenes of some specimens are essentially free of 
inclusions, others have. a turbid appearance, similar to that reported 
by Best (1974) and Harte et alA (1977) (Plate 4.1(b)). This turbidity 
is caused by very small brown rod- and plate-like inclusions, which 
are diffi~ult to identify optically but appear to be an oxide phase, 
possibly ilmenite. A few very thin birefringent silicate lamellae are 
also present, probably of clinopyroxene. The turbidity is therefore 
possibly an exsolution phenomenon. It is concentrated in the centres 
of the grains, often leaving clear outer selvedges. 
Other orthopyroxenes contain abundant silicate inclusions (Plate 
4.3) which range from round to highly elongate in shape. Extreme exam-
ples are 2 mm long but less than 100 microns wide. The inclusions 
appear to be plate-like and parallel to (100) in the orthopyroxene. 
Microprobe studies shooed that these inclusions are not, as expected, 
clinopyroxene, but olivine. The abundance of the inclusions, which can 
occupy up to 30% of the pyroxene, argues strongly against an origin by 
exsolution from the host pyroxene. An alternative possibility is that 
the texture formed by deformation and recrystallisation processes, 
involving the recrystallisation of many small olivine inclusions to-
wards a minimum energy configuration largely controlled by the ortho-
pyroxene structure. A similar conclusion was reached by Best (1974) in 
considering anhedral olivine inclusions in orthopyroxenes from spinel 
peridotites in the Grand Canyon. It is difficult, hooever, to accept 
that the plate-like habit of the olivines reflects a IDlDlmum energy con-
figuration since it involves a large interfacial area with the host 
. pyroxene. 
A further al ternati ve hypothesis is that the texture is the product 
of a eutectic-like intergrowth of olivine and orthopyroxene, analogous 
to the diopside-ilmenite and enstatite-ilmenite intergrowths found in 
kiJnberlites, which have been reprcduced exp=.rimentally (Wyatt, 1977). 
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These gr'owths have been shown by X-ray studies (McAllister et ala, 
1975; Wyatt et al., 1975) to be composed of single Crystals of pyroxene 
and ilmenite. HCNJever, the optical orientations of the olivine inclu-
sions in the orthopyroxene are variable in this case. This could be 
explained by eutectic-like growth in which the densities of nuclei of 
the two phases were different, or in which the direction of heat trans-
port was a more important factor than the crystallographic orientation 
relationships between the phases. The exact mechanism of growth is 
not understood but, in view of the dif ficul ties involved in the other 
hypotheses, this m:::>de of origin is preferred. 
4.4 Clinopyroxene 
EXcepting its widespread occurrence in the fine-grained lmel t 
patches t , which is interpreted as a secondary feature (section 4.6) 
clinopyroxene occurs in only one specimen (no. 6122) which shows con-
siderable interaction with the host magna. It is found as anhedral 
equant grains, sometimes including olivine or overgrc:wing orthopyroxene. 
No exsolution has been observed in the clinopyroxenes. 
4.5 Spinel 
A few of the nodules contain a dark brown spinel, a.J..nost opaque 
and carrying occasional silicate inclusions. Where sufficient grains 
are present, they define a fabric (Plate 4. 2(a», possibly the product 
of defamation of original larger spinel grains, and the grains them-
selves approach a lenticular shape a They could therefore be termed 
1 disrupted t (Harte, 1977) , although an al ternati ve origin as simple 
currulate layers cannot be excluded. The rrargins of the spinels are 
often irTegular, particularly adjacent to the rrelt patches. 
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4.6 Melt patches 
Fine grained areas comprising olivine, clinopyroxene, and occasion-
al plagioclase laths in an altered glassy matrix are present in all nod-
ules · Their abundance is variable, but shOW's some correlation with the 
aburrlance of orthopyroxene. As already described, the orthopyroxene 
shOW's'irregular margins adjacent to the melt patches, reflecting reac-
tion with the melt . It is very rare within the patches, being present 
only as isolated, deeply embayed relics. The clinopyroxenes and olivines 
in the patches are, in contrast, subhedral in form. The abundance of 
clinopyroxene in the melt patches, compared with its absence elsewhere 
in Jrost of the nodules, argues strongly against the patches being pro-
ducts of eutectic melting of the nodules, and implies the introduction 
of Ca from the host melt. The textures associated with the melt patches 
are therefore the result of reaction of the host melt, which has pene-
trated the ncxiules, reacting with their primary orthopyroxene, prcxiuc-
ing secorrlary olivine and clinopyroxene. This process is reflected in 
the chemistry of the pyroxenes, as discussed in section 4. 9. 
4.7 Orth0EYEoxene velnS (Plate 4.2(a)) 
Veins of orthopyroxene up to 250 microns wide traverse sample 6237 
parallel to the olivine fabric and perpendicular to the spinel trains. 
02casional sulphide grains are present in the orthopyroxene. There 
are two possible origins far these essentially monomineralic veins. 
Firstly, they may have been formed by reaction of a silicic melt wi th 
the olivine-rich ncxiule forming orthopyroxene. Experimental evidence 
(Nicholls, 1974; Mysen and Boettcher, 1975) indicates that relatively 
silicic melts can be formed at high water pressures in the rn:mtle, al-
though the degree of silica saturation of these melts is controversial 
(Mysen et al., 1974). Alternatively, the veins may simply result £rem 
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passage along cracks of a magma with liquidus orthopyroxene. It is 
considered unlikely that this magma had an orthopyroxene composition, 
but rather that the veins would have a cumulate origin. There is no 
evidence on whiCh to distinguish between these alternative modes of 
or1.g1I1. 
4.8 Textural interpretation 
The preferred orientation of olivine, the disrupted spinels, and 
the lack of recognisable cumulate textures argue against an origin for 
the peridotites as simple cognate cumulates from the microphyric, M-
series basalts. The abundance of o~hopyroxene and rarity of clinopy-
roxene also argue against a cognate cumulate origin, since fractiona-
tion models for the M-series basalts, discussed in Chapter 2 , involve 
substantial Clinopyroxene but do not involve orthopyroxene. 
The variable grain size of the nodules is believed. to reflect 
variable deformation arrl recrystallisation of the p~idoti tes, the 
olivine and orthopyroxene porphyroclasts representing relics of an 
original coarser-grained peridotite whiCh has been deformed. The small 
grain size of the olivines adjacent to the orthopyroxene porphyroclasts 
results from concentration of strain at the margins of the larger orth-
opyroxenes during deformation. Recrystallisation of these olivines 
has produced essentially strain-free neoblasts, while the larger oli-
vine porphyroclasts are clearly strained. 
Interpretat ion of the spinel fabric in sample 6237 as the product 
of disruption of originally larger grains implies a deformation event 
prior to that which prcxluced the preferred orientation of olivine in 
the sample, which runs perpendicular to the spinel trains. Veining by 
orthopyroxene in this nodule is subparallel to the olivine elongation, 
and is interpreted as a later feature. These is no evidence of defomation 
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of these veins. In summary, this specimen indicates that the peridot-
ite body sampled by the magna had suffered a complex deformational 
history. 
Fine. grained patches reflect reaction of orthopyroxene in the 
peridotite ncdules with the undersaturated host melt, producing olivine 
and clinopyroxene. There is also some evidence to suggest reaction of 
spinel with the melt. 
4. 9 Mineral chemistry 
Selected peridotites were studied by electron microprobe, both 
wavelength- and energy-dispersive ~ethods being used. Data are presen-
ted in Table AS, an:j analytical details in Appendix A. 
4.9.1 Olivine (Table A.S.l) 








ot~ers average FoS9 . 9" No significant difference ~ composition exists 
between oli vines in the rna.trix of the nodules and D~ose included in 
orthopyroxene porphyroclasts. Wavelength-dispersive analyses of nickel 
and calcium (Table 4.9.1) show lower concentrations of Ni and higher 
concentrations of Ca in the melt patc..~ olivines. These differences are 
interpreted as evidence of reaction of the host melt with the peridot-
ites. An interesting feature is the slightly higher forsterite contents 
but lower nickel contents of the nElt patch olivines compared with the 
prim3ry peridotite olivines. Tnis is explicable by partial equilibra-
tion of a host melt containing some ferric iron, with the peridotite 
minerals in the melt patches. The nickel contents of the secondary oli-
vines are, however, controlled by those of the host melt and dis sol ved 
orthopyroxene , resulting in lower olivine nickel contents. 
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Table 4.9.1 
Wavelength-dispersive analyses of nickel and calcium 
in peridotite nodule olivines 
probe no. mole % Fo CaO (wt.%) NiO l wt. %) 
23210 89.7 0.00 0.41 
23211* 90.6 0.10 0.30 
23212* 90.8 0.11 0.25 
232I3 89.7 0.00 0.40 
23305 89.8 0.03 0.40 
23306 89.5 0.04 0.42 
23307* 89.6 0.11 0.35 
23308* 89.3 0.I3 0.30 
23601 89.7 0.01 0.54 
23602* 90.7 0.09 0.39 
23603* 90.9 0.10 0.36 
* in melt patches 
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4.9.2 Orthopyroxene (Table A5. 2 ) 
Orthopyroxene compositions are plotted in a pyroxene quadrilateral 
in Figure 4.9 .1. With the exception of those from sample 6122, the 
analyses are almost identical, an interesting feature being their low 
alumina contents. Orthopyroxenes 1.11 sample 6122 are slightly richer 
in iron, as are the oli vines in this specimen. Vein orthopyroxenes 1.11 
sample 6237 (analyses 58 and 59) are not significantly different in 
composition from other orthopyroxenes in this nodule. 
4.9.3 Clinopyroxene (Table A5.2) 
Clinopyroxene compositions plotted in Figure 4.9.1 shaw distinct 
differences between primary grains. in peridotite 6122, those in melt 
p3.tches, and microphenocrysts in the host rragma. The primary clinopy-
roxenes are notably poor in alumina (average 0.68 wt.%) while those in 
the melt patches are always richer in this component. The variation 
L~ ~je al~~a contents in the melt patc~ grains probably reflects dis-
equilibrium crystallisation, as postulated for some· extrusive rocks 
(Chapter 2). The compositional distinction between the clinopyroxenes 
in the host lava and those in the melt patches is believed to result 
from reaction of the invading melt with the prinBry orthopyroxene, 
producing clinopyroxenes with lower Ca and higher Al contents than 
those of the primary peridotite clinopyroxenes, and/or from differing 
temperatures of crystallisation of the two types. The limited amount 
of invading melt involved prevents the melt p3.tch grains having sub-
stantially lower Mg-values than the prinBry orthopyroxenes which are 
reacting with the mel t . 
4.9.4 Spinel (Table A5.3) 
Spinel compositions from four nodules are plotted in Figure 4.9. 2 , 
together with the spinels from Grenada lavas analysed by Arculus (1974), 






'::' melt patch 
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Figure 4.9.2 
(a) comparison of peridotite spinels with tl~se from other 
Grenada rocks. Lava spinels from data of Arculus (1974). 
Outlined field is that of cumulate spinels (Chapter 3)~ 
(b) comparison of Grenada peridotite spinels with those from 
other peridotite associations, and spinels from MORB 
(Sigurdsson and Schilling, 1976). Field of stratiform com-
plexes after Irvine (1965). FIeld of kimberlite nodules 
after compilation by Jackson (in prep.). Field of basalt 
nodules from data of: Frisch (1971), Aoki and Prinz (1974), 
Ross et ale (1954), Littlejohn and.Greenwood (1973), Bacon 
and Carmlchael (1974), Frey and Green (1974), Pike (1976), 
Donaldson (1978), Suwa et ale (1975), Varne (1977), Brousse 
(1968), Basu (1975), Best (1974), Frey and Prinz (1978), 
and B.G.J. Upton (pers. comm.). Ophiolite data from Malpas 
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peridotites and lavas. The ferric iron contents of Grenada peridotite 
spinels, calculated assuming stoichiometry, are lCNl, corrprising a rraxi-
mum of 14% of trivalent cations. Only minor zoning of spinel grains is 
present. Cr / (Cr + Al) values are high, wi th moderate Mg -values. 
The peridotite spinels are clearly different in composition from 
those of the currulate blocks, particularly in their lCNl ferric iron con-
tents. There is sone over lap with the lava spinels. Comparison with 
data from other peridotites shows (considering only spinels coexisting 
with olivine close to Fo90 in" composition) that the Grenada spinels 
have Cr/ (Cr + Al) ratios higher than most spinels from peridotite ncxiules 
in basalt and cOffipcu-'able with spinels from stratiform complexes. They 
are not, hCNJever, as rich in Cr as some kimber li te nodule spinels. The 
:::.egative correlation of Cr/ (Cr + Al) with Mg-value is similar to that 
sh~1Il :2y basal t nodule spinels, and distinct from the larger variations 
of l-lg-value in currnJ.late peridotite spinels from stratiform complexes. 
Peridotites containing spinels of composition closely comparable 
wi~~ the Grenada examples are those from the tectonite peridotites of 
o?hio=-::' te complexes , although the data available are limited. These 
peridotites are also harzburgitic In character and are believed to have 
been depleted by extraction of largescale partial melts at constructive 
plate rrsrgins (Menzies CL"'1d Allen, 1974; Malpa.s, 1978). 
4.9.5 Sulphide 
Sulphide inclusions occur in silicates and spinels in several 
Grenada peridotites. Their small size makes optical examination diffi-
cult but many appear to be optically homogeneous. Energy-dispersive 
analyses (Table 4.9.2) suffer from some interference between elerrent 
peaks but clearly show that the sulphides are Ni-Fe-S monosulphide 
solid solution (MSS). Although occasional exsolution, forming complex 
Ni-Fe-Cu sulphides, is present, the occurrence of optically homogeneous 
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Table 4.9.2 
Energy-dispersive microprobe analyses of sulphides in 
Grenada peridotites 
probe no. 12201 12202 12202A 23701 
host cpx cpx cpx opx 
Fe 40.89 47.55 47.36 47.65 
Co 0.71 0.80 0.53 0.77 
Ni 19.21 13.93 14.21 12.53 
Cu 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.19 
Zn 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.47 
S 38.35 37.81 38.10 38.54 
Total 99.39 100 0 34 100.20 100.15 
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MSS is unusual, and reflects rapid cooling from high temper~tures 
(Craig and Scott, 1974). 
4.10 Ther'JIDmetry 
Temperature estimates can be made from coexisting primary pyroxenes 
~ sample 6122 (Table 4.10.1). The different calibrations of Wood and 
Banno (1973) and Wells (1977) result in slightly different temperatures 
and the small spread of results is largely a function of the slightly 
variable clinopyroxene compositions, to which the calculations are 
sensitive. 
&'! al ternati ve method of estirrating equilibration temperatures is 
t~e Olivine-spinel thermometer which has been investigated by several 
workers (Irvine, 1965; Evans and Frost, 1975; Roeder et al., 1979; 
Fabries, 1979). This therrrDmeter can be calibrated empirically or 
theoretically, the latter approaa."l being desirable but limited by the 
availability of reliable thernodynamic data, Fabries (1979) has re-
viewed t~e empirical calibration and application of th~s thermometer 
&Jd derronstrated that, in natural peridotites , it tends to produce lc:wer 
temperature estirrates than the Wocxl-Banno (1973) two-pyroxene thermom-
eter. Fabries (1979) interpreted this difference as a consequence of 
differing rates of diffusion and recrystallisation in different phases, 
suggestL'"1g that Mg and Fe diffuse faster than Ca, allc:wing the olivine-
spinel pairs to re-equilibrate to lc:wer temperatures during cooling 
than coexisting pyroxenes, The olivine-spinel temperatures for nodule 
6122 (Table 4.10.1) are only slightly lCNler than those derived from the 
Wooo-Banno (1973) therrrorreter and greater than those from the vJells 
(1977) calibration. This may reflect slight re-equilibration of the 
olivine-spinel pairs in some nodules during heating by the host magna, 




Temperature estimates for Grenada peridotite nodules 
~ 
orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene 
sample no. of pairs temperature 
Wood & Banno (1973) Wells (1977) 
6122 4 
olivine - spinel (Fabries, 1979) 
sample no. of pairs temperature 
6122 3 98Soe 








Since, as previously described, the ternpe.ratures calculated may 
reflect the diffusion and recrystallisation properties of the minerals, 
they nay ~epresent t closure t temperatures of exchange equilibria during 
cooling. Ho,.vever, such closure temperatures rray not represent any point 
on the cooling path of the nodules, since different equilibria are likely 
to tclose t for different phases at different temperatures. The esti-
nates of equilibration temperatures for Grenada nodules nay therefore 
have little meaning beyond an indication that the peridotites were well 
belcw nagnatic temperatures when captured by the host magma, supporting 
the other lines of evidence against a cognate cumulate orlgl11. The pre-
sence of ~:ss in t'ie nodules indicates that the nodules cooled quickly 
a.ft~ eruption, and therefore that the temperature estimates do not 
represent surface cooling. 
4.1: Origin of the nodules 
Several possible orlgms for the Grenada peridotite nodules rrust 
be considered. 
(a) cumulate 
Evidence has already been presented that the textures, nodes, and 
temperatures of equilibration of the nodules argue against a cognate 
cumulate origin. HCNlever, this does not rule out an initial cumulate 
origin, wi th subsequent deformation and recrystallisation prior to cap-
ture by the host magma.. The limited variation in mineral compositions 
could reflect re-equilibration during rreta.rrorphism and carmot be regar-
ded as conclusive evidence against derivation of the nodules from a 
cumulate peridotite body. 
(b) magma source or residual source 
It is possible that the nodules represent samples of the mantle 
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from which the Grenada rnagrras were produced" or of mantle from which 
Grenada-type rnagrras have been extracted. 'The first possibility is 
considered unlikely since the nodules are clearly very depleted in 
fusible components such. as Cao, FeO, Al203 and alkalis, a feature re-
flected in the chroJre-rich spinel compositions. The second possibility 
cannot be dismissed on the available evidence although the deformation-
al history of the nodules, as recorded in their textures, shows that 
they are not genetically related to their host rna.grna. The nickel con-
tents of the primary olivines indicate (Table 4.11.1) that they could 
not have been in equilibrium with any of the rna.grras erupted on Grenada, 
although the values of the distribution coefficient are uncertain, as 
discussed in Chapter 3. The primary oli vines could, hc::wever, be in 
equilibrium with magmas slightly rrore primi tive than the erupted com-
pos:' tions. It could be expected that the source region for the Grenada 
magmas would be at temperatures considerably in excess of those recor-
ded by the nodules, so that this hypothesis of their origin is not 
thought to be correct. 
(c) accidental inclusions 
The alternative to the residual mantle source hypothesis is that 
the nodules ~ genetically 'l.ll'1.related to Grenada magrres. In view of 
their depleted cornposi tion and the similarity of the spinel corrposi tions 
to those in tectonite baserrents of ophiolite complexes , it is tempting 
to suggest that the ncxiules represent fragrrents of the oreanic lithos-
phere upon which the lesser Antilles an; was built. However , it is not 
easy to visualise complex deformation and recrystallisation of the 
nodules in the lithosphere under the arc, which is likely to be relat-
ively rigid. It might be expected that the mantle closer to the sub-
duction zone W)uld be more likely to suffer defor.mation. Unfortunately 




.Ni distribution between primary olivines and liquid 
For a Grenada picrite containing 16% MgO, 
DNi = 6.9 (Hart and Davis, 1978) 
or DNi = 4.8 (Elthon and Ridley, 1979) 
For an average olivine CNi = 3380 ppm, therefore: 
C
liq 
= 490 ppm (using Hart and Davis, 1978) Ni 
or C
liq 
= 704 ppm (using Elthon and Ridley, 1979) Ni 
The maximum Ni content of Grenada lavas is 460ppm 
the interval between the s\.l.r'face and the top of ·the subducted lithos-
phere in which the Grenada magmas are believed to have orig:inated. 
This is particularly so because the Al203-poor nature of the peridot-
ites might preclude the presence of garnet or plagioclase at any depth 
within this interval, On balance, the interpretation of the· ncdules 
as accidental xenoliths genetically unrelated to Grenada magmatism is 
preferred. 
4.12 Conclusions 
(a) Spinel peridotite nodules occur in microphyric M-series 
basalt in Grenada. The ncdul~s are poor in sp:inel and clino-
pyroxene and are essentially harzburgitic. 
(b) These nodules are believed to represent the first reported 
occurrence of spinel peridotite nodules in an island arc volcanic 
suite. 
(c) The nodules are mosaic porphyroclastites.in the classifica-
tion of Harte (1977). 
(d) The textural features and modal abundances of the minerals 
argue against the nodules being cognate cumulates from the M-
series rragmas. 
(e) The textures indicate a complex deformation and recrystallisa-
tion history for the parental peridotite body. 
(f) The ncrlules have a depleted character, being poor in Fe, 
Ca, Al and a.lkalis. 
(g) Therrrorretry calculations indicate that the ncdules equilibra-





(h) The mineral chemistry of the nodules reflects their depleted 
character. In particular, the spinel compositions are rrore com-
parable with those in tectoni te peridotites of ophiolite complexes 
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than with those in other spinel peridotite ncxiules in basal t . 
(i) The host melt has reacted with orthopyroxene in the nodules, 
producing secondary olivine and clinopyroxene. 
(j) The nodules probably represent accidental xenoliths of 
depleted peridoti te captured by the rnagrra , although an l.n.i tial 




Experimental petrological studies provide a means of investigating 
several aspects of the evolution of the Grenada rock suite. Of particu-
lar ~terest are the postulated role of amphibole in the tr~sition 
from moderately Ne-nor.mative to Hy-nor.mative compositions in the M-series 
basalts (Cawthorn et al., 1973a), the identification of the magmas in 
equilibrium with the cumulate assemblages, and the constraints on the 
total pressure and activity of volatile components in the environment 
of cumulate crystallisation. 
The experiments of Cawthorn ei;: all (1973a) have been used, along 
with experiments in synthetic systems (Cawthorn, 1976) to support a 
hypothesis of andesite genesis by fractional crystallisation of amphibole-
~ich asse.TIlblages from basaltic rnagIn3.s (Cawthorn and O'Hara, 1976) despite 
the fact that the experiments of Cawthorn et ale (1973a) did not show 
2i'J;?l'bole as a near-liquidus phase in basalt under :water-saturated con-
ditions. Careful control of water activity in experiments on a range 
of lava compositions might be expected to provide further evidence as 
to t'1e viability of this hypothesis. 
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the chemical variation of the extru-
sive rocks of Grenada is largely explicable in terms of fractional 
crystallisation of phenocryst mineral assemblages, and the abundant 
currulate blocks described in Chapter 3 support this hypothesis , although 
the exact relationships between the extrusive rocks and the cUJIDllate 
assemblages could not be defined. The cumulate assemblages demonstrate 
variable relative thernal stability of plagioclase and amphibole, which 
existing experimental data (see discussion below) can explain by vari-
able water activity, and significant spinel crystallisation which may 
be influenced by oxygen activity. It may therefore be possible to use 
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experimentally studied phase relations to explain aspects of the Chemi-
cal evolution of the extrusive rocks and place constraints on the con-
ditions of fractionation in the subvolcanic magma bodies. 
5.1 Experiment design 
The principal aim of the experimental work is to study the phase 
relations of a series of magmas whiCh appear, from Chemical evidence, 
to be related largely by fractional crystallisation. If the fractional 
crystallisation process was a perfect one, only the primary liquidus 
phases in the experiments would be of interest. The strongly porphyri-
tic nature of many of the lavas suggests, however, that perfect frac-
tional crystallisation has not taken place, and a series of equilibrium 
crystallisation experiments will therefore be relevant provided that 
the percentage of crystals is not very large. The experiments should, 
nevertheless, be extrapJlated to the natural rnagma.s with caution since 
liquid composition paths in fractional and equilibrium crystallisation 
will differ, as will the nature of the reaction relationships between 
phases (e.g. O'Hara, 1969). 
Study of the relati ve stability of spinel, plagioclase and amphi-
bole requires close control of water and oxygen activities. Control 
of water activity can be aChieved using vapJur-present experiments in 
whiCh the activity of water in the vapJur is knCNm. This has an advan-
tage over vapour-absent experiments in that the presence of a vapJur 
phase assists the equilibration of water with the melt. Phase relations 
involving a melt can then be studied as a function of the mole fraction 
of water in the vapour, whiCh approxirrates to the activity at law pres-
sures and high temperatures. Variable water content of the vapour may 
be produced by the use of the fluid generating compounds listed by 
HollCMay and Reese (1974) together with water. 
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It was decided to attempt control of the weight fraction of water 
dissolved in the melt in each experiment. This is possible provided 
that the relationship between solubility of water and melt composition 
is knam. Burnham (1975, 1979) has sham that P-V-T data on the albite-
water~ system (Burnham and Davis, 1971, 1974) can be applied to more com-
plex silicate melts given a mooel for the water solubility mechanism. 
Calculation of the effective molecular weight of a melt in terms of 
the molecular solubility model of Burnham (1975) allCMls prediction of 
the water solubility in a wide range of natural melt compositions at 
pressures up to 10 kilobars. A computer program was written to calcu-
late the weights of rock po.vder, w~ter, and fluid generating compound 
required for each experiment, using the results of Burnham and Davis 
(1974) and available water solubility data for the albite-water system. 
An additional program calculates the water content of the rrelt and 
oxygen fugacity in buffered experiments using the weights of the run 
starting materials. Listings of both programs and.a more detailed 
description of the calculations, together with an estimate of the likely 
errors involved, are to be found in Appendix C. 
Control of oxygen fugacity was achieved by the use of synthetic 
buffer assemblages in capsules surrounding the charges (Eugster and 
Wones, 1962). In water-undersaturated charges this double capsule 
teChnique results in an oxygen fugacity in the charge which is lCMler 
than that defined by the buffer assemblage (Whitney, 1972). 
Several workers have studied the loss of iron to noble metal con-
tainers in high temperature experiments (e.g. Merrill and Wyllie, 1973; 
Stern and Wyllie, 1975). In view of the large losses to platinum which 
would be expected at the liquidUS temperatures of some of the composi-
tions studied, platinum-iron alloy sarrple containers (Ford, 1978) were 
employed in this work. Details of capsule preparation and iron exchange 
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studies are given in ApPendix c. 
Difficulties were experienced in grewing crystals to a sufficient 
size for microprobe study from the finely gr'01...ll1d starting rraterials. 
1m attemp~ was therefore made to grew fewer, larger crystals by produ-
cing ?nly a few nuclei of each phase on cooling from an all-iiquid 
starting material. These r1...ll1S were nel ted over a short period and 
then cooled rapidly (ca. 200 deg.min. -1) to the run temperature. Two 
experirrental methods were thus used: 
(1) heating to the desired r1...ll1 temperature with no overshoot, 
so that crystals were always dissolving in the melt, and 
(2) superheating to an all-l~quid state and cooling rapidly 
to the run temperature, so that crystalline phases were required 
to nucleate from the melt. 
The effects of the different rrethods on phase relations are discussed 
ill section 5.6. 
All samples were loaded as very finely crushed pewders to promote 
reaction and minimise the persistence of relict phases. Examination 
of the pcwders showed the largest grains to be usually less than 15 
microns in diameter and average grain size to be less than 5 microns. 
Although some variation in phase cOrr:q:>Osi tions was found in the simple 
melting runs, equilibrium is believed to have been approached suffi-
ciently closely not to have affected the observed phase relations. 
5.2 Previous work 
5.2.1 Study of Cawthorn et all (1973a) 
The phase relations of five Grenada lava compositions were studied 
by Cawthorn et ale (1973a) under water saturated conditions at 5 kilo-
b3rs (Figure 5.2.1). In all three nepheline-norrrative compositions 
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while in the two hypersthene-normative compositions clinopyroxene was 
the liquidus phase. Amphibole was only found within SOOC of the liqui-
dus in these hypersthene-normative compositions. Nevertheless, 
Cawthorn oet ale (1973a) reasoned that increased pressure might bring 
amphibole closer to the liquidus under water-saturated conditions and 
its crystallisation would then drive originally undersaturated magmas 
through the low pressure thermal divide close to the normative Di-Fo-An 
plane, producing hypersthene-normati ve compositions. Recent work by 
Presnall et al. (1978) shows °that this thermal divide only exists up to 
a pressure of approximately 4 kilobars even in sodium-bearing systems 
and that an undersaturated magna crystallising olivine, clinopyroxene, 
and spinel can becorre hypersthene normative. The results of Cawthorn 
et ale (1973a) are therefore not strongly supportive of a hypothesis in 
which amphibole fractionation produced hypersthene-normative magnBS 
from tmdersaturated parents, the experirren.tal data of Presnall et ala 
(1978) supporting the conclusion of Arculus (1973, 1976) that fractional 
crystal 1 j sation of olivine, Clinopyroxene and spinel produced this trend. 
A number of studies by other workers are relevant to the evolution 
of Grenada rragmas. Since the experirren.tal work in this study is desig-
ned to investigate fractional crystallisation models, which are strongly 
supported by the chemical data, experimental studies investigating 
mechanisms for genesis of primary andesi tic magmas are excluded here, 
but discussed in Chapter 7. 
5.2.2 Experimental studies of arIJ?hibole stability 
As described above, Cawthorn and OtHara (1976) have suggested that 
amphibole fractionation is important in the genesis of andesite from 
basalt. The chemical evidence from Grenada (Chapter 2) indicates that 
amphibole is only an important fractionating phase in magmas rrore evolved 
than basaltic andesite in this suite. Cawthorn (1976) has studied 
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~ole stability as a function of melt composition, while amphibole 
stability has been studied as a function of water activity by Eggler 
(1972a), Holloway (1973), Allen and Boettcher (1978),· and Ritchey and 
Eggler (1978), and as a function of oxygen activity by Helz (1973) and 
Allen et ale (1975). In general, water activity is a rrore important 
influence on amphibole stabili ty than oxygen activity. 
The experim=ntal data shew that amphibole thermal stability is 
increased by increased ~20 at low «3 kilobar) pressures while, at 
higher pressures, a thermal stability maximum develops at intermediate 
water activity. Tnis can be explained i..11 terms of the variable water 
content of the host melt at differ.ent pressures and its effect on the 
stoic...'J.ioID2try of the amphibole melting reaction. This change in amphi-
bole reI ting behaviour with pressure in water-undersaturated melts has 
been modelled theoretically by Sykes (1979). 
Available data shrn that amphibole thermal stability is lirni ted to 
temperatures less than 10750 C, even at pressures up- to 20 kilobars. 
A"':Dhibole is only a liquidus phase at pressures above 10 kilobars and 
it is questionable whether Allen and Boettcher's (1978) high pressure 
experim=nts are applicable to the rrore magnesian Grenada rnagmas. There 
is therefore no strong support in published experirrental studies for 
amphibole fractionation from the JI'Dre magnesian, undersaturated Grenada 
rragmas • 
5.2.3 Exferim=ntal studies of spinel stability 
The Grenada cumulate assemblages and the chemistry of the extrusive 
rocks indicate that spinel is a significant fractionating phase in the 
evolution of the extrusive rocks. Osborn (1959, 1978) has postulated 
that fractionation of a magnetite-rich spinel is capable of explaining 
the characteristic lack of strong iron enric.hJrent in calc-alkaline 
fractionation trends, although this hypothesis has been questioned on the 
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basis of both chemical (Taylor et al., 1969) and experimental (Eggler 
and Burnham, 1973) studies. However, experimental evidence does show 
increased magnetite thermal stability at increased oxygen fugacities 
(Hill and Roeder, 1974). Oxygen and water activities are not indepen-
dent, being related through the dissociation constant of water, and 
the presence of rrore and more dissolved water will increase the oxygen 
fugacity in a crystallising magma (Hamilton and Anderson, 1967; Mueller, 
1970). 
5.2.4 Hydrous melting studies in basaltic and andesitic systems 
at low pressures 
The results of several studies are applicable to the phase rela-
tions observed in the Grenada cumulate blocks. The importance of amphi-
bole in hydrous basaltic systems was first derronstrated by Yoder and 
Tilley (1962) under water-saturated conditions. Phase relations and 
phase compositions in water-saturated melting were studied by Helz 
(1973, 1976). Similar phase relations showing increased amphibole stab-
ili ty and decreased plagioclase stability in the presence of water were 
observed in water-undersaturated melting by Holloway and Burnham (1972), 
Eggler (1972a, 1972b) and, more recently, by Ritchey and Eggler (1978). 
Eggler (1972b) and Ritchey and Eggler (1978) estimated the water con-
tents of natural magmas by comparing orders of crystallisation in nat-
ural magrras with those in water-undersaturated melting experiments, 
while the application of data from the albite-water system to natural 
rragnB.s (Burnham, 1979) shows that the minimum water content required 
for amphibole stability in halogen-free melts is close to 3 weight per-
cent. The effect of fluorine on amphiJ:::ole stability has been investiga-
ted by Holloway an::i Ford (1975) but the fluorine and chlorine contents 
of the currulate amphiJ:::oles are low (Table A4. 4) and are not believed to 
have been an important influence on their stability. 
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5.3 Experimental results 
Hel ting experiJnents were carried out on five Grenada lavas whose 
compositions are given in Table 5.3.1. Samples 43 and 114 are micro-
phyric pieri tic basalts from the M-series while 311 and 313D are oore 
evolved members of this series. Sample 6264 is one of the oore primi-
tive C-series magmas. Al though comparable chemical data are not avail-
able for most of the samples studied by Cawthorn et ale (1973a) it is 
nevertheless clear that 43 and 114 are similar in composition to their 
samples 209, 184, and 286 while 3l3D is similar to 201 and 198. Both 
43 and 6264 are slightly nepheline-normative. 
Experiments were carried out in internally-heated pressure vessels 
at 2 and 4 kilobars. Experimental methods are described in Appendix C 
and results presented in Table Cl and Figures 5.3.1 to 5.3.4. The anal-
ysis 0: sample 114 by Arculus (1973) suggested that this sample was sub-
stantially different in composition from sample 43. This is not the 
case, and the runs using 114 were left incomplete apd are not figured 
here. 
RUT) prexlucts were studied optically using transmitted and sometimes 
also reflected light. X-ray diffraction (CuKa radiation) and microprobe 
methods were also used. The presence of abundant quench clinopyroxene 
and/or amphibole in most charges often made optical identification of 
minerals and interpretation of diffraction traces difficult. Problems 
were also experienced identifying prirrBry clinopyroxene in sample 43 in 
the presence of abundant olivine and quench pyroxene. Microprobe analy-
sis provided the only solution to this problem since etching of polished 
mounts of charges in dilute hydrochloric acid rapidly attacked the 
hydrous glasses. Plagioclase proved difficult to identify optically in 
rrany charges because the srrall grains were S1J.ITounded by abundant quench 
crystals. X-ray diffraction was more reliable for plagioclase identifi-




Chemical compositions of starting materials 
sample 43 114 311 313D 6264 
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10.25 10.05 8.03 8.15 10.77 
MgO 13.83 12.63 8.48 5.28 6.61 
CaO 11.66 9.8.6 10.39 8.98 13.44 
Na
2
0 2.24 1.75 2.79 3.97 2.43 
K
2
0 0.44 0.57 0.79 0.93 0.74 
Ti0
2 
0.89 0.92 0.80 0.81 0.89 





0.12 0.23 0.10 0.28 0.24 
Total 99.60 99.12 100.00 99.25 99.37 
* All analyses on ignited samples with total iron as Fe203 
CIPW norms (weight percent) 
Q 1.23 
or 2.63 3.43 4.70 5.57 4.44 
ab 14.21 15.06 23.76 34.07 18.82 




di 25.66 12.95 16.00 15.37 
28.61 
hy 17.42 15.31 14.77 
01 24.34 13.98 4.96 
10.67 
mt 2.76 2.72 2.15 
2.20 2.91 
il 1.71 1.76 1.53 
1.56 1.72 
ap 0.29 0.53 0.24 
0.65 0.58 




/ (FeO + Fe 20 3 ) = 0.20 (weight) 
than that of optical work. Plagioclase ~s believed not to occur as a 
quench mineral. 
5.3.1 ~le 43 (Figure 5.3.1) 
Runs on sample 43 at 2 kilobars show a large (> 100oC) primary 
phase field of olivine and chrome spinel. A.s could be predicted from 
the starting composition, the liquidus temperature is high, in excess 
o of 1300 C. Both clinopyroxene and plagiOClase melt at temperatures 
o close to 1150 C. Increasing water activity lowers the melting tempera-
ture of all phases. By inference from results on other samples, the 
plagioclase melting curve has been drawn with a steeper slope than 
that of clinopyroxene.. A few runs at 4 kilobars shCM that olivine lS 
still the prioary silicate liquidus phase at this pressure. 
5.3.2 Sample 311 (Figure 5,3.1) 
This more evolved microphyric basalt has olivine as its prJ.JIB.ry 
liquidus phase, followed by plagiOClase and clinopyroxene. A brown 
chrome spinel coexists with all silicate assemblages as in sample 43 . . 
='1e plagioclase rnelting curve shews considerably steeper slope than 
those of olivine and clinopyroxene, reflecting the depolymerisation 
of the rnel t structure by solution of water.. Runs on this composi tion 
at high water contents were carried out using an all-liquid starting 
material. These crystallisation experiments failed to produce the 
same phase relations as melting experiments with respect to plagioclase 
stability . Although the data presented here represent only a partial 
reversal of the plagioclase stability curve, the 1075
0
C :rrelting run 
prcx:iuced only a very snaIl amount of feldspar and the preferred phase 
relations in Figure 5 .. 3.1 are believed to be correct.. A few melting 
runs with 5 percent water were carried out using a haernatite-rnagnetite 
(HM) buffer (runs 591, 601, 611). The spinel produced in these runs 
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Downward-pointing arrows indicate crystallisation experiments 
buffered runs 3 presurrably. reflecting an increased ferric iron content 
at higher oxygen fugacities. 
5.3.3 Sample 6264 (Figure 5.3.2) 
Runs at 2 and 4 kilobars on this C-series basalt were unbuffered. 
Buff~ capsules included with each experiment showed thatth~ hydrogen 
fugacity in water-undersaturated charges always lay between those in 
the NNO and EM buffer capsules, the rates of buffer exhaustion suggest-
ing effective f02 values closer to NNO than HM. This procedure allewed 
l1llch longer run times to be used, 
At 2 kilobars clinopyroxene is norrrally the primary liquidus phase 
although plagioclase is equally stc;lble in melts of lew water content. 
Olivine melts at lewer t~atures, the slope of its mel ting curve 
being similar to that of clinopyroxene but less than that of plagioclase. 
1m opaque, rragneti te-rich spinel is present at lew temperatures, the 
flatter spinel mel ting curve reflecting the increased oxygen fugacity 
in runs of higher water contents. At 4 kUobars me therrral stabUi ty 
of plagioclase is increased relative to that of olivine, as predicted 
by studies in synthetic systems (O'Hara, 1965, 1968) •. Spinel stability 
is also decreased at 4 kilobars. Plagioclase again shows a steeper 
melting curve than the ferTOIIE.gnesian silicates at both 2 and 4 kUobars. 
5.3.4 Sample 313D (Figures 5.3.3 and 5,3.4) 
The majority of data at 2 kUobars on this composition are from 
crystallisation experiments, which were carried out in an attempt to 
gr'CM7 crystals large enough for microprobe analysis, Melting experiments 
have generally not prcxiuced the sane stability field for plagioclase as 
crystallisation experiments. There is also a discrepancy between the . 
data sets in spinel stabilities. These differences are discussed in 
section 5. 6 • Preferred phase relations are shewn in Figure 5. 3 .4. 
Clinopyroxene is the liquidus phase, closely followed by olivine and, 
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Comparison of the phase relations of basaltic andesite 313D produced 
in melting and crystallisation experiments. 
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Figure 5.3.4 Phase relations of basaltic andesite 313D at 2kbar (pre-. 
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at lCMT water activities, plagioclase-A Ap high water activities, plagio-
clase stability decreases and amphibole becorres· stable, although only 
at least 50
0
C below the liquidus. A reaction relationship exists 
between olivine and liquid once amphibole beco:rres stable. As in sample 
6264, . increased water activity stabilises spinel at lCM temperatures. 
Runs with 3 and 5 percent water at llOOoC with a HM buffer contained 
pri.rnary spinel, confirming a substantial increase in the stability of 
spinel at higher oxygen fugacities. 
()..Jing to the difficulty experienced in reversing crystallisation 
experirre.nts, all the 4 kilobar results on this composition are from 
melting runs, which were unbuffered to allCM longer run times and were 
therefore at slightly higher oxygen fugacities than the 2 kilobar experi-
ments. As observed in sample 6264, olivine stability decreased relative 
to clinopyroxene at the higher pressure, and plagioclase stability de-
creased sharply at higher water activities. A1rq)hibole was stable at 
lower water contents and higher temperatures than ~ 2 kilobar runs, and 
olivine again showed a reaction relationship with liquid once amphibole 
crystallised. Crystallisation of amphibole before plagioclase appears 
to be possible at :rrelt water contents greater than 5 weight percent 
(close to saturation ) although the thermal stability of amphibole shows 
evidence of a maxirrn..nn in t~e 3-5 weight percent region, in contrast to 
the results at 2 kilobars. 
5.4 Interpretation of experirre.ntal results 
5.4.1 Comparison of phenocryst assemblages and e?5PerimentC¥ phase .. 
relations 
The picri tic basalt 43 shows a large prirrary olivine field at low 
pressures, although major ele.rrEIlt chemical evidence suggests that clino-
pyroxene is also important in controlling the chemical variation in the 
, 
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M-series basalts.. This strongly suggests that the magnesian basalts 
are the prcx:iuct of a high pressure fractionation process a The probable 
absence of genuine clinopyroxene prinocrysts from some M-series basal ts , 
described in Chapter 2, therefore shows that these magmas often contain 
only low pressure phenocrysts despite the evidence that high.' pressure 
-
phase relations control much of the M-series chemical variation. 
Basalt 311 shows a less extensive olivine primary phase field but is 
clearly not in equilibrium with clinopyroxene at the pressures investi-
gated. 
The phase relations of C-series basalt 6264, in contrast, indicate 
that this lava was in equilibrium with its phenocryst phases at lew 
pressures and therefore that the chemical variation wi thin the C-series 
is a lO~N-pressure feature. This conclusion is supported by the ablll1.dant 
crystallisation of clinopyroxene over a small temperature interval shown 
in the experiJrental charges. While the interval between the clinopyrox-
ene and olivine melting curves is not . large at 2 kilobars, the olivine 
nelting curve lies belCM l0500 C at 4 kilobars, suggesting that 6264 
would not have been in equilibrium with its phenocrysts at pressures 
rruch in excess of 2 kilobars. 
The basaltic andesite 3l3D, at the pressures investigated ~ shows 
all of the rrajor silicate phases within lOOoC of the liquidus at high 
water contents, wi th olivine and clinopyroxene again close to each other 
in the crystallisation sequence. No thin section of this lava was avail-
able, but the petrography of chemically similar rocks in the suite indi-
cates that the phenocryst asserrblages of the basaltic andesites are of . 
lew pressure origin. 
5.4.2 Corrparison with results of Cawthorn et ale (1973a) 
Sample 43 has a much larger pri.nary phase field of olivine than 
reported from similar compositions at 5 kilobars by Cawthorn et ale 
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(1973a), even allCMing for the difference in pressure between the data 
sets. The experiments of Kushiro (1972) on olivine-pyroxene equjlibrium 
suggest that the higher water activity of Cawthorn et ala t S rtmS should 
if anything, have stabilised olivine relative to clinopyroxene. In 
addition, Arculus (1975) found that olivine was the liquidus phase in 
Grenada basalt 531 at pressures in excess of 15 kilobars although, accor-
ding to the analyses of Arculus (1973), this composition contains less 
norrrative olivine than the samples used by Cawthorn et ale (1973a). A 
likely explanation for the differences in phase relations is the use of 
platinum containers in the study of Cawthorn et ale (1973a). LDss of 
iron to the platinum would increase the normative diopside content of 
the rrel t and therefore prorrote clinopyroxene stability. 
No runs at high water activities were carried out on sample 43, 
so that amphibole stabilities carmot be compared with the results of 
Cawthorn et ala (197 3a), but it is clear from the observed phase rela-
tions in both sets of experiments that amphibole i~ not a liquidus 
phase in silica-undersaturated M-series basalts and that the amphibole 
fractionation hypothesis of Cawthorn et ale (1973a) has little support 
from experimental studies. 
The results on basaltic andesite 313D are comparable to those 
obtained on samples 201 and 198 by Cawthorn et ale (1973a), showing the 
increasing stabilisation of amphibole relative to other ferrornagnesian 
silicates in the oore evolved magmas and the greater thermal stabili ty 
of amphibole relative to plagioclase at high water activities and total 
pressures. 
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5.5 Phase chemistry 
Fragments of selected exper.irnental charges were nounted in Araldi te , 
polished, and analysed by electron microprobe using energy-dispersive 
nethods qescribed in Appendix A. lDcation of phases in fine-grained 
charg.es presented difficulties, especially with spinels and ~lagioclases, 
and many analyses were rejected. The abundance of quench crystals nor-
mally made analysis of glass irrpossible but several all-glass charges 
were analysed. Glasses were analysed using a defocussed beam to mini-
~se volatilisation during analysis. 
5.5.1 Olivine (Table A6.l) 
Olivine compositions within individual charges normally shew a 
range of only a few m:Jle percent Fo, especially at near-liquidus tempera-
tu:res · A few charges showed gr'eater variation, up to 8 role percent, 
which is attributed to insufficient run duration to re-equilibrate the 
starting compositions and/or iron exchange with the container. . Although 
the available data indicate a decrease in forsteri te content with de-
crease in run temperature, variable iron exchange with the container 
results in a scatter of compositions. 
While the near-liquidus olivines in sample 43, 114, and 311 are, 
in general, nore ffi3.gnesian than those in the cumulate blocks, those 
produced in experirrents on basal tic andesite 3l3D are nore iron-rich 
than the ctmIUlate oli vines, suggesting that a basaltic andesite magna 
cannot be in equilibrium with olivine-bearing cumulate assemblages. 
5.5.2 Clinopyroxene (Table PE. 2) 
The abundance of quench pyroxene JIBkes identification of primary 
pyroxenes in many charges difficult. The primary grains were often loca-
ted by searching for spots giving lCM1 aluminium count rates, so that the 
analyses m3.y be biased towards lCM1 alumina contents • Compositions of 
pr:im3ry clinopyroxenes showed considerable variation within single charges 
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especially in alumina content ~ which is believed to reflect difficulty 
in attaining equilibrium due to slow diffusion of aluminium in the 
clinopyroxene structure. 
A large number of clinopyroxenes were analysed from runs at both 
2 and 4 kUobars on samples 6264 and 313D. Alumina concentrations were 
averaged for each run and plotted in Figure 5.5.1. The data on sample 
6264 show a large scatter with no evident cOrTelation of alumina con-
tent with total pressure or melt water content, but a possible weak 
posi ti ve correlation with temperature.. The scatter ~ attributed above 
to incomplete equilibration wi thin the duration of the experinents, is 
slightly reduced at higher tempera~es where diffusion is fastest. 
In contrast to the results from sample 6264, the clinopyroxenes 
in charges from runs on 313D show a distinct separation of alumina 
contents between the 2 and 4 kilobar runs (Figure 5 .. 5 .1) . Although 
increased pressure might be expected to increase the alumina contents 
of clinopyroxenes (e .. g. Thompson, 1974), the rev~e is the case. 
Ibvever, the 4 kilobar charges were produced in melting experiments 
while the 2 kilobar charges crystallised from a superheated liquid 
starting material. Rapid clinopyroxene grx:wth as these experiments 
were cooled to run temperature would, by analogy with the zoned clino-
pyroxenes in the M-series basalts discussed in' iliapter 2, trap excess 
aluminitnn in the pyroxene structure because of its slew diffusion away 
from the grc::MTing crystal-melt interface.. The alumina contents of the 
2 kilobar clinopyroxenes are therefore believed to be in excess of the 
equilibritnn concentrations, providing evidence that crystallisation 
experiments do not result in a close approach to equilibrium. 
5.5.3 Plagioclase (Table A6 .. 3) 
Feldspars produced in experiments on samples 43, 114 and 311 were 
usually too snall for analysis and their compositions ~ where determined", 
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Figure 5.5.1 Alumina contents of clinopyroxenes in experimental 
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are variable, especially at lCM temperatures.· The total range of 
corrpositions is An69 to An84 (analyses 1 to 12). Feldspars in charges 
produced from basaltic andesite 313D at 2 kilobars are considerably 
rrore sodic, lying in the An55 to An65 range (analyses 13 to 2Q) and 
therefore clearly different from the primary cumulate plagioclase com-
positions (Table A4. 3). Increase of pressure to 4 kilobars did not 
significantly Change these compositions. C-series basalt 6264 produced 
plagioclases in the range An74 to An89 , the more calcic examples being 
comparable to those found in the c1...DnUlate blocks. 
Insufficient data were collected to study the variation in plagio-
clase composition with pressure, t~rrperature, and water activity. . In 
only one experiment (run 83) were sufficient analyses collected to 
demonstrate the effect on feldspar composition of variable water acti-
vi ty · In this experiment increased water acti vi ty increased the aver-
age anorthite content from An50 . 6 to An62 . 1 , as would be expected from 
the results of Yoder et ale (1957) and Johannes (1978). However it is 
clear from the limited data collected that melt composition is at least 
as i.rnp:)rtant in controlling the composition of crystallising plagioclase 
as water activity. 
5.5.4 Amphibole (Table 6.4) 
When recalculated to the sane ferrous-fe.rric iron ratio as the 
cumulate amphiboles (100 Fe20/Fe203 + FeO = 38.0), the amphiboles pro-
duced in sample 313D are magnesiohastingsi tes at 2 kilobars and transi-
tional between rnagnesiohastingsi tes and pargasi tes at 4 kilobars. 
Although slightly lCNJer in Na and in Mg-value they are comparable in 
cornposi tion with the cU1ID..1late magnesiohastingsi tes and pargasi tes, and 
considerably closer to them in composition than the amphiboles produced 
by Cawthorn et ala (197 3a) • Their amphiboles were much lower in Fe and 
Mg and richer in Ca and Si than the natural compositions. . The analyses 
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from this study are very limited but suggest that amphibole chemistry 
is not strongly pressure dependent in the 2 to 4 kilobar range. The 
higher titanium contents of the 4 kilobar amphiboles may result from 
the absence of a coexisting spinel phase at the higher pressure. 
5.5.5 Spinel (Table AS.5) 
The spinel phase is often too small and insufficiently abundant 
for analysis, and there are insufficient data to determine the extent of 
equilibration of the spinels in any individual experiment. The analy-
sed spinels are similar in composition to those in the starting mater-
ials and no clear trends in their compositions are apparent. Hill and 
Roeder (1974) found that run times. of two to four days at 11000C were 
sufficient to attain equilibrium and, in view of the Jillch shorter run 
times used in this study, interpretation of the analyses collected as 
equilibrium compositions cannot be justified. 
5.5.S Glass (Table AS.S) 
Abundant quench crystals prevented analysis o:f glass in most 
charges. Where glasses were analysed , compositions usually shCMTed 
little variation within each run while discrepancies between analysis 
totals and 100 percent were often considerably greater than the pre-
dicted water content of the original liquids. Analyses of all-glass 
charges shONed no evidence of extensive leaching of a1kalis from the 
melt by the vapour phase in the experiments. 
The glass coexisting with amphibole at 2 kilobars (run 54) is of 
andesitic composition. Analyses of this glass were variable in MgO, 
FeO and Al 0 prubably as a result of quench m::xiification of the ori-, 2 3' 
ginal melt composition (Cawthorn et al., 1973b). 
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5.6 Equilibrium considerations 
The considerable differences between results of crystallisation 
and melting experiments and the variation in phase compositions indi-
cate that at least some runs have not aChieved complete equilibrium. 
The difficulty experienced in reversing the plagioclase meltlng curves 
in samples 311 and 313D could be a consequence of either the presence 
of relict plagioclase grains in melting runs, or failure to nucleate 
plagioclase in crystallisation runs. Gibb (1974) found that plagio-
clase melted rapidly above its liquidus temperature and several pre-
vious workers have found difficulty in nucleating plagiOClase in mol-
ten charges in both atmospheric pressure experiments (BrCNm and SChairer . , 
1971; Gibb, 1974; Walker et al., 1976) and in water-saturated experi-
ments at higher pressures (lDfgren, 1974). 
Donaldson (1979) has carried out an extensive study of nucleation 
delay of olivine in cooling experiments, finding that the delay increa-
ses with decreasing degree of supercoollng, cooling rate, superheat, 
olivine content of the melt, and increasing melt viscosity. Gibb f s 
(1974) less thorough study of nucleation delay of plagioclase, and the 
cooling experiments of Walker et ale (1976) both indicate that olivine 
nucleates rrore readily than plagioclase. This is confirmed in this 
study, where no evidence was found for differing stabilities of oli-
vine and Clinopyroxene in the two types of experiment. A crystallisa-
tion experiment on s~le 43 at 11500 C (rilll 45) failed to nucleate 
plagioclase but prcxiuced clinopyroxene. No study of possible nuclea-
tion delay of amphibole was carried out but its ready nucleation as a 
quench phase suggests that it is not seriously affected. 
In view of the evidence for nucleation delay of plagioclase, the 
preferred phase relations of sample 313D at 2 kilobars are based largely 
on the results of melting runs. Hc:wever there is also a discrepancy in 
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the spinel stabilities between melting and crystallisation runs, a 
melting run at lOOOoC with approxinately 6 percent water failing to 
produce spinel. Unfortunately there are no data to deternrine whether 
this res~t is due to increased iron loss to the container or nuclea-
tion effects in the crystallisation runs due to depolyrnerisation of 
the rrelt during superheat (Donaldson, 1979). Evidence that rrelt struc-
ture is affected by superheat comes from the greatly decreased ab'lID.-
dance of quench crystals in crystallisation runs. 
Crystallisation experinents produced skeletal olivmes similar 
to those described by Donaldson (1976) and glomerocrystic clinopyroxenes 
which are often curved and shCNl uneven extinction. I t is clear from 
the analyses in Figure 5.5.1 that, even if a phase does manage to 
nucleate during cooling, any supercooling may lead to growth of crystals 
with disequilibrium compositions. This rerroves the principal advantage 
of crystallisation experirrents of restricting nucleation and promoting 
grcwth of crystals to a size arrenable to microprobe: analysis. 
5. 7 Application of resul ts to the Grenada rock suite 
The JIDst important consideration in applying the experinental data 
of this study and of Cawthorn et ala (1973a) is the crystallisation 
process responsible for generation of the cUJIRllate blocks. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, it is possible that the Grenada cumulates originated by 
m situ equilibrium crystallisation of part of their parent magma, and 
therefore do not represent products of perfect fractional crystallisa-
tion. Equally, it is clear that the bulk compositions of the blocks 
would be very different from those of the extrusive rocks so that they 
are unlikely to represent products of perfect equilibrium crystallisa-
tion either. These two extreme processes require very different inter-
pretations of the experinental phase relations. 
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In the fractional crystallisation case the, parental magna to the 
cumulates should be capable of copre.cipit;ating th~ cumulate phases 
within a srrall temperature interval close to the liquidus, but in 
equilibrium crystallisation all that is required is that the cumulat~ 
ass~lage should coexist with liquid at sorre temperature which may be 
substantially belcw the melting temperature. Constraints imposed on 
the chemistry of the equilibrium liquid coexisting with the cumulates 
apply to the bulk magma in the former case, but only to the residual 
liquid after partial crystallisation in the latter. 
There are considerable difficulties in producing the curin.llate 
assemblages by fractional crystal4sation. The magnesian M-series 
basalts 43, 114, and 311 do not crystallise arrphibole close to their 
liquidi and have large primary olivine p...'1ase fields. The C-series ba-
salt 6264, although capable of crystal 1 j sing olivines of similar com-
position to those in the cumulate blocks cannot crystallise plagioclase 
after amphibole even when nearly water-saturated. .At higher pressures 
oli vine stability in this corrposi tion is decreased, rraking it difficult 
to prcx:luce assemblages containing substantial olivine by fractional 
crystallisation. The basaltic andesite 313D·can crystallise amphibole 
before pl agioclase at both 2 and 4 kilobars, but its olivine is in 
reaction relationship with liquid once amphibole crystalljses and there-
fore could not coprecipitate with amphibole during fractional crystal-
lisation. Its olivine is also more iron-rich than the olivines f01.IDd 
in the curru...llate blocks. 
The absence of amphibole as a prim:rry liquidUS phase in any of 
the samples studied implies that substantial equilibrium crystallisa-
tion of the parental liquidS JInlSt have taken place to produce· the cumu-
late assemblages. If this is the case, M-series ID3.gffi3S whose prim:rry 
liquidUS oli vines are more magnesian than the cumulate oli vines could 
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have re-equilibrated during cooling to the arrphibole crystallisation 
temperature, producing more iron-rich olivine compositions ~ Partial 
-
resorption of olivine, and perhaps also of clinopyroxene, during 
amphibol~ crystal]isation would allow formation of crystal assemblages 
rich in both olivine and amphibole. Reaction of clinopyroxene with 
liquid during anphibole crystallisation was predicted by Cawthorn (1976) 
and is supported by the textures of sorre of the cUTIn.l.lates. The resi-
dual liquid in equilibrium wi th the olivine-bearing cU1ID..llates would be 
of basaltic andesite composition. These magmas fit the constraints 
imposed by olivine compositions in the cumulates (Chapter 3), and often 
carry amphibole phenocrysts. They are also the JIOst primitive lavas 
fOlIDd in contact with the cumulate blocks and are similar in corrposi-
tion to the glasses in equilibritnn with olivine, clinopyroxene, and 
amphibole analysed by Cawthorn et ale (1973a). 
It seems, from the above considerations, that a nodel for partial 
equi] ibrium crystallisation of the cumulate assemblages can noT€. easily 
-
explain the petrographical, chemical, and experimental data than a 
perfect fractional crystallisation rrodel. As discussed earlier, the 
bulk chemistry of the cumulate blocks indicates at least a partial 
fractional crysta]]isation model. The exact amount of equilibrium 
crysta] ] i sation is difficult to estirrate, but modes of experimental 
charges in this study suggest at least 20 percent crystallisation would 
be needed to produce the oli vine- and amphibOle-bearing type A cumulates. 
The orthopyroxene-bearing cumulates show textures transi tional between 
adcumulate and orthocumulate, indicating that the degree of, equilibrium 
crystallisation was probably variable. 
The partial equilibrium crystal] is at ion model does not exclude an 
origin of sone of the olivine-free cumulates from C-series nagmas but 
requires the generation of the olivine-bearing cumulate types from M-
series m3.grras. 
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5.8 Constraints on conditions of cumulate C£Ystallisation 
... ~ . ~ .... 
The results of this study and of Cawthorn et al .. (1973a) do not 
gi ve a clear indication of the depth of crystallisation of the c~ate 
asserriblages -wi thin the constraints imposed by the maXimum pressure for 
coexi~tence of olivine and calcic plagioclase (Kushiro and Y~der, 1966) 
of approximately 8 kilobars, and the min:i.mu:m press~ required for 
amphibole stability of approximately one kilobar. BelCMT this minimum 
pressure water is insufficiently soluble to stabilise arrphibole in 
basal tic rrel ts . The experimental evidence indicates that the melt 
water content required to crystallise amphibole before plagioclase is 
at least S to 6 weight percent. T.[le activity represented by this water 
content is pressure dependent but probably lies in the range O.S to 1.0 
within the pressure bracket. Temperature of crystaJJisation is limited 
to the stability field of amphibole, and therefore to values less than 
about lOSOoC. ExperiJrental evidence from this study suggests that in 
order to crystallise an iron-rich spinel phase, oxygen fugacities 
greater than those of the NNO buffer are required 
S.9 Conclusions 
(a) The phase relations of rragnesian l1-series basalts observed 
in this study differ from those reported by Cawthorn et al. 
(1973a), probably because of iron loss in the latter study. 
(b) The hypothesis of generation of Hy-normative M-series 
~ by amphibole fractionation from Ne-nar.mative parents 
proposed by Cawthorn et ale (197 3a) is not supported by this 
study. The experimental results of Cawthorn et al. (1973a) 
also provide little support for their JIDdel. Rather, the phase 
relations observed in the Grenada basalts, and in simple systems, 
support an origin for this chemical variation by fractionation 
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of oli vIDe, clinopyroxene, and spIDe;L. 
(c) Nagnesian M-series basalts could only hav~~volved by 
fractionation at high pressures, although they often carry only 
low-pressure phenocrysts. 
(d) C-series basalts carry loo-pressu:re phenocrysts and the 
chemical variation wi thin this series is controlled by 100-
pressure fractionation. 
(e) The cumulate assemblages cannot be produced by perfect 
fractional crystal 1 i sation of any of the Grenada basalts or 
basaltic andesites. Considerable equilibrium crystal J i sation 
is required to produce the phase relations observed in the 
cumulate blocks. 
(f) OlivLDe-bearing cumulates formed by the partial crystalli-
sation, under equilibrium conditions, of M-series basalts, 
leaving residual liquids of basaltic andesite composition. 
(g) Some olivine-free cumulates may have formed by the 
crystallisation of C-series basalts under similar conditions. 
(h) Comparison of the experimentally-produced phase relations 
with those of the cumulates indicates crystallisation of the 
cumulate assemblages at press1.J!'leS between 1 and 8 kilo bars and 
temperatures below l050oC. Oxygen fugacities were probably in 
excess of those defined by the NNO buffer, and the water contents 
of rnel ts in equilibrium with the c1.IDD.llates were, in some cases, 
greater than 5 to 6 weight percent. 
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CHAPTER 6 
GENESIS OF GRENADA MAGMAS 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the evidence for the' 
origin of the Grenada igneous rock sui te presented in the preceding 
chapters, together wi th additional data, and to formulate preferred 
m:x:lels for the origin of Grenada :rnagrras. The significance of the 
Grenada models for island arc :rnagrra genesis is discussed in Chapter 7. 
6.1 Source of the parental rragrnas 
The variation in H-element ratios described in Chapter 2 requires 
the sources of both M-series and C~series to be chemically heterogen-
eous. The large scatter in the trace element abundances in both series 
but especially in the M-series, makes their interpretation difficult. 
Fortunately, Sr and Nd isotopic data on Grenada rocks, including many 
of the samples used in this study, are available. 
6.1.1 Isotopic data 
Hawkesworth et all (1979b) analysed a large number of Grenada 
, 
rocks for Sr isotopes and selected specimens for Nd isotopes also. The 
data on samples included in this study are listed in Table 6.1.1. 
Hawkesworth et all (1979b) derronstrated that the two basic series are 
essentially distinct in both Sr and Nd isotopic compositions. Sr iso-
topic canposi tions are plotted on the Cao vs. MgO variation diagram in 
Figure 6.1.1. The combined rrajor element and Sr isotopic data demon-
strate that the possible olivine fractionation trend in the rrost primi.-
ti ve rrernbers of the M-series correlates with a general increase in the 
87 Sr/86Sr ratio, but that the C-series rocks have generally lc:wer 87 Sri 
86Sr . ratl.Os. This clearly demonstrates that the C-series isotopic com-
positions cannot have resulted from an extension of the trend shown in 
the primi ti ve M-series rocks. The two series are clearly different in 
origin arid should therefore be considered seP'¥:ately in discussion of 




Isotopic data for samples analysed in this study 





266 0.70530 0.51283 
286 0.70544 0.51287 
306* 0.70464 
313D 0.70538 



































310A 0.70579 0.51282 
313L 0.70530 
381 0.70451 
All data from Hawkesworth et ale (1979) except for asterisked 
samples which were analysed at Leeds by M.F. Thirlwall (pers. 
comm., 1979). 
All 87sr/86sr ratios normalised to Eimer and Amend srC03 
standard of 0.70800. 










Sri Sr ratios of extrusive rocks from Grenada 
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Sr isotopic composition 
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15 
Isotopic data from Hawkesworth et ale (1979b) and this study (M.F. 
Th'irlwall, pers. comrn. 1979). 
The samples 306 and 413, with approximately 1ar~gO and 12.510 CaO, 
have isotopic and trace element characteristics transitional bet-
ween those of M-series and C-series basalts. 
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ASS • 
For each series several potential SOurces must be considered. 
These are: -:the subducted oceanic lithosphere; possibly subducted sedi-
ments; the over lying upper mantle wedge; and the island arc crust. . 
6.1.2 M-series source 
Thirteen of the M-series lavas with greater than 10% MgO were 
among those studied by Hawkesworth et ale (1979b). Their results are 
plotted in Figure 6 .1. 2 . 
143 144 87 86 0 0 Although a wide range of Ndl Nd and Sri Sr ratlos lS pre-
sent, there is a lack of correlation between these parameters and the 
SmlNd and RbISr ratios respectively. The positive correlation of 
143Nd/144Nd with SmlNd suggested by Hawkesworth et ale (1979b) is not 
supported by their data when the two basic series are considered separ-
ately. The Sr isotope data of these workers are plotted against several 
chemical parameters from this study in Figure 6.1. 3 . The extreme iso-
topic composition of sample S09 is evident in IIDSt of the plots, but, 
reganiless of this sample, there is a general correlation of 87 Sri 8 6 Sr . 
with Sr, Ce/Y, P20S' Ti02 , and Fe203 /MgO. The data of Hawkesworth et 
ale (1979b) also shew a positive cOrTelation of 87 Sr/86Sr with Nd. As 
o h th 1 0 ,.. 87S 186S °th already stated, Flgure 6.1.1 sows e corre atlon or r r Wl 
a possible olivine fractionation trend although sample S09 is again 
somewhat exceptional. o 87 86 It seems clear that LREE enrlchment, Sri Sr 
ratio, rnaj or element com}X)si tion, and certain trace element concentra-
tions are in some way related within the M-series. 
The high MgO, Ni, and Cr contents of the primi ti ve M-series members 
are compatible with a source in the peridotitic upper mantle above the 
subduction zone, but not with an origin by melting of subducted oceanic 
crust, although a rrrinor contribution from the subducted crust is IX'ssi-
ble. Given that the M-series magmas are essentially products of fusion 
of the mantle wedge above the subduction zone, then their trace element 
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Isotopic data for M-series (>101~gO) and C-series basalts. Rb and 
Sr concentrations from this study. Sr concentrations in C-series 
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Isotopic data for M-series and C-series basalts (after Hawkesworth 
et al., 1979b), with possible range of authigenic sediments (see. 
text). 
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Figure 6.1.3 Covariation of Sr isotopic composition with chemistry 
in primitive (>lor~gO) M-series basalts. 
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and isotopic variation may result from mixing of these melts with 
another source, or with its derived melt. Possible sources for this 
additional component are: 
(1) . the subducted oceanic crust, or 
( 2 ) subducted sed.i!rents, or 
(3) the island an:! crust. 
Al ternati vely, the mantle wedge itself may be chemically hetero-
geneous, perhaps as the result of subduction processes. 
The lack of petrographic evidence for high-level contamination 
and the near-liquid state of many of the M-series magmas on reaching 
the surface (Chapter 2) argue ag~st involvement of the island arc 
crust in their genesis. In addition, mixing with large arrounts of con-
taminant would be needed to explain the observed variation in LREE 
enrichment. This wide variation makes any direct mixing m:x:iel very 
difficult to reconcile with the chemical evidence, since large effects 
on maj or elements and compatible trace elements wo\lld be predicted but 
are not observed. Therefore, in considering mixing models invol ving 
In3.terial derived from the subducted oceanic lithosphere, indirect rnix-
ing, in which this material mcx:lifies the composition of the so~e(s) 
of the M-series magmas, is implied. This type of mixing process avoids 
the mass balance problems of direct mixing. 
Langmuir et ale (1978) have discussed how two-component mixing 
will affect trace element and isotope concentrations and ratios. This 
process should produce a hyperbolic array of points on a trace element 
ratio-ratio plot. Examples of two of these diagrams in Figure 6.1.4 
show that this is not the case for the primitive M-series compositions, 
although the distribution of data points is not random. Simple mixing 
of two homogeneous sources has not therefore taken place. 
. 
Hawkesworth et ale (1977, 1979a, 1979b) have argued that, smce 
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Figure 6.1.4 Incompatible element ratio-ratio plots for 
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the Nd content of seawater is very lCNl, the subducted oceanic crust 
, 143 144 , 
cannot have had lts Ndl Nd ratlo altered significantly by hydro-
thermal ocean-floor processes • Melts derived from the subducted crust 
uld th f h . '1 143 144 
'WO e;re ore ave Slffil. ar Ndl Nd to mid-ocean ridge basalts 
) . 87 86 (MORB but probably hlgher Sri Sr due to hydrothermal alteration. 
The Grenada M-series roCks have variable 143Nd/144Nd and 87Sr/86Sr 
(Figure 6.1.5) but higher 87Sr/86Sr for a given 143Nd/144Nd than basalts 
from mid-ocean ridges and Atlantic islands (O'Nions et ala 1977). 
Although the Sr isotopic compositions in the M-series could reflect a 
contribution from subducted oceanic crust, the Nd and Sr isotopic co-
variation cannot be the result of such a contribution since increased 
contamination of the mantle source by melt derived from subducted 
oceanic crust would give increasing 87 Sr/86Sr with increasing 143Ndl 
144Nd d thi . , an s lS not observed. 
Hawkesworth et al .. (1979b) pointed out that, although the trend 
of the Nd and Sr isotopic ratios suggests that mixing of authigenic 
sediments with MORB-type mantle could have taken place during subduc-
tion, the isotopic characteristics of such sedirrents are poorly moon, 
and they considered that this mixing nodel would not produce the obser-
ved 143Nd/144Nd vs. Sm/Nd trend. Considering only the M-series data, 
the values of 143Nd/144Nd and Sm/Nd in authigenic sediments quoted by 
Hawkesworth et al .. (1979b) are still inconsistent with such a rrodel, 
tmless partial rel ts deri ved from the sediments had substantially lC»ler 
Sm/Nd ratios (Figure 6.1.2). The effect of subducted authigenic sedi-
ments on Sr isotopic compositions can also be considered in a plot of 
87Sr/86Sr VS. 1/Sr (Figure 6.1.6). The primitive M-series roCks show 
an approxirrate mixing line on this plot, but this does not suggest the 
involverrent of a component with the very high 87Sr/86Sr (0.709) of 
authigenic sediments, or of a mixture of these with continental sediments 
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Solid outlined fields represent MORE and Atlantic islands data of 
otNions et ale (1977). Other fields after Hawkeswo·rth et ale 
(1979c) : 
KEP - Kenya, Etna, Patagonia 
8M = Sao Miguel (Azores) 
R - Roccamonfina 
v = Vesuvius 
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Figure 6.1.6 87Sr/86sr vs. l/Sr for primitive M-series basalts 
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with lower Sr contents but even higher 87 Sr/86Sr~ 
Although rigorous testing of mixing models involving subducted 
sediment is limited by poor knowledge of the isotopic characteristics 
of possible sediment types, these argwnents suggest that this mixing 
hypo~esis is not easily reconciled with the available data. 
rawkesworth et ale (1979b) therefore concluded that the isotope and 
trace element data could be explained by selective mobilisation of 
alkali arrl alkaline earth elements by hydrous fluids during dehydra-
tion of the subducted lithosphere, as proposed by Hawkesworth et ale 
(1979a) · These fluids would then modify the composition of the over-
lying upper mantle wedge which the.Nd isotope data require to have been 
already chemically heterogeneous. This model therefore considers the 
Nd isotope variation to reflect the pre-subduction history of the 
mantle wedge but the Sr isotope variation to reflect additionally sub-_ 
duction-related processes. 
There are difficulties in explaining the correlation of major 
element, trace element, and Sr isotope data using this model. The 
. f· . LREE . chm . th . . 87 e..,../ 86e..,.. correlatlon 0 lncr'easl11g eTlrl ent Wl mcreasJ..ng ';)l.' ';)l.' 
could reflect source heterogeneity prior to subduction but there seems 
no reason why the lIDre LREE-enriched sources should then produce rrag-
ID3.S which differ substantially in major element composition, possibly 
as a result of olivine fractionation. As previously argued, a direct 
mixing of magma with some contaminant is unlikely to have occurred, so 
that a model wherein the M-series magmas mixed with some contaminant 
arrl crystallised olivine is discounted .. 
A possible explanation is that, if the mantle source was enriched 
not only in alkalis and alkaline earths, but also in LREE, P20S' Ti02 
an::! probably other elements, by subduction pr'OCesses , it would be expec-
ted to be enriched in water also.. Melts subsequently prcx::1uced from the 
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more ~ contaminated ~ portions of the l1El1tle wedge would then be nore 
water-rich, at similar degrees of mel ting, than melts prerluced from 
less contaminated rrantle. The ma~ t 0 ch ~e wa er-rl melts would therefore 
crystallise olivine more extensively during ascent before crystallis-
ing clinopyroxene (Kushiro, 1972). The negative correlation' between 
87Sr/86Sr and Ni (Figure 6.1.7) supports this merlel. Sample 509 has 
anomalously low l43Nd/144Nd and lOts source nay also have had anomalously 
high 87 Ov-./ 86Sr 0 ubd 0 ~' prlor to s uctlon. This merlel also explains the lack 
of close correlations between 87 Sr/ 86Sr and Rb/Sr, and between 143Nd/ 
144m and Smlm, since both Rb/Sr and SmlNd ratios have been affected 
by recent processes. 
An alternative possibility is that the isotopic variation is 
prinBrily the product of disequilibrium melting. The presence of minor 
phlogopi te in the source, entering the liquid entirely at lew degrees 
of melting might explain th~ variation of 87 Sr/ 86Sr with MgO and Ni 
contents, and also the correlation of 87 Sri 86Sr wi ~ LREE enrichment, 
since early melts would be relati vel y lCNJ in MgO and Ni and enriched 
in LREE. However, available estimates for the distribution coefficient 
of Ni between olivine and liquid (Elthon and Ridley, 1979) do not sup-
o 0 0 0 h 87 Ov-./ 86 C"...-- 0 °t o M 0 port a prl.In3.IY melt OY'lglD for the hig ul.' U.!.', pT'JJIll l ve -Se!"les 
magmas. It is also unlikely that the observed isotope, trace element, 
and naj or element trends ~ould be prerluced by disequilibrium melting 
and preserved during subsequent fractional crystallisation. Perhaps 
the strongest evidence against a disequilibrium melting rncdel comes 
from the available diffusion data, which indicate that isotopic dis-
equilibrium between minerals cannot be maintained over a substantial 
time interval in the presence of a reI t phase (Hofnann and Hart, 1978). 
This model is therefore not preferred. 
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Figure 6.1.7 87 86 
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Sll.TID'IEry of the preferred model; 
(1) The rrantle wedge overlying the subducted slab, with 
minor heterogeneity in trace element and isotopic compositions, 
is variably contaminated by hydrous melt or hydrous fluid 
~erived from the underlying subducted lithosphere. 
(2) The component derived from the subducted lithosphere is 
rich in alkalis and alkaline earth elements, LREE, radiogenic 
Sr, radiogenic Nd, water and probably other incompatible ele.rrents. 
(3) Melting of the variably contaminated mantle produces 
pieri tic rrel ts of variable water content, trace element chemistry 
and isotopic composition. 
(4) Larger water contents result In increased stabilisation 
0= olivine relative to pyroxenes on the liquidi of the picritic 
melts. 
(5) Variable olivine fractionation is followed by olivine, 
clinopyroxene and spinel fractionation during fIB.gma. ascent. 
6.1.3 C-series source 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the compositions of Clinopyroxene 
phenocryst cores in C-series rocks suggests that rragma.s of this series 
had mare primitive parents from which they were derived by fractional 
crystallisation. The maj or and trace element contents of C-series 
rocks are, in general, not inconsistent with these parents being simi-
lar in chemistry to the less 'contaminated t M-series magrras. The con-
centrations of Sr an::i Ba are hewever, not consistent with this simple 
relationship. 
Isotopic data (Figure 6.1.5) shew t~at both the Sr and Nd isotopic 
compositions of the C-series rocks are similar to those of the least 
'contaminated' M-series parents, although tending to be slightly lewer 
in 87 Sri 86Sr and higher in 143Nd/144Nd • The higher Sr contents of the 
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C-series IIBgrIaS therefore carmot be the resul t of addition of a slab-
derived Sr component similar to that envisaged in the preferred mo:iel 
for the M-series, since such a process would result in very high 87 Sri 
86Sr in t;he C-series rocks . Either the sources for the two series 
were affected by different components derived from the slab' or the 
, , 
very high Sr content of the C-series rocks sirrply reflects a source 
rich in Sr. Such a source would be less sensitive to addition of a 
sla2::>-deri ved component rich in radiogenic Sr than the lcw-Sr source 
for the M-series magmas. Nd isotopic compositions confirm that the 
same slab-derived component cannot have affected both the M-series and 
C-series sources. It therefore seems unjustifiable to assume that 
these sources both lay on the MORB-Atlantic islands trend of Sr and 
Nd isotopic compositions prior to subduction. 
Ratio-ratio plots of C-series trace element concentrations 
(Figure 6.1. 8) shON considerable scatter, and do not define simple 
mixing hyperbolae, as is also the caSe in the M-ser.ies (Figure 6.1.4). 
The range of trace element contents in the C-series rocks is almost as 
great as that in the M-series, and the sources of both clearly shaw 
considerable chemical heterogeneity. The wide range of Sm/Nd ratios 
and limited variation in 143Nd/144Nd (Figure 6.1.2) indicate that this 
heterogeneity was produced by recent processes. 
There are two possible models for the C-series source , either: 
(a) variable contriliutions to an originally horrogeneous mantle 
source from the subducted lithosphere produce the isotopic and 
trace. ele.rrent variability of the rragmas later produced, or 
(b) at least some of the variation in the C-series reflects 
heterogeneity in the source mantle prior to subduction. 
Hawkesworth et al. (1979b) pointed out a negative correlation 
between 87 Sr/86Sr and Sr content in the C-series rocks. This is not 
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Figure 6.1.8 Incompatible element ratio-ratio plots for 
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the trend to be expected from mixing with a sedimentary component with 
" 87 86 
high Sr and Sr I Sr" whether at high levels or above the subducted 
lithosphere. The negative correlation is more easily reconciled with 
the addition of similar a.rrounts of a slab-derived, high 87Sr/ 86Sr 
com-
ponent to a mantle with variable Sr content than wi th the addition of 
" . 87 86 
varlable amounts of a lew Sr / Sr component to a !IEIltle of illliform 
Sr content. This is because the generally higher 87 Sr/86Sr of island 
1 aru" t gl"ven 143Nd/144Nd , " arc vo c cs, a a lS thought to reflect addition 
of a high 87Sr/86Sr " cOITponent to thelr SO'l.JrlCe from the subducted li tho-
sphere (Hawkesworth et al., 1977; DePaulo and Wasserburg, 1977). 
Mdi tional support for mcxiel (b) comes from the observation that the 
Sr concentrations of C-series rocks are much greater than those of the 
most primitive lavas found on other islands of the active Lesser Antilles 
volcanic arc. Asswrcing that these lavas are also linked to subduction 
processes, this indicates that the source of the Grenada C-series was 
anomalously rich in strontitml. Mooel (b) is therefore preferred . . 
Figure 6.1.9 shows a possible correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and 
lREE enric.h.rrent in the C-series, which could result from addition of 
IREE to the mantle wedge during subduction. The limited Nd isotopic 
variation .ill the C-series indicates that any slab-derived co~onent 
rust have had similar Nd isotopic corrposi tion to the mantle wedge, and 
that a different cOITponent from that involved in the genesis of the 
M-series was involved. 
6.1.4 Relationships between the basic Grenada rock series 
M-series and C-series magmas are closely related in space and time 
in Grenada (Arculus, 1976) at least in the M01..IDt Maitland - Mount Moritz, 
Mount Granby - F edon t s Camp, and Mount St. Catherine centres. The rrore 
evolved. members of both series contain ~hibole, and both series appear 
to be parental to andesi tes. It is also possible that the parent rragma.s 
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to both series were similar :in maj or element composition , although 
distinct in certain isotope ratios and trace element concentrations. 
The close spatial and temporal relationship of the two series 
suggests that they were generated at similar depths, preswnably super-
jacent to the Benioff Zone, which is thought to lie at approximately 
100 km. beneath Grenada (Tornbl:in, 1975) t The hydrous nature of the 
rragrras in both series strongly suggests some involve:rrent of the sub-
ducted li thosphere :in their genesis, al though the postulated maj or 
element compositions of the parent magmas require a mantle peridotite 
source · The corribined chemical and isotopic data in the previous sec-
tions have been :interpreted as :indicating that the sources of the two 
magma series have been affected by different components derived from 
the subducted lithosphere, but probably also differed in chemistry 
prior to subduction. A possible explanation of the difference in slab-
derived components is that the C-series source includes a contribution 
from subducted oceanic crust while the M-series source also includes 
a contribution from subducted sedirrents. As previously discussed, the 
isotopic evidence does not confirm the invol verrent of sediment in the 
genesis of M-series magmas, but rigorous interpretation of the data is 
limited by a laCk of knowledge of the isotopic and trace elerrent charac-
teristics of sedirrents and by the scatter of the data. A study of the 
isotopic composition of lead in Grenada roCks might help to clarify 
the preferred models. 
In the sane way that the preferred model for the origin of the M-
series magmas involves an effect of source chemistry on subsequent frac-
tionation processes, the absence of the postulated parents to the C-
series from the Grenada roCk suite may be a consequence of the effect 
on their source of a slab-derived component. A relatively high water 
content in the C-series parents might prorrotc substantial crystallisation 
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during ascent in addition to stabilising olivine as the dominant 
fractionating phase. Hewever , little is knCMn of the effect of vola-
tiles on the ascent and crystallisation of complex silicate melts. 
6.2 Do some M-series compositions represent primary magmas? 
The preferred model for the origin of the M-series implies that 
the samples with the highest HgO contents have undergone the minimum 
fractionation of olivine subsequent to their genesis as partial melts 
of peridoti te. These magmas have high 1"lg values and may therefore be 
unmodified or 'primary' melt compositions. The Olivine-liquid distri-
bution coefficients for Mg and Fe pf Roeder and Emslie (1970) may be 
applied to test this possibility using the method of Hanson and langmuir 
(1978). 
Figure 6. 2.1 ShCNlS the molar MgO and FeO contents of SOIre estinates 
of the cOJ1!>Osi tion of the upper mantle, and the field of permissible 
primary mel t corrposi tions in equilibrium with oli vine, contoured for 
temperature, for one of these estimated compositions. The estinate 
chosen is the average composition of a group of sheared garnet lherzo-
lite ncxiules from kirriberlite analysed by Nixon and Boyd (1973), although 
the sheared natu.re of t~e ncxiules is not regarded as significant for 
their chemical composition. Choice of any of the other source composi-
tions will simply move the position of the melt field slightly. Also 
shown is a melt field calculated using partition coefficients extracted 
from the data of Bickle et al. (1977) on experi.rrental charges run at 
30 kilobars. The position of the melt field is clearly strongly depen-
dent on pressure, but few data are available for a rigorous treatment 
of this dependence. 
It has been assumed that all iron in the primitiveH-series rragma.s 
was in the ferrous state under the conditions of melting •. This is a 
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Figure 6.2.1 
Molar MgO vs. FeO for primitive Grenada M-series basalts after , 
method of Hanson and Langmuir (1978). 
Triangles are estimates of source mantle composition: 
o = average garnet lherzolite in kimberlite (O'Hara et al., 
(1975) 
SL = average spinel lherzolite (Maaloe and Aoki, 1977) 
K = mantle composition derived from the chemistry of ultra-
mafic lavas (Bickle et al., 1976) 
P = 'pyrolite' (Ringwood, 1966) 
1611 = garnet lherzolite 1611 (Nixon and Boyd, 1973) 
Chosen source is the average of six sheared garnet lherzolites 
from Nixon and Boyd (1973). 
Isotherms in degrees C. 
See text for further description. 
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reasonable approximation since the Fe203/FeO ratio of peridotite nodules 
in kirnberli te is very 10\\7. If a srrall arrount of the iron is ferric, the 
M-series compositions will lie towards lower FeO contents than their 
plotted IX?sitions. The melts which have fractionated least olivine lie 
in the primary rel t field at 1 atrrosphere, and sample 468 , with close 
to 16% Jv1gO lies close to the rraximum degree of melting at temperatures 
o 
close to 1360 C of approximately 19%, Hcwever, even this composition 
cannot be a primary rel t at pressures close to 30 kilobars. Neverthe-
less, it can be concluded that the available data do not preclude some 
of the Grenada H-series compos i tions representing prirrBry rragmas. This 
conclusion is supported by the e~rimental results of Arculus (1975) 
which shooed oli v:ine as the primary liquidus phase :in an H-series com-
position containing only about 11% MgO at pressures :in excess of 15 kilo-
bars. 
6.3 Evolution of M-series magmas 
~le wajor element fractionation models discussed in Chapter 2 indi-
cate that, after variable arrounts of initial oli vine fractionation, the 
M-series rnagrnas crystallised olivine, cl:inopyroxene, and sp:inel. The 
phase relations reported by Arculus (1975) and :in Chapter 5 show that 
this fractionation schem::= must have operated at high pressures, probably 
in excess of 15 kilobars. The JIDre Ne-normative M-series magmas are, 
87 86 . . hich :in general, higher in Cao IMgO , Sri Sr and LREE, and lcwer J.n Nl W 
suggests that magmas orig:inally only slightly undersaturated in silica 
became more so as a result of rerroval of olivine. Subsequent fractiona-
tion of olivine, al1..llIrinous clinopyroxene, and aluminous spinel drove the 
compositions of the magrras back through the lew-pressure thennal divide 
Di-An-Fo into the hypersthene-normative field. 
ExperiIrental evidence from Cawthorn et al, (1973a) and this study 
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shows that the amphibole-bearing, plagioclase-free assemblages in the 
Grenada cumulates must have formed from M-seri~s magmas at relatively 
lCM1 pressures, and that substantial equilibrium crystallisation is 
required to generate the observed phase relations. Therefore, the 
rragrnas in equilibrium with the cumulate assemblages rust have contained 
a considerable proportion of crystals, yet JIOst of the M-series rocks 
examined are microphyric in texture. A further problem arises from the 
fact that the trace element chemistry of the M-series, discussed in 
Chapter 2, does not suggest that amphibole was an important fractiona-
ting phase, yet the plagioclase-free cumulates are rich in amphibole. 
Sigurdsson and Shephen::l (1974) reported analyses of dredge samples 
from -me Kick t em Jenny submarine volcano north of Grenada, which has 
been active several tines this century. These sarrples included porphy-
ri tic, amphibole-bearing scoria whose composition is given i!'1 Table 
6. 3.1. Both the maj or and trace eleID2Jlt cornposi tions of this sarrple 
shew its affinity to Grenada M-series rocks, although it differs text-
urally from typical M-series samples. It is possible that the incon-
sistencies in cumulate-lava relationships in the M-series result because 
sorre M-series magmas beneath Grenada are phenocryst-rich, like the Kick 
/ 'em Jenny scoria. Because of the lewer temperatures and therefore higher 
viscosi ties of such phenocryst-rich magmas they might be only rarely 
erupted in comparison with the almost totally liquid M-series magmas 
described in Chapter 2. The higher viscosity of the phenocryst-rich 
rrel ts could be expected to prorrote slew ascent , with crystal accumula-
tion on the walls of conduits, or in srrall chambers, producing the 
CUImllate assenblages. The residual rragrnas from such crystal accumula-
tion would be basaltic andesites rich in water and carrying all of the 
. 
cUIID.1.late phases as phenocrysts. The high water content would result ill 
explosi ve eruptions, sampling the wall rocks of the magma bodies, 
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Major elements from Sigurdsson and Shepherd (1974) 
recalculated oxidised and volatile-free. 
Trace elements from Arculus (1973). 
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including the cumulates. 
This mcx:iel can account both for the occurrence of the cwrulate 
blocks in basaltic andesites and andesites, nornally of pyroclastic 
association, and for the fact that the trace element chemistry indi-
cates, that only in the origin of magmas of these compositions does 
amphibole appear to have played a significant role. Fractionation 
of amphibole, calcic plagiOClase and clinopyroxene, together with 
ti tanornagneti te and apatite, from basaltic andesite magmas produced 
the acid andesites which represent the most evolved lavas on Grenada. 
The use of an element of very lew bulk distribution coefficient, suc..'1 
as Rb, as a fractionation index shCNJS that the acid andesites repre-
sent the products of at least 85% fractional crystallisation of a 
parental composition with 16% MgO. 
6.4 Evolution of C-series magmas 
The most primitive C-series compositions shCNJ evidence in the cores 
o~ clinopyroxene phenocrysts of derivation from more primitive parents. 
Major element mixing calculations shCNJ a reasonably good fit between 
the parental M-series and C-series compositions involving approximately 
20% olivine fractionation , although the rnagnesian clinopyroxene cores 
suggest the involvement of this phase also. The lCNJ Cr abundances in 
the C-series rocks require minor fractionation of a Cr-rich spinel with 
the olivine. An olivine-dominated fractionation scheme is supported by 
the abundances of Ni and Sc, respectively sensitive indicators of oli-
vine and Clinopyroxene fractionation, in the two series. It therefore 
appears probable that picritic rnagmas were parental to the C-series also. 
The substantial olivine fractionation from these parents could 
result from sufficiently rapid ascent of the magmas to expand the prim-
ary phase volume of olivine more quickly than the liquid compositions 
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were driven out of this volume by olivine crystallisation (0 f Hara, 
1968). The low pressure phase relations of Sample 6264, which shews 
olivine and clinopyroxene close to its liquidus at 2 kilobars, indi-
cate that such olivine fractionation must have continued up to shallew 
depths beneath Grenada. 
At shallow depths, substantial fractionation of clinopyroxene and 
plagioclase occurred, together with some ti tanorragneti te and olivine, 
producing basaltic andesite derivatives whiCh crystallised amphibole. 
It is probable that this fractionation of amphibOle with Clinopyroxene 
and calcic plagioclase is represented in the type D olivine-free cumu-
lates, since the minor proportion of olivine in C-series compositions 
would quickly disappear by reaction once amphibole crystallised. 
Fractionation of this assemblage results in rapid silica enriChment 
but little iron enrichrrent, which is typical of calc-alkaline suites. 
The basaltic andesite rragrrB.S are likely to have been highly viscous, 
by comparison with lavas of similar composition erupted on St. Vincent . 
in 1971 and 1979. It is therefore highly unlikely that the lCMT pressure 
fractionation in the C-series, and probably also in the M-series, 
resulted from gravitational settling of crystals. Crystal accwnulation 
on the walls of conduits and srrall magna charribers seems a more plausible 
mechanism for crystal-liquid differentiation. 
6.5 Acti vi ties of water and oxygen 
Burnham (1979) has shewn, from the.rm:xiynamic considerations, that 
the minimum water content of a :rrelt in equilibrium with amphibole at 
lew pressures is close to 3 weight percent. The presence of amphibole 
phenocrysts in some Grenada lavas therefore provides an irrurediate indi-
cation of their water content tmder subvolcanic conditions , although 
the corroded appearance of many of the amphiboles may reflect loss of 
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some water on eruption. A nurriber of samples examined in this study 
with compositions in the 3 to 6 percent MgO range contain amphibole 
phenocrysts. 
Using the results of rnaj or elenent least-squares mixing calcula-
tions from Chapter 2, and treating water as incompatible in 'closed-
system fractionation, the presence of arrphibole in sample 6177, a C-
series basalt, indicates a minimwn water content for a picri tic parent 
to this series of about 1%. Similar treatJnent of basaltic andesite. 
307 , which shews petrographic and isotopic affinities to the M-series 
basic lavas, suggests that the picritic parents to this series had a 
similar minimum water content. Hc:wever, experimental evidence discus-
sed in Chapter 5 indicates that crystallisation of amphibole before 
plagioclase reflects high water activities, which nay :i.rrply water con-
tents =2:: some M-series parents at least a factor of two greater than 
-c.ft..e :,2.... -:.imum estimate. The petrographic evidence from the cumulate 
bloc.~s shCNJS variable relative stabilities of plag~oclase and amphibole 
in M-series rragrrE.S and these must reflect, at least in part, variable 
water contents. Srrall differences in the water contents of the parents 
will, of course, be amplified by subsequent fractionation. 
Sigurdsson and Shepherd (1974) suggested that the texture of the 
Kick t em Jermy scoria indicates crystallisation of amphibole after 
plagioclase in this rragma. Using their chemical and nodal data, and 
assuming this composition to be related to the M-series, the minimum 
water content of a picritic parent would be close to 1.4%. 
Experimental evidence suggests that the early crystallisation of 
a rragneti te-rich spinel phase, observed in the cumulate blocks and in 
the basaltic andesites, requires oxygen fugacities in excess of those 
defined by the synthetic NNO buffer, and perhaps close to those of the 
liM buffer • Although the constraints are poor, such an estirrate agrees 
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well with that obtained by Wills (1974) using the compositions of co-
existing Fe-Ti oxides in cumulate blocks from St. Kitts. The high 
oxygen fugacity is believed to result from the relatively high water 
activity of the rragrna.s, since water would be the largest oxygen reser-
voir, buffering the oxygen fugacity through its dissociation. 
6 • 6 Conclusions 
(a) Both M-series and C-series Grenada magmas were derived from 
picritic parents produced by'partial melting of a peridotite 
source. Some of the erupted M-series lavas may represent primary 
melt compositions. 
(b) The source of M-series :rnagrras had been variably contaminated 
by In3.terial derived from the subducted oceanic lithosphere. This 
s lab-de.ri ved component was rich in alkali and alkaline earth ele-
rre.nts, water, LREE, and probably also other incompatible elements. 
(c) Isotopic evidence suggests that the M-series source was 
heterogeneous prior to subduction and addition of a slab-derived 
component. This component may have included a contribution from 
subducted sediments. 
(d) The variable contamination of the M-series source produced 
variable water contents in the pri.nBry rrelts, resulting in variable 
degrees of olivine fractionation which correlate with the trace 
elerre.nt Chemistry and isotopic composition of Sr. 
(e) The source of the C-series magmas differed in chemistry from 
that of the M-series prior to subduction, and was probably hetero-
geneous at least in Ba and Sr contents. This source appears to 
have been contaminated by a slab-derived component different to 
that involved in the M-series source. This component may have 
been derived from the subducted oceanic crust. 
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<f) The M-series nagma.s fractionated olivine, clinopyroxene and 
spinel at high pressures while the C-series parents crystallised 
dominantly olivine up to shallow depths, and are not represented 
in the Grenada rock suite. These differences may be related to 
differences in volatile content of the 1TB.grrB.s, but are not fully 
tmderstood. Similarly, SOm2 M-series magmas underwent substantial 
crystallisation at shallew depths, producing olivine-bearing cumu-
late assemblages, while others were erupted in an essentially 
liquid state from high pressures, carrying genetically 1.ll1r'elated 
peridotite nodules. The transition from Ne-nor.mative to Hy-
norrnati ve rragrnas resulted fro:r:n the high pressure oli vine-
clinopyroxene-spinel fractionation rather than amphibole fraction-
ation. 
(g) The considerable lew pressure fractionation suffered by the 
rragrras of both series can be related to the genesis of the C1.IDl.U-
late blocks. Liquids in equilibrium with the .cumulate asserriblages 
were of basaltic andesite and andesite compositions. Their vis-
cosi ties were probably too high to allow the gravitational sett-
ling of crystals, crystal accumulation on the walls of conduits 
and srrall rnagrra chambers being the rrost likely rrechanism of dif-
ferentiation. The phase relations of these crystal clUllulates 
indicate that the activities of both water and oxygen in the sub-
volcanic rragrna bodies were high. The high water activities resul-
ted in explosive eruptions of basaltic andesite and andesite 
rragmas, which often sampled the cumulate assemblages. 
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CHAPI'ER 7 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE GRENADA PETROGENETIC 
SCHEME FOR MAGMA GENESIS IN ISLAND ARCS. 
The .scheme presented in the preceding chapter for the genesis of 
Grenada magmas involves the derivation of andesitic melts from picritic 
parents by fractional crystallisation at high and low pressures. These 
prinEry melts were generated from a peridoti tic source whose composition 
had been modified by addition of a component derived from the subducted 
lithosphere, but was probably variable prior to subduction. The appli-
cability of this pe1::r'ogenetic scheme to island arc rragrna genesis in the 
Lesser Antilles as a whole, and in other island arcs, is discussed in 
The major element compositions of the primitive Grenada M-series 
rocks 2'e, as noted by previous workers, lli1usual for island arc volcan-
ics (Sig:..L-rCsson et al., 1973; Arculus, 1976) and therefore the general 
2pplicabi~ity of the Grenada petrogenetic scheme lS essentially a ques-
tion of whether 
(a) picritic magmas are not nornally involved ill island arc 
rra.gma genesis, or 
(b) many island arc volcanic suites are picrite-parented, 
but only in Grenada are the parent rnagrras represented abund-
antly in the erupted products. 
7.1 Implications for the Lesser Antilles arc 
}3rCMn et all (1977) have ca.r:ried out a rrajor study of the chemistry 
of island arc volcanics from the Lesser Antilles. The average COmpoSl-
tion of the volcanic products determined by them is andesi tic, but the 
relative proportions of andesitic and basaltic products is variable 
between islands. The southernrrost islands of Grenada and St. Vincent 
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contain abl.ll1d.ant basalt and basaltic andesite, but those in the centre 
and nClr'th of the arc contain dominantly andesite. Wills (1974) pr'opo-
sed that the volcanic centres of the various iSlands could be grouped 
into basic (basalt-dorninated) and intermediate (andesite-dominated) 
centres, and suggested that these might reflect the existence of paren-
tal basaltic and andesi tic melts beneath the arc. The intermediate 
centres, such as Mt. Pelee in Martinique, contain a higher proportion 
of pyroclastic products than the basic centres, but do not contain 
ultrabasic, Olivine-bearing currulate plutonic blocks, which appear to 
be restricted to the basic centres. In view of the lack: of any trace 
element or isotopic evidence for a different source to these two paren-
tal rragmas, it is likely that the different centres are a reflection of 
controls on the ascent and crystallisation of basic rragrnas. 
In addition to this variation in proportions of rock types between 
islands, Brown et ala (1977) noted that, in general, the abundances of 
incompatible elements such as K, Nb and Zr increased, in rocks of a 
given silica content, from north to south along the arc. The southern-
nost islands also shCNJed a tendency tcwards silica undersaturation in 
their basaltic rocks, culminating in the occu:r:rence of compositions with 
up to about 7% norrrative Ne in Grenada.. These features were compared 
with the chemical variation documented across many Pacific island arcs 
(Kuno, 1966; Jakes and White 1972; Whitfom et al., 1979), and were 
ascribed by BrCNm et ale (1977) to regional chemical variation in the 
mantle above the subducted lithosphere. 
The relatively undersaturated nature of the basic Grenada lavas 
and their resultant classification as alkaline (Arculus, 1973, 1976; 
Br<NJl1 et al., 1977) does, rather unfortunately,give the impression that 
they are chemically similar to comparably undersaturated alkaline lavas 
from other tectonic envirorunents. Arculus and Curran (1972)" in 
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particular, used the Grenada sui te to suggest that calc-alkaline dif-
ferentiates could be prcxluced from both tholeiitic and alkaline basal-
tic parents. Their conclusion is confirmed in this study, but in terms 
of incompatible elerrent abundances, the Grenada basalts are not closely 
comparable with alkaline basalts from intra-plate environments. 
Figure 7.1.1 depicts the patterns of selected incompatible elements 
in Grenada basalts. This plot was used by Hawkesworth et ale (1979a) 
in a study of Patagonian basalts and Chilean andesites. Similar plots 
for alkaline basalts from Kenya , Mauritius and the .Azores, together 
with average basalts from the Sunda Arc are shown for comparison. 
~actional crystallisation will not affect the relative abundances of 
these elements unless apatite or plagioclase is an early-crystallising 
phase. The M-series and C-series basalt patterns are distinct, parti-
cularly iI'. the relative abundances of K, Rb and Sr, but neither series 
ShCM7S the enrichment in Nb typical of the intra-plate alkaline basalts. 
The incompatible element patterns of the Grenada basal ts, particularly . 
t'ie rrore undersaturated M-series, are more comparable with other calc-
alkaline basalts, showing e:n.richment of K, Rb and Sr relative to high 
field-strength elerrents. It may, therefore, be rather misleading to 
consider trace element indicators of talkalinity' together with major 
elerrent indicators such as silica saturation, since they may not always 
be related, particularly if rretasomatic processes operate extensively 
wi thin the upper ID311tle. 
The undersaturated nature of many of the M-series Grenada magrras 
rerrains to be explained. Those compositions with highest MgO and Ni 
are just saturated or slightly undersaturated in silica~ with up to 
about 2 % norrnati ve Ne, whereas the primi ti ve magmas with looer MgO and 
Ni, and higher incompatible elerrent concentrations, LREE enrichment and 
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This difference cannot be accounted for by olivme fractionation, which 
would not greatly increase silica undersaturation. Fractionation of a 
substantial proportion of orthopyroxene together with olivine would 
not, however, be inconsistent wi th the rraj or elerrent chemistry , although 
not supported by sone interpretations of the available exp~imental data 
(O'Hara, 1968). 
Alternatively, the variation in silica saturation may be derived 
from the prirrary nelt cOJl'llX>sitions. Variable silica saturation of the 
primitive nelts might then reflect variations in the depth and/or degree 
of nel ting of the source peridoti te. Published thennal models of the 
subducted lithosphere (e.g. Toksoz. et al., 1971; Hsui and Toksoz, 1979) 
indicate that the highest temperatures in the overriding mantle wedge 
are sone distance above the subduction zone. It is thus possible that 
the rrost contarnina ted mantle, closest to the subducted slab, would 
undergo a lc:wer degree of :rrel ting than the relatively uncontaminated 
mantle at higher levels. Clearly there are severa.:J.. possible rrechanisms 
which could produce the observed variation in silica saturation but, 
given the scatter of the chemical data and the present crude thermal 
m:xiels of subduction zones, there is little possibility of differen-
tiating between them. 
The C-series Grenada magmas are also slightly nepheline-normative 
The 
relatively undersaturated nature of the Grenada magrras in comparison 
with those of other islands in the lesser Antilles is probably a con-
sequence either of a different depth of nel ting, or of a different 
degree of rel ting, of the mantle beneath Grenada than beneath the rest 
of the arc. Al though increased CO2 acti vi ty in the source region would 
prcduce rrore undersaturated rragmas (Eggler, 1974), it is unlikely that 
large amounts of volatiles are present in the mantle (Eggler, 1978), or 
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that CO2 is the dominant volatile species in destructive plate margin 
• t ( 
enVll'Orunents.O .Hara 1968) proposed that magmas generated within the 
pressure range 10-20 kilobars will be nepheline-norrrati ve, while those 
generated at high pressures will be hypersthene-norrnati ve. Green 
(1970), on the other hand, suggested that alkali picrites will be pro-
duced by 20 percent melting of peridotite at pressures of around 25 
kilobars , with higher degrees of :rIel ting producing hypersthene-normative 
compositions. The occurrence of possible primary melts in Grenada but 
not in the central and northern islands of the lesser Antilles is not 
easily reconciled with a lower degree of :rIel ting of the m:mtle beneath 
Grenada, but relatively easily explained if melting occurs at shallewer 
depths beneath Grenada. Unfortunately, the lack of conclusive experi-
rrental determinations of the degree of silica saturation of primary 
partial melts of peridotite and the absence from the rock suites of 
the rrore northerly islands of primitive compositions prevents distinc-
tion of the exact cause of the relative undersaturg.tion in silica of 
the basic Grenada magmas. 
The major element corrpositions of the rrost primitive lavas in 
Dominica and St. Kitts (Wills, 1974; Baker, 1968) to the north of 
Grenada, shCNJ strong s imilari ties to the Grenada C-series compositions, 
except for generally lewer alkali contents in the rrore northerly suites 
which probably reflect regional variation in source composition. The 
basalts from these islands do not, hcwever, shew the distinctive incom-
patible elerrent patterns, involving high Sr, of the Grenada C-series 
_ again a function of their mantle source (Chapter 6). In St. Vincent, 
Graham and Thirlwall (in prep.) suggest that the basalts and basaltic 
andesites of the Soufriere are derivatives of highly magnesian parents, 
present as olivine-microphyric basalt flcws with up to 12% MgO (Torrblin" 
1968) • These lavas are petrographically and chemically similar to the 
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Grenada M-series rocks. 
Thus , despite the presence of undersaturated rragrras in Grenada, 
there seems no reason why the Grenada petrogenetic sche.Jre should not 
be appliqable to the Lesser Antilles as a whole , although available 
data indicate unusual variability in incompatible trace el~ts and 
isotopic compositions in the Grenada suite. Variation in the chemistry 
of the magrrBS within and between islands is believed to be a function 
of the cOl1'IfX)sition of their upper mantle source (Brown et al., 1977) 
and the degree of fractionation suffered by the pr:i.m3ry, picritic :rrelts 
during ascent. 
The unusually sIn3.l1 degree of. fractionation suffered by IIBIly of 
the Grenada M-series magmas IIB.y have resulted from an unusual tempera-
ture distribution in the overriding mantle wedge, perhaps an "edge 
effect" at the j unction of the lesser Antilles destructi ve plate margin 
wit'-1 a transform fault system running across northern South .Arrerica 
(Mc l :12r and Sykes, 1969). Delong et al. (1975) have suggested that 
occurrences of undersaturated volcanics in island arcs may be related 
to tectonic discontinuities in the subducted plate. There is, as yet, 
only a poor understanding of the temperature distribution around the 
subducted lithosphere, but it is clear that the most recentmcx:lels 
(e. g. Hsui and Toksoz, 1979, and references therein) do not predict the 
existence in the overriding mantle wedge of the temperatures close to 
14000 C necessary to prcxiuce the Grenada parent magmas.. 1m. additional 
factor prorroting the eruption of primi ti ve magmas in Grenada, and, to 
a lesser extent, in St.. Vincent nay be a relatively high water content, 
since the Grenada M-series rocks shCM evidence of crystallisation of 
amphibole from magmas rrore primi ti ve than those erupted on other islands. 
HCMever the effects of water on the crystallisation and ascent of rnag-, 
TIES are, as previously stated, poorly understocxi. 
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7.2 Implications for island arcs in general 
7 • 2.1 Nature of the slab-deri ved component 
-
There is strong evidence that island arc magmas include a compon-
ent deri ved from the subducted oceanic lithosphere, in particular their 
hydrous nature and their isotopic cornposi tions of Nd and Sr.' This slab-
deri ved component may be either a melt or simply a hydrous fluid. Any 
partial melt produced from the subducted oceanic crust and/or over-
lying sedirrents is lU11ikely, however, to be able to pass through the 
overriding mantle wedge without reaction and it appears to be generally 
accepted that this mantle is the ultimate source of island arc magmas 
(Ringwood, 1974). 
Isotopic evidence has been used to suggest that sediments have been 
involved in the slab-derived component of some arcs (e .g. Kay, 1977; 
Magari"tz et al., 1978; Whitford and Jezek, 1979) but not of others, 
while Hawkesworth, DePaulo and co-workers have interpreted isotopic data 
as derronstrating the invol ve.m=nt of subducted oceanic crust (Hawkesworth . 
et al., 1977, 19 79a, 1979b; DePaulo and Wasserburg, 1977; DePaulo and 
Johnson, 1979), Rare earth evidence was used by Gill (1974) and later 
workers to derronstrate that many andesites cannot be direct partial 
reI ts of subducted oceanic crust. This suggests that the slab-derived 
component may not be contributing directly to island arc magmas. The 
continuous supply of subducted oceanic crust, and possibly also sedi-
ments, to the 1IBIltle, and the likely reaction of any slab-derived com-
ponent with it, suggest that open-system contamination processes are 
likely to operate in the mantle overTiding the subducted lithosphere. 
The effects of these may be complicated, as appears to be the case in 
Grenada, by pre-existing heterogeneity in the mantle. Additional dif-
ficulties in defining the nature of the slab-derived component result 
from a lack of lU1derstanding of the likely mineral assemblages in the 
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subducted lithosphere at different depths partly th . ,e consequence of 
th.e crude thermal nodels. 
Despite this lack of knowledge of the slab-derived component, 
incompatiple element studies suggest that alkalis and alkaline earth 
elements are important components of it, together with water'. The 
Grenada data also suggest that LREE can be mobilised from the subduc-
ted li thosphere. Further studies of incompatible ele.rrent abundances 
in island arc volcanics may prove useful .. 
7.2.2 Spatial variation in the Chemistry of island arc volcanics 
Spatial chemical variation across the strike of island arcs is well 
docurrented (Kuno, 1966; Jakes and White, 1972) and involves an increase 
in incompatible element concentrations and LREE enrichrrent and a decrea-
se in K/Rb ratios, at comparable silica contents with depth to the 
Benioff zone. Where sufficient data exist , it is, hcwever, clear that 
the concentrations of compatible elements such as FeO, MgO, CaO, Ni, 
Cr and V arB not similarly variable, which implies that the degrees of 
rrel ting of the TIBntle and of subsequent fractionation of the magmas 
produced, arB not greatly different at different depths to the Benioff 
zone. This, in turn, implies that the chemical differences between 
rocks of the is land arc tholeii te, calc-alkaline and shoshonitic assoc-
iations (Jakes and White, 1972) arB a reflection of variation in the 
composition of their sources with depth, unless very small degrees of 
melting arB involved. 
This chemical variation in the source may result from addition of 
a component derived from the subducted li thosphere, or may have existed 
prior to subduction, at least in part, as a vertical chemical zonation 
of the ID3I1tle. Most tholeiitic and calc-alkaline island arc rocks have 
very la-J Nb contents and Zr!Y ratios compared with mid-ocean ridge 
basalts and, rrore strikingly, with intra-plate alkal.:ine basalts. 
These 
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Chemical features indicate derivation from.depleted mantle . sources. 
This is also indicated in island arc tholeiites by their lcw K con-
tents and very high K/Fb ratios. Hawkesworth and Powell (in press) 
and Pearce (in press) have suggested that the relative rrobility of 
alkaline earth elerrents, such as Sr, from i;:he subducted slab', in com-
parison with LREE, leads to lCMT Ce/Sr ratios in island arc basalts 
corrpared wi th basalts from mid-ocean ridges. The general increase in 
Ce/Sr ratios with increasing depth to the Benioff zone in island arcs 
would thus indicate either an increasing contribution of LREE from 
the subducted slab with depth or else a vertical chemical zonation of 
the overriding rrantle ~lated to the subduction process~ At present 
it is not possible to distinguish between these possibilities although, 
provided sedirrents ar€ not involved, Nd isotopic studies might be 
expected to be of use in this res:pect. 
The important feature of the chemical variation across island arcs 
lS -w'l.2.t magmas with similar major eleJIEnt compositions have widely 
variable incompatible element concentrations reflecting the compositions 
of their sources. Therefore, al though the Grenada rock suite may be 
sorrewhat atypical of island arc volcanics in terms of certain trace 
elerrents, this does not invalidate the application of its major eleJIEnt 
evolution to island arc volcanic suites in general. 
7.2.3 Melting and crystallisation relations 
Much consideration has been given in the last decade to the influ-
ence of water on the melting of mantle :peridotites in island arcs. 
Experiments at high water activities by Kushiro and Yoder (1968), 
Kushiro (1972) and Mysen and Boettcher (1975) showed that water expands 
the primary phase volurre of olivine relative to pyroxenes, roving the 
initial partial TIel ts tcwards rrore silica-rich compositions in both 
synthetic and natural systems.. However, the exact degree of silica 
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saturation of these wet melts is highly controversial. Cawthorn et all 
(1973b) and Green (1973) believed that the analysed compositions of 
the experiJrental mel ts had been highly rrodified by quench crystallisa-
tion, while Kushiro, Mysen and co-workers proposed that the partial 
rrel t ,compositions were truly andesi tic or even daci tic. Subsequent 
studies by NiCholls and Ringwood (1973) and Nicholls (1974) demonstra-
ted that the postulated andesitic melts could not be in equilibrium 
with olivine , although controversy has persisted (e. g. Mysen et al., 
1974). Regardless of the uncertainty over the experirrental evidence, 
these water-saturated experiments are clearly unrealistic when corrpared 
with the evidence from the natural. magmas. Water-saturated melts at 
high pressures will have very high water oontents, leading to massive 
oversaturation in water on decompression, yet rrost island arc basalts 
are derronstrably water-undersaturated at lew pressures. The evidence 
from Grenada indicates water contents of the primary melts of 1-2 per-
cent, implying very low water activities at the site of melting. This 
might be expected, since the maximum arrDunt of water which can be in-
cluded in hydrous minerals in an average mantle composition is about 
0.4 wt. %, and large proportions of free vapour are 1.IDlikely to exist 
within the mantle. If water activities are low, their effects on melt-
ing behaviour will be small. Small differences in water activity at 
high pressures will, however , result in larger differences in activity 
at lCN-l pressures, producing stronger effects on low-pressure crystalli-
sation behaviour. 
It is possible that sorre island arc rocks, such as the so-called 
t bonini tes t , resul t from mel ting of peridotite at high water activities. 
Nevertheless, it is probable that the majority of primary melts in isl-
and arcs are not greatly different in oomposition from those which would 
be produced from the same sources by anhydrous mel ting. . During ascent, 
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however, the relati vely high water content of island arc magmas resul ts 
in extensive fractionation of olivine, producing the high _ Al 0 
2 3' 
high FeO/MgO derivative basalts with lew Ni and Cr contents which are 
typical of calc-alkaline suites, and are represented in Grenada by the 
C-series basalts. Such extensive oli vine fractionation implies picri-
tic parental melts. The low Ni, Cr and MgO contents of basal ts from 
islands north of St. Vincent in the Lesser Antilles are consistent 
with this interpretation. 
7.3 Conclusions 
(a) Although the incompatible element contents of the Grenada 
basalts suggest a rrore alkaline affinity than is shown by basalts 
from other islands in the Lesser Antilles volcanic arc, the 
patterns of incompatible elerrents of both the M- and C-series 
~asal ts are rrore comparable with those of other island arc 
basalts than with alkaline basalts from intra-plate environments. 
(b) The comparatively undersaturated nature of the Grenada 
rragmas is probably a function of the depth and/or degree of 
melting of their source peridotite. 
(c) Basalts comparable in major element chemistry with M-series 
and C-series rocks from Grenada are found on the other islands 
of the Lesser Antilles arc. Their differences in incorrpatible 
element and isotopic characteristics reflect differences in 
their source cornposi tions, rather than in the reI ting and 
crystallisation processes responsible for their production. 
This suggests that the Grenada nodel of picritic parent magrras 
is applicable to the other islands in the Lesser Imtilles arc. 
(d) The unusual presence of primitive magmas at the surface in 
Grenada may be a consequence of the island's position near the 
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end of a destructive plate nurgin, or of unusually high water 
contents of the TIE.@IlaS. 
(e) Chemical and isotopic evidence indicates that water , 
alka,lis, and alkaline earth elements are important constituents 
of the fluid or melt derived from the subducted oceani~ lithos-
phere. This slab-derived component probably reacts with the 
overriding mantle wedge in an open-system contamination process. 
(f) The spatial chemical variation across many island arcs 
suggests that basalts with differing trace element characteris-
tics originated by similar melting and crystallisation processes. 
The spatial variation reflect.s variable contributions from the 
subducted slab with depth and/or pre-subduction vertical Chemi-
cal zonation in the overriding mantle. 
(g) The water contents of island arc magmas are probably 
insufficient, in rrost cases, for water to have had a strong 
effect on the mel ting relations of their peri<;loti te source. 
They are, however, likely to be sufficiently high to have affected 
crystal 1 isation behaviour at lower pressures, principally by 
stabilisation of olivine relative to pyroxenes. This effect 
will resul t in the production of the high - Al2 03 deri vati ve 
basalts with low compatible trace element contents, typical of 
island arc volcanic suites, from pieri tic parent magmas. 
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Mineral analyses were obtained USillg a Cambridge Instruments 
Microscan 5 electron microprobe. Two methods of X-ray analysis are 
available on the Edinburgh microprobe, using wavelength or energy dis-
perslon. Details of each of the methods are given below. In each 
method standards and speclmens were carbon-coated simultaneously. 
A.2 Wavelength-dispersive analysis 
The ma.jori ty of mineral analyses from Grenada rocks were obtained 
by wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) using a probe current of 
30 n~ at 20 kV. Up to four elements may be determined in one group 
using this method , necessitating relocation of the electron beam for 
succeSSlve element groups. Although more time-consuming than energy-
dispersive analysis, this method allows counting times for elements to 
be varied to suit the analytical precision required and yields better 
precision for rr~nor and trace elements. 
Some difficulty in analysis of V results from interference on VKa 
by TiKB. This can be largely overcome by use of the collirrator slits 
on the Hicroscan 5. This leads to a decrease in count rate which was 
offset by use of a 50 nA probe current for the element group Ni, Cr, 
Mn, V. A sma.ll correction to the raw X-ray counts produced is still 
required, but measurements of the V counts produced by the Ti standard 
made in each probe session resulted in a correction of only - 0.025% V 
per percent Ti. 
In general, backgroW1d counts were measured only on standards and 
on one example of each phase in each specimen, unless large composi-
tional variation of a phase was found. Only one bac..'l(ground position 
235 
was used for Sr because of interference from SiKS .. 
Data reduction and correction were carried out using computer 
programs written by D. J. lfumphries and Duncumb and Jones (1969). 
Raw X-ray counts were corrected for 'dead-time', and apparent concen-
trations calculated. Z.A.F. corrections of the apparent concentrations 
are those described by Sweatman and long (1969). In almost all cases, 
apparent concentrations were calculated relative to an average of mea-
surements on standards taken before and after those on the unknown. 
Rarely, the amount of rrachine drift necessitated the use of only one 
set of standard measure..TI1ents. Typical precisions and detection limits 
are given -in Table A2, and analytical conditions sUIIUIJaTlised in Table Al. 
A.3 E.nergy-dispex"sive analysis 
Tne remainder of Grenada mineral analyses and all analyses of 
ptJ.5.ses in experimental charges were obtained by energy-dispersi ve spec-
trometry (mS), using the Si(Li) Link Systems detector fitted to the . 
illirDurgh Microscan. .Analyses were obtained using a 6 nA probe current 
at 20 kV and 100 second livetimes, with on-line spectrum processing by 
a Data General Nova Computer, utilising a program written by Statham 
(1975). The Z.A.F. correction procedures in this program are those of 
Sweatm:m and lDng (1969). Calibration of the EDS system needs to be 
u:p::lated only infrequently. Short-term drift is corrected by reference 
to a Co metal monitor. 
Apart fran slightly increased speed, IDS has the advantage of not 
requiring the relocation of analysis points. Beam location in experi-
mental charges was assisted by use of a ratemeter with audio output 
which could be set to record X-rays in any energy range of interest. 
Minimum Al counts were used to locate olivines and pyroxenes, and mini-
mum Fe counts to locate plagioclase feldspars .. 
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Table Al Wavelength-dispersive analytical conditions 
Element Line crystal Angle Background Counting time (sees) Standard 
28 degrees peak background 
~ - Kor.. LiF 113.09 +2 40 20 wollastonite 
S1 K_ RAP 31.66 +1.5 40 20 wollastonite 
Fe K", L1F 57.52 +2 40 20 Fe metal -
Mg K ... RAP 44.50 +1.5 40 20 olivine or 
periclase 
K K-. PET 50.69 :1.75 40 20 orthoclase 
Na EO<. RAP 54.25 +1.5 40 20 jadeite 
T1 K .... PET 36.67 +2 40 20 
rutile or 
Ti metal 
Al K .... RAP 37.24 +1.5 40 20 
corundum 
Ni K ... L1F 48.67 +2 60 20 
Ni metal 
lavas 80 40 
Cr Me.. Quartz 40.05 +2 40 
20 Cr metal 
lavas LiF 69.31 ~2 -
Xc.. LiF 62.93 +2 40 
20 Mn metal -
V K-. Quartz 43.98 +2 
40 20 V metal -
Cl K ..... PET 65.48 .2 
60 20 NaCl 
F K ... RAP 89.07 +1.5 
60 20 (co,Zn)F2 
Sr Leo<. PET 103.45 +2 
200 200 celestite 
Flow counters used for all elements. 
~i, Cr, Mn, V, Cl, F, Sr in cumulates and peridotites analysed with a probe current 
of SOnA. All other analyses at 30nA. 
Accelerating potential of 20kV used throughout. 
Cr and V analysed on Quartz with sl1ts in. 
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Table A2 Precision and detection limits of typical wavelength-dispersive electron 
microprobe analyses 
Pyroxene 06501 Amphi bole 06501 
oxide analysls precision detection oxide analysis precision detection 
... 2IT limi t + 20" limit 
Si0
2 
49.39 • 284 .024 5102 
40.57 .268 .025 
Ti.°2 0.64 .048 .032 Ti02 





4.83 .080 .012 A1 2
0
3 
13.52 .129 .012 
Cr:::C'3 0.02 .026 .019 cr2
0
3 





0.03 .030 .019 V2
0
3 
0.05 .018 .017 
FeO 8.17 .196 .030 FeO 10.43 .218 .032 
MnO 0.25 .040 .027 MnO 0.11 .034 .028 
MgO 14.20 .132 .015 MgO 14.50 .138 .017 
NiO C.01 .031 .037 NiO 0.02 .051 .037 
CaO 20.31 .306 .085 CaO 11.90 .218 .036 
:-;a
2
O 0.42 .045 .020 Na2
0 2.80 .092 .020 
K
2
0 0.02 .015 .014 K2
0 0.61 .028 .014 
Cl 0.14 .015 .008 
Plagioclase 10502 Formulae used: 
oxide analysis precision detection 
! ~~ + 2fT limit detection limit = 
5i0
2 
44.23 .278 .025 
Ti0
2 






34.57 .184 .014 P 
FeO 0.46 .~59 .036 -1 -1 
where m = counts sec .,. 
MgO 0.07 .020 .017 
R = background count rate b 
CaO 19.05 .274 .038 
T = time on background (sees) 
b 
srO 0.08 .024 .014 













Key to mineral analysis tables 
1 table number (referred to in text) 
078::l1 - probe number (last 3 characters of sample no. and analysis no.) 
E 
S102 ~8.13 













- zero values represent elements either not analysed or, in EDS 
analyses,concentrations not detectable 
K 28 0.00 
TOTAL 99.90 
Where a probe number terminates in a letter, the letter represents a point 
in a grain analysed in a number of places. Successive letters represent 
successive points from core (no letter) to rim (highest letter) 
Ferric iron has been calculated in spinels assuming 3 cations per 4 oxygens 
Key to elements analysed 
... ... ... ... ... * ... ... olivine Si , Ti I Al , Cr, V, Fe , Mn I Mg , Ni , Ca 
'" '" '" ... * ... ... '" Elroxene Si Ti Al V, Fe , Mn , Mg , Ni, Ca , Na , K , , , 
• • • • ... ... ... '" ... ... amEbibole Si Ti Al Cr, V, Fe Mn Mg , Ni, Ca , Na , K , Cl , F , , , , , 
* • • ... ... '" '" '" Elagioclase Si Ti Al Fe Mg , Ca , Na , K , Sr , , , 
... • '" ... '" '" ... * sEinel Si Ti Al Cr V Fe , Mn , Mg , Ni, Ca , , , , 
... ... ... '" ... '" '" '" '" * * ... ... Ca Na K P S Cl g:lass Si Ti Al Cr Fe Mn Mg , , , , , , , , , , , , 
Elements asterisked were determined in EDS analyses 
Lava and peridotite analyses do not include F and Sr 
Lava WDS analyses do not include V 
• 
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TABLE A3 .1 GR[N AD A LA VAS - OLIV1NES 
25 2~ 27 28 29 30 31 32 
25601A 256018 25602 2% 03 25& uH 25605 25901 25902 
.- E E E E E E E 
S102 "1." 3 39.51 40.38 II o. 13 "0.7. 40.&r 40.29. 40.19 
F~~ D.23 19.21 14.32 16.31 15.17 111.35 1S.Be H.7" 
"\j~ 0.22 0.55 0.25 0 •. 311 0.39 0.31 0.3= 0.24 
\A ~o 46.13 41.06 45.:'4 45.35 45.88 4&.&6 Ii 5. 26 45.89 
'lI':I 0.20 0.00 0.35 0.27 0.32 0.27 0.113 0.23 
C' "I ... 0016 0.38 o.~o 0.13 0.15 C.2l 0.17 c.oe 
TOT ~L 101.97 100.71 lel.C5 1::12.53 102.65 102.40 102.13 101.29 
~ OL:: PERCENT E,NDMEMBERS 
~C' 86.3 79.2 85.0 83.2 84./\ 85.3 83.6 S4.7 




S102 40.33 39.96 
F~" -~ 15.27 10.55 
.... ~ a 0.0(1 0.21 
":' 0 46.30 45.23 
'1IO 0.01) 0.27 
,..." 
-'" 0.24 o. :)13 
TCTAL 102.14 102.31 
'IOLE PERCENT END!'IEMBERS 
FO 84.4 83.0 
"'A 15.6 17.0 
.. 
• 
TABLE A3.2 GRE~AD~ LAVAS - PYROXENES 
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TABU: 43.2 GRE".'ADA LA VAS - PYROXEN~S 
25 2b 27 28 29 30 31 32 
25Z02 25203 256 a 1 256nA 2~6n8 25602 25&02A 256028 
E e: ~ E E E E E S102 48.33 50.81 45.81 119.19 49.69 52.89 53. a 1 48.79 TI02 0.78 0.73 0.97 C.68 1.30 0.~9 0.3'1 (I.fl7 AL203 6.61 3.£.1 7.64 4.95 7.11 2.S=l 2.711 S.'?4 CRZ03 O.R3 0.'11 0.21 0.7'1 0.00 0.61 0.57 0.52 F::' 4.85 4.9? 7.94 5.47 6.91 4.4R 4.2'1 6."~ "INO 0.00 1).00 C.13 OdC 0.22 0.1'? 0.00 O.O~ 1'1 GO 14.33 15.10 13.05 14.85 12.42 16.53 16.23 O.~O NIO :1.oe o.o() 0.00 o. co 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 CAl) 23.116 23.41 23.0'1 23.77 21.55 23.47 23.14 23.13 '.JA21J 0.00 D.no 0.00 o. CO 1.27 o.OC 0.00 o.no P21)5 '1.00 O.O~ 0.00 0.0" o.oe 0.0(1 0.00 13.% 
T':'TAL 99.19 99.17 98.85 100.25 1')0.5.3 10 1.25 100.27 100. CO 
"'OL~ P[RCENT END'1EM~ERS 
~ 'J '12.3 '13.4 38.3 42.4 39.0 46.0 46.1 0.0 
FS 8.0 8.0 13.1 8.8 12.3 7.0 6.7 16.5 
~IO 49.7 48.5 48.6 48.S 48.7 47.0 47.2 83.5 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
25603 25604 256')5 25901 2590lA 259018 25902 25903 
~ E E E E E E E 
sr02 51.95 51.R2 50.91 51.97 51.64 50.79 52.06 52.57 
TIC 2 0.42 0.35 C.54 0.41 0.45 0.72 0.43 0.45 
ALZO :5 3.47 2.68 3.57 3.12 2.99 3.96 3.14 2.97 
C~203 0.30 0.41 0.33 0.26 0.51 0.00 0.'14 0.62 
~::o 5.0e 4.70 5.55 '1.90 4.64 '5.70 4.70 4.45 
~"'(; 'J .11 o.oc Cel8 0.00 0.~4 0.14 0.17 0.00 
"". GO 15.98 16.~'? 15.77 16.68 16 •. 12 15.66 16.06 lo.~5 
C~:J 23.28 22.83 23.05 23.·9 22.93 22.66 23.10 23.24 
TOTA L 100.65 99.18 99.90 100.83 99.42 99.63 100.1') 101.25 
MOLE PERCENT ENCM(MBERS 
~ 'J '14.9 4E,.3 44.5 45.9 45.8 4'1.6 45.5 46.9 
FS 8.0 7.4 8.8 7.6 7.4 9.1 7.5 6.9 
'J ') 47 • ., 46.3 46.1 ,.6.5 46.8 46.3 47. a 46.2 
.. 
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TABLE A3.3 GRENADA LAVAS - PLAGIOCLASES 
2 :3 It 5 6 7 8 
1 ':'401 101t~2 10403 '173 01 07302 ')7304 t730H 158Gl 
[ [ E W W W W W S1:)2 47.20 108.24 48.87 H,.83 44.38 45.07 49.67 46.34 TI ~2 C. : t) o • C Q c.oe ().:2 0.v1 :l • 02 0.06 0.03 ':'L~03 32.26 31.49 31.2': 34.2t' 34.29 34.85 3 t'. 75 3~.68 F:-O :I.7f, 0.91) 0.87 0.67 (l.6t ').62 0.78 0.68 ":;0 0.00 o. c C 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.% CAQ 16.5~ 15.710 15.3':1 17. os, 18.37 18.57 14.81 17.110 \).\20 1.':15 2.32 2011 1.4€. 1010 1.02 3.~C 1.63 
~ :0 0.111 ~ .11 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.18 0.1)7 
TOTA L 98.84 98.80 98.58 100.37 98.90 100.24 99.S0 99.90 
"'OLE PERCE~T ENDMPIE'ERS 
,\B 17.4 20.9 19.8 13.4 9.7 9.1 29.7 14.4 
A~ 81.7 78.4 79.3 86.4 90.1 90.7 59.4- 85.2 
01\ 0.8 1).7 0.9 0.2 t'.1 0.2 1.e 0.4 
9 10 11 12 13 H 15 1& 
15802 1580H 26401 2640lA 264Q2 26403 264C3A 26434 
W W W W W W W 10' 
SIC2 41.68 50.55 45.74 49.36 48.13 44.85 48.55 46.84 
TI02 C.Ol! 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.03 o .00 0.04 0.~1 
AL203 33.22 29.68 34.12 31.77 31.89 35.02 31.92 33.513 
F"-'" - - 0.8 !) o .13 'J 0.72 0.92 0.71 D.6C 0.82 0.72 
~ S~ 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.11 I.ldZ 0.05 O.!J9 0.;)6 
CA'J 16.00 13.85 17.71 111.51 15.11 18.2,? 15.13 16.61 
\A20 1.84 4.20 1.53 2.79 2.€.7 O.'3~ 2.78 1.11 
K20 0.08 0.31 0.07 0.15 0.15 ". (14 D.111 O.CS 
TCTAL 99.75 99.&7 99.95 913.65 139.48 99.83 10C.Oft 99.68 
"10LE PER CE~T ENDME""BERS 
AB 17.1 34.9 13.5 25.6 2~.3 8.8 24.0 15.6 
A~ 82.'1 &3.5 8&.1 73.5 15.8 'H.O 75.2 83.9 








'JA 20 1.133 
TOTAL 99.92 





TABLE A3.~ (;RENADA U VAS - OXIDES 
1 2 3 'I : 6 7 8 
07801 07802 07803 101101 10402 10403 07303 0730'1 
E E E E E E E E SJ02 0.66 0.22 0.00 0.31 0.23 C.23 0.25 0.3'3 TI~2 n.71 O.E:5 0.8e 5.20 4.83 5.64 EO.98 13.50 AL203 18.20 17.% 19.47 8.45 10.53 8.33 7.72 2.32 CR203 4~.E:f 43.5'1 114.7n 0.25 0.18 0.20 0.42 o.oc V;:'03 0.00 o.o~ o.c~ 0.78 0.78 0.67 O.~2 1.~5 F:::21)~ 7.00 8.112 7.55 49.82 '18.85 49.59 47.42 37.'32 
~~o 17.811 17.48 14.06 31.23 32.22 32.8C 35.00 42.A.4 
"""0 0.25 0.41 0.27 0.36 0.66 0.53 0.34 o. '18 "GO 11. Cl 9 11.67 H.22 11.13 3.48 3.311 2.93 0.69 
TOTAL 100.31 100.31 101.08 100.52 101.76 101.33 101.97 99.49 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
07305 15801 15802 15803 15804 15805 26401 261102 
E E E ( E E ( E 
S102 0.35 0.23 0.18 0.110 0.2'3 O.lQ 0.41 0.32 
TlO2 13 el S 4.8f 5.40 4.88 7.43 4.71 '3.211 5.23 
AL203 2.50 7.P.3 7.66 7.52 6.28 7.87 3.75 5.115 
CR203 0.311 0.29 0.211 0.29 0.13 0.00 0.17 O.ClO 
V 20 ~ 1.24 0.54 0.58 0. 11 7 0.78 0.60 1.00 0.51 
F::20~ 38.(111 52.82 52.5'5 52.'31 4e .85 51.33 45.1)2 53.78 
FEO 111.58 2B.85 28.93 28.58 32.56 27.46 38.11 30.12 
"\'.10 0.20 0.38 0.311 0.33 0.50 0.39 0.00 0.36 
"'IGO 1.31 5.46 5.78 5.77 4.39 5.61 1.65 4.47 
TOTAL 98.71 101.25 101.6E. 101.141 101.22 98.15 99.35 100.211 
17 18 1'3 20 21 22 23 211 
26403 26404 2E.405 25201 25~O2 25203 25205 25206 
E E E E E [ E E 
SI02 0.24 0.38 0.31 0.38 0.2E. 0.2'+ 0.00 0.21 
TIn 5.!8 6.07 5.51 5.23 0.511 4.40 1.511 2.10 
AL203 11.86 7.1q f,.59 5.09 22.50 10.38 10.31 10.72 
CR203 3.78 o.o~ 0.23 6.14 36.56 '3.97 28.96 27.99 
V203 C.77 0.7f) 0.54 1).64 0.22 0.5e C.25 C.33 
FE203 49.30 50.:9 52.73 43.12 '3.86 42.05 27.90 28.1IE. 
"::0 31.37 31.211 30. 4 5 27.88 17.09 25.47 21.1'3 22.31 
'oH~O 1.11 0.42 0.37 C.58 0.36 0.63 0.49 a. :51 
.. r.O 3.11 4.07 1I.8C 6.33 11.90 7.61 e.25 8.64 
TOTAL 99.98 101.26 101.53 99.99 99.89 lC 1.25 98.90 101.!)7 
.. 
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TABLE A3.4 GRENADA LAVAS - OXI:JES 
25 26 27 28 213 30 31 32 
25207 2~208 25209 25210 25210A 25601 25602 25603 
E E [ E E E E E: S 10 2 1).00 o • 00 0.00 0.31 0.26 0.25 0.19 0.00 TIO~ 0.48 3.71 £'.£'41 3.4A 5.48 1.714- 8.7e 5.92 AL203 1 Q • 4 1 10.53 8.21 1:l.19 13.35 9.27 4.13 5.F::: CR203 '+'+.33 16.17 1.21 17.54 '+035 29.82 €..81 21.33 V 20:3 0.00 0.,+,+ 0.6Q 0.40 0.56 0.29 0.71 0.51 FE203 7.65 37.31 417.77 35.85 '+6.06 27.25 41.30 32.1'+ F~'"'\ 17.60 241.46 213.87 24.42 27.61 23'''8 32.01 28.63 '1~0 0.35 0.42 0.65 0."1 0.62 0.29 [).~9 0.55 ~:;O 11.77 7.77 5.'+0 7.83 6.63 7.28 5.11 5.72 
TOTAL 101.59 100.81 100.50 lJO.43 100.98 <;9.67 100.23 lCO.4Ia 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
25603A 25604 25605 25600 25£,07 25608 25901 251302 
~ E E E E E E E 
S102 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.27 0.36 0.211 0.32 
T 10 2 8.95 0.5'+ 0.77 6.98 8.139 7.28 C.79 4.16 
AL203 4.28 14.83 7.413 5.02 4.29 4.68 17.50 5.96 
CQ2C3 7.76 40.68 32.26 15.79 8.410 14.38 37.26 34.713 
V20: 1.73 0.00 0.00 0.72 C.93 0.63 C.~O 0.48 
FE203 HI .13 H.04 28.88 36.34 39.81 35.71 1 ~.26 2~.74 
FED 32.89 21.44 23.11 30.35 32.413 30.60 23.81 29.51 
'1'JO 0.56 0.'+1 0.67 ').47 0.57 0.65 0.22 !l.17 
HG'J 4.86 8.48 6.21 5.65 5.1 4 5.14 7.78 4.13, 
TnAL 100.54 100.42 99.33 101.59 100.83 99.43 100.86 101.C5 
41 42 43 44 115 
25903 259011 25904A 25905 25906 
E E E E E 
S102 0.36 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.21 
Tl02 1:l.88 0.35 5.12 11.86 3.Cl 
AL20! 41.97 16.13 7.66 7.66 9.811 
CR203 8.:9 42.'+4 28.31 23.94 35.81 
VZIJ3 1.1~ 0.17 0.69 0.59 0.410 
FE203 3'+.21 11.3l1 24.31 29.67 18.37 
F::O 36.27 22.69 29.90 29.51 27.92 
'1NO 0.49 0.53 0.42 0.55 0.41 
MGO 4.~2 8.13 5.29 5. O!> 5.52 


























GRE~ADA CU~ULAlES - OLIVINES 
Cb6Cl 
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TABLE A 44 • 1 GRENADA CU",ULA TES - OLIVI~ES 
25 2b 27 28 29 30 31 32 
()9901A A., 9 a 2 J.,.,03 0<;11101 00;402 16801 10201 1 :1202 
I' 'ai Ii Ii . .. E E E SI02 38.70 38.f..7 39.16 38.88 38.72 38.53 39.57 39.16 TIO;: ~.cc a • 0 C 0.00 :>. ::3 !l.es o.os (l.00 O.J!l AL2!:'3 :l.O3 C.C~ 0.C3 ::'.1)4 C.~3 0.0" ~.oo 0.0 C' CR203 'J. Cl O.Cl 0.02 0.01 0.01 o.oc c.oo o."c V 203 :>.n ~.':'C 0.00 c. :l 0 0.00 0.0: (l.O'J o.,:,~ FEO 21.113 21.35 21.115 21.17 2C.92 22.119 2 !l.lE 20.72 '1NO '1.51 0.'52 0.'19 0.46 0.118 0.4'1 r.53 C.51 
" ~O 40.61 40.211 40.57 II 0.35 'IC.15 39.15 41.41 '10.80 Nro 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.12 C).il (l.15 0.00 O.r:'O C AO 0.18 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.:>8 ~.CO 0.12 0.13 
TOTAL 101.62 101.11 101.'36 101.16 10C.55 100.76 101.81 101.32 
~.)LE P~RC~~T £'lD"IE~8ERS 
~o 77 .2 77.1 77.1 77.3 77.4 75.6 78.5 77.8 FA 22.8 22.9 22 .9 22.7 22.6 24.11 21.5 22.2 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 II ~ 
16501 16501 16502 16503 1£50" '5 OA 01 5 CA 02 115501 
E \I \J E . E \J \J 10' 
SI02 39.32 39.39 39.67 39.32 39.0C 38.59 38.34 39.22 
TI02 0.00 'l • 02 0.01 0.00 0.00 o • 01 C.07 0.111 
AL203 ~. c C 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.011 0.03 0.01 
C~,203 e.oo ~ • 0 : 0.01 c.oc o.co C.CS 0.00 0.00 
V 203 0.'30 C.01 0.:)3 0.0': 0.00 ~ • 0 C c.oo !!.:)o 
FEO 19.'17 19.2'1 19.13 19.'17 19.3'3 20.68 20.'34 17.'=10 
!'1~O O.IIE, 0.113 0.115 0.116 0.'18 0.117 C.46 C.3E-
~GO 'IC.'33 42019 42.18 '10.93 4 0.06 39.6'1 3'3.56 '12.213 
"no 0.00 0.21 0.22 (). '0 0.,25 0.1'1 0.16 C.Ot 
CAO C.oo 0.13 0.12 0.00 0.1'1 0.13 0.12 C .17 
TOTAL 100.18 101.&6 101.85 100.18 99.32 99.70 99.69 10".~1! 
:-10LE PERCENT ENDMEM8ERS 
F': 78.9 79.6 79.7 78.9 78.6 77.'1 77.1 BO.8 
FA 21.1 20.'1 20.3 21.1 21.'1 22.6 22.9 19.2 
'Ii '12 4.3 
15502 '1%01 40602 
\J \J iJ 
S102 .39.211 39.54 3'3.314 
TI02 0.02 'J.n (1.02 
AL203 Q.O! 'J.02 0.02 
FEO 17.74 17.39 16.147 
:-IN') 0.33 Q.35 0.31 
"'GO 42.28 42.87 4.3.24 
Nro 0.08 0.17 0.16 
CAO 0.11 ~.O5 0.011 
TOTAL 99.84 100.40 99.6!l 
MOLE PEl:\CE~T [ND!'lEMBERS 
FO ~O.9 81.5 82. 11 
FA 1901 18.5 17 .0 
.. 
• 
GRENADA CUMULATES - PYROXE~ES 
1 
" 3 
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~OLE P(RC~~T (ND~EMBERS 
S102 
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T A8L~ A'I.2 GRE'J AD A CU"'ULA TES - PYR OXENES 
97 98 99 100 101 102 103 
5 n A 02 15501 15502 ~ 06 01 '10602 ~0603 " ~6041 
\,' \l \l W W W W S102 50.78 419.5(1 50.6 :5 50.95 55.60 51.67 5'1.22 T102 :l.541 0.44 0.59 0.58 0.03 0.45 0.04 AL20: 3.39 4.59 3.98 3.an 0.78 2.81 2.17 Cr(.2':'~ 0.03 0.00 0.21 0014 0.0. 0.37 0.12 V2':'~ 1).:l3 D./)3 0.0'1 o. o. 0.01 0.03 0.02 F~O 6.60 6.59 5.13 5.55 11.96 4.92 13.11 M~'j ().19 0.17 0.14 0.16 0.42 0.14 0.45 
~:;C 14.58 14.46 14.99 14.7£, 29.63 1~ • '16 27.97 
~D O.O~ 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.09 CAl) 22.05 22.59 23.07 23.43 1.12 23.45 1.'11 
~H20 0.32 0.32 0.29 0.24 0.02 0.19 0.02 '<:2(1 tI.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 C.OC' 0.02 
T,)TAL 9A.57 98.73 ':9.08 99.7n 99.68 99.56 99.63 
'COL::: PERCE~T DID"IEI'IBERS 
:::~ 412.7 42.0 '13.5 42.5 79.8 '14.1 77.0 
~S 10.8 10.7 8 •• 9.0 18.1 7.9 20.2 II: 46.11 '17.2 48.1 48.5 2.2 48.1 2.8 
GRr~ADA CUMULATES - ?LAGIOCLASES 
1 2 :5 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE A4.3 GRENADA CUMUU TES - PUGI aCLASES 
4q 50 ~1 52 53 54 55 56 
15901 A 15902 15902A 136 n 1360 lA 13602 13602A 16801 
~ E E E E E E E S102 55.48 54.68 55.59 45.21 '111.66 46.08 .5.04 41.18 AL 203 27.17 27.81 21.116 34.26 34.0,+ 33.61 3'+.53 :!:3.28 FEO O.H 0.56 0.57 (l.sn 0.54 0.73 0.53 O. S (l CA:' 10 •• ~ 10.68 10.16 18.3(1 18.16 18.12 18.73 11. tl4 ~A20 5.0!) 5. I! ') 5.55 0.96 1.27 0.75 fl.~B 1.23 K 20 0.22 O.ll! 0.11 0.00 D.OO O.OC 0.00 0.(10 
TOTAL 99.31 99.21 99.5C 99.29 99.27 99.29 99.41 99.23 
MOL E PERCENT END"IEMBERS 
.s 45.8 47.4 49.2 8.7 10.9 1.0 5.3 11.6 
A'll 52.q 51.8 49.8 91.3 89.1 93.0 94.7 88.'1 
OR 1 .:3 o.e 1.0 0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6'1 
16801A 16802 16802A 087n 0870U 08702 1630lA 163018 
~ E E E E E E E 
5102 46.92 48.2:; 117.21 45.58 45.57 45.63 '14.53 44.02 
Tl 'J2 0.00 O.(\~ 0.00 o. at! 0.11 0.00 0.00 !l.OD 
Al203 33.94 33.29 33.32 34.42 34.60 34.19 34.60 34.81 
F~O 0.55 0.47 0.58 0.57 0.59 0.54 !l.56 0.64 
CAJ 17.36 11.33 17.41 18.24 18.88 18.09 18.82 19."9 
'.:A2() 1.32 1.<:'7 1.81 o.eA 0.59 0.98 C.94 0.76 
T:)TAL 100.09 101.26 100.33 99.65 100.34 99 •• 3 99.45 99.32 
~OLE P~RC[NT ENDMEMBERS 
A .. 12.1 17.1 15.8 7.7 5.4 8.9 8.3 f .. 7 
A'I 87.9 82.9 84.2 92.3 94.6 '31.1 'H.7 93.3 
SR 0.0 o • 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
16302 50BOl 50802 508 C3 50803A 50804 5=C01 SOC (\2 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 45.68 .4.95 45.49 45.02 45.40 44.5;) ,.4.115 114.~5 
AL2!J3 33.81 34.7(1 3".36 34.35 3,..63 34.25 33.'34 34.22 
FE') 0.E.4 0.61 0.,.9 O.IIB 0.53 0.61 0.60 0.65 
:0 17.91 18.92 18.57 18.'31 18.97 18.79 1 p.. 71 18.53 
'J A 20 0.% 0.77 0.83 0.63 0.83 0.78 1).92 0.,,0 
TOTAL 99.00 99.95 99.74 99.39 100.36 98. Cl 3 98.62 98.99 
~OL~ PERCENT END/'1~MBERS 
AS 8.8 6.9 7.5 5.7 7.3 7.0 8.2 5.9 
A~ 91.2 93.1 92.5 94.3 92.7 93.0 91.8 94.1 
OR 0.0 0.0 0.0 O. a 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.e 
257 
TABLE: A'I.3 GR~~ADA CU~ULA TES - PLAGIOCLASES 
n H 75 76 17 78 79 8~ 
5:lC03 15801 15801A 1SAn 15803 50AOl 50A02 50A02A 
E E E E E W W W S102 ~'I.8O ~5.03 ~5.86 '15.23 '15.99 '1'+ .6'+ '1'1.71 45010 TI'J~ O.~O o.ce 0.15 O.~O 0.00 o. 01 o.Cl ,.O~ AL203 3'1.72 3'1.(;7 33.58 3'1.51 33.38 3'1. C 1 34.02 ~3.81 F::0 0.6'1 O.SCl 0.58 0.61 0.69 0.52 0.52 0.54 ,,~,~ 0.00 0.0r' 0.00 O. 00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.06 0'; 18.90 18.2'1 17.86 18.22 17.4CJ 18.13 18.29 lS.05 SF.C 0.00 O.CO o.no 0.00 c.oo 0.16 ~.17 0.14 NA20 0.80 1.26 1.12 o.st! 1.71 1.07 0.96 1.12 K 20 0.00 o.oa 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 
TOTAL 99.86 99.1CJ 99.21 99.37 99.26 98.62 98.76 98.86 
"OL E: PERC::~T ENOM[MBERS 
A3 7.1 11.1 10.2 7.'1 15.0 9.7 8.7 10.1 
A 'J 92.9 88.9 89.5 92.6 85.0 '30.2 91.3 89.8 
o~. 0.0 0.0 Q.~ 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
81 82 83 8~ 
15501 15502 ~O601 40602 
\J W W W 
S1:)2 45.21 44.99 5~.22 55.2'1 
TIOZ 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 
:.L203 33.73 34.00 27.3'1 27.61 
FC:O !:I.52 0.'18 0.38 0.36 
"I GO o.o£' 0.05 0.04 O. :l5 
C'r" -- 18.00 18.52 10.05 10.'10 
S~:l 0.12 0.11 0.18 0.17 
'J A20 1.23 1.02 5.84 5.60 
!( 20 0.02 0.02 0.19 0.20 
TOT AL 98.89 99.23 99.26 99.64 
~QLE PERCENT E~DMEMeERS 
A8 11.0 9.1 50.7 48.8 
A ~, 88.9 90.8 48.2 50.1 











































































































































































































































































































1 .4 C; 
13.71 
0.28 

















































































































































TA8lE A4I.11 GR["JAOA CUMUlA TES - AMPHIBOlt:S 
25 26 2.7 28 29 30 31 32 
10501 105~2 10502A 167 01 16702 1670:3 o () 701 06702 
10' " 10' 10' • 10' 10' If \J SI02 41 C • as 40.13 39 • .32 40 • .36 '13 • .31 43.89 41.33 4>0.78 TIC2 1.86 1.61 2.02 4. 1 :3 1.30 1 • 01 1.64 1.'?3 AL203 14.48 14.24 14.84 12.22 11.30 11.1 S 14.04 1"."8 CR.2C'3 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.20 0.05 0.33 0.18 V2:3 C.Q7 0.C6 0.06 O. 00 0.05 C .03 o. C7 0.06 FE'J 1~.51 10.54 9.97 9.70 11 019 10.% 8.27 e.s!) 
"~'J 0.12 ~.13 0.09 0.15 0.21 0.1 9 0.10 0.09 ~GO 14.25 H.43 14.24 14.29 15.30 15.62 15.75 15.59 NIC 0.02 0.~3 0.02 O. 02 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.02 00 12.20 12.~C 12.36 11.88 11.66 11.45 12.16 12.32 
~H20 2.64 2.71 2.65 2.40 2.39 2.110 2.67 2.70 '( 20 0.50 0.45 0.51 0.99 0.55 0.50 0.49 C.53 
:L 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.09 1).03 0.02 
T:TAL 96.77 96.41 96.15 96.37 97.59 97.4& 9f.94 97.21 
.33 34 35 36 31 38 39 410 
06703 0951)1 ~9502 09503 09504 10701 10702 10703 
If If 10' 10' \I W \I If 
S102 40.57 42.12 44.98 42.09 41.76 41.58 40.88 42.141 
TI02 1.97 3.23 0.30 2.78 3.09 2.43 3.08 2.00 
AL 203 H.el 11.73 10 .57 11.59 11.e6 12.35 12.32 11.44 
Cl:\203 C.09 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.11 o • 02 0.01 0.02 
V203 C.07 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.07 o. O~ O.OA 0.011 
FE:) 8.37 10.43 10.33 11.59 10.76 12.15 11.69 11.24 
"'''10 0.08 0.2! 0.21 0.24 0.17 0.19 0.19 Q.20 
"IGO 15.55 1'1.81 16.47 14.1!l 14.60 13 .94 13.73 14.70 
Nt~ 0.03 0.~2 0.07 o. os 0.02 o .02 0.00 a.co 
CA0 12.27 11.~6 11. "3 11.57 11.5" 11.67 11.83 11.4~ 
~A20 2.&0 2.44 2.26 2.44 2.J! 5 2.6 11 2.78 2.62 
K 20 0.5& 0.85 0.57 0.80 0.81 0.115 0."0 C.4Eo 
CL 0.03 0.29 0.22 0.27 0.27 O. HI 0.15 0.15 
T'JTAL %.82 97.88 97.62 97.80 97.52 97.&A 37.16 97.05 
41 "2 43 411 4'" 11& '17 48 
09901 09902 09903 099 all 09905 09401 09402 13502 
W W If W \I If W If 
S102 43.22 42.91 43.41 40.77 41.35 lH.13 1\ 1. ~~ 45.25 
TI 02 1.21 1.113 1.35 1.78 1.71 2.41 2.1\9 1.03 
AL203 11.47 11.1\3 11.28 13.4" 12.43 12.74 12.65 9.67 
CR203 0.112 0.37 0.~5 0.13 0.11 0.32 0.19 0.02 
V203 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.03 
FEO 9.95 9.96 9.88 11.16 11.10 10.112 10.34 11.62 
MN~ 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.19 Ij .19 0.17 0.28 
"~O 15.94 15.86 15.92 14.39 14.62 141 .87 14.86 15.45 
NIl) 0.04 ::1.03 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.02 
C:.O 11.72 11.54 11.59 12.12 12.00 11.47 11.39 11.26 
NA20 2.4" 2.52 2.51 2.53 2.52 2.62 2.57 2.21 
K20 0.38 0.39 0.35 0.48 0.41 0.57 0.63 0.51 
CL 0.09 0.09 0.12 Del2 0.1 a 0.21 0.19 0.20 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE AII.~ GRENADA CU~ULA TES - AMPHIBOLES 
73 74+ 75 7b 
~ OA 02 155Ql 15502 • 0601 
\oj \J 'tI ., 
S102 110.89 IIl.3~ ~O.58 112.25 
TI02 1.3(' 1.49 1.90 1.24 
AL203 13.b2 13.88 14.17 12.8l1 
CR203 0.11 0.01 0.13 0.C6 
V ~'J ~ 0.06 0.06 C.Oo 0.135 
F~O 10.112 9.21 9.38 9.70 
"I NO 0.11 0.0'3 0.09 0.11 
"SO 1~ .51 15.29 14 .57 15.28 
"110 0.05 0.06 O.IlS 0.03 
CAO 11.90 11.97 11.97 11.73 
'u20 2.58 2.70 2.62 2.53 
1(20 0.44 0.40 0.114 0.50 
TOTAL 96.00 96.4E: 95.98 96.33 
262 
TA3LE A'I.5 GRE''UDA CUMULA TES - OXIDES 
1 2 3 'I 5 6 1 8 
0660lA 06602 06002A 060 03 06S011 07 a 01 07002 07003 
W ~ ~ iJ 1/ ~ 10' W 5102 o.o!' D.nS 0.07 0.10 0.07 O.Os 0.02 0.00 TI::l2 6.37 6.113 6. ; II 6.72 7.75 2.B 2.112 2.C4 AL203 11.58 11.51 ~.51 '1.84 11.28 18.62 18.92 18.66 C~2~3 G.35 0.33 0.35 0.29 0.31+ 14 .89 13.21 17.12 V 2:>3 O.H 0.50 0.1+7 0.28 0.38 0.29 0.31 0.28 F[203 52.10 52.37 52.29 51.5~ 50.05 31.82 32.83 30.31 F~J 31.77 32.37 31.98 30.75 32.17 23.69 22.31 22.97 ~\lO 0.1+5 0.111+ 0.'1'1 0.33 0.111 0.37 0.38 0.38 ~:;:l 3.43 3.28 3.56 1+.15 3.85 8. 01 8.5~ 8.111 ND O.~5 0.30 0.01+ O.OS 0.01+ 0.11 0.14 0.17 CA:) 0.11 0.02 o.n 0.113 0.29 0.11 0.011 0.03 1<20 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 1'.~3 
TOTAL 99.79 100.34 100.37 99.5& 99.65 100.20 ~9.S2 100.39 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
0700H 07004 09101 0910lA 09102 05101 0510lA 05102 
10' ~ W II • 10' 10' II S 102 0.04 0.06 0.00 o. 01 0.01 O. Oil 0.09 !l.10 
:102 2.21 0.20 2.73 2.71 2.113 II .81 11.82 5.36 
AL2J3 19.05 17.16 5.E.3 5.72 5.E.2 7.8; 7.9S 7.50 
C~ 2~ 3 1~ .. S'!l 47.08 11.58 11.85 11.59 2.811 2.31 1.34 
V20~ (1.28 0.10 0.112 0.42 0.38 1.69 0.113 O.4g 
FE2J3 32.26 5.82 46.61 116.14 47.11 48.82 49.07 49.82 
C'~O 22.97 13 .31 29.~O 28.83 28.82 29.% 29.12 29.99 
"\10 C.35 0.56 0.&2 C.63 0.56 O.~II 0.33 O.!7 
~~c 8.38 9.99 3.15 3.16 3.07 1+.11; 11.116 11.11 0 
"I~ 0.17 C.07 0.111 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.10 0.07 
0:) 0.18 0.02 C.02 0.09 0.07 0.0; 0.28 0.12 
,(2Q 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 C.03 O.O~ c.OO 0.00 
TOTAL 99.73 100.01 99.911 99.7~ 99.83 11)0.99 98.98 99.511 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 211 
05103 16~01 16e.OlA 10602 16603 166 O~ 16&OH 1660118 
~ II' • 10' 10' E E ~ 
S 1:12 O.O~ 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.33 0.00 
TIn 5.2& 1.50 2.58 2.25 9.14 1.116 1.71 1.99 
AL203 7.60 4.75 II .13 11.61 2.114 II .115 11.72 '1.36 
CR203 3.41 26.115 12.01 12.25 0.011 2&.33 23.56 19.67 
V203 0.118 0.19 0.22 0.27 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FE203 48.17 34.&11 117.86 47.511 47.99 34.113 36.87 41.37 
FED 29.98 28.13 28.88 28.2; 34.57 28.29 29.&9 29.37 
~'4' 0.35 1.06 0.&6 0.82 0.54 0.70 0.90 0.90 
"\GO 4.11 7 2.79 2.~1I 2.914 2.67 2.67 2.50 2.110 
~IO 0.12 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.111 0.00 0.00 o.~o 
CAO 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.12 0.1& O.O~ 0.00 o.~o 
TOTAL 99.98 99.58 99.53 99.20 98.19 98./1 1 100.35 100.06 
263 
TA3L~ A4I.5 GENADA CUMULA TES - OXIDES 
25 2~ 27 29 29 30 31 32 
1660~C 1660410 16605 16!)05A 2~901 2,. 902 ~"903 2"90~ 
E ~ E E: rI IJ II II SID2 0.00 o • 21 0.19 0.00 0.07 0.0' :).06 0.03 Tl~2 2.15 2.32 3.27 3.25 5.11 3.73 :.28 3.95 AL2::J~ 4I.OB 11.111 3.62 3.9~ :3 .13 5.2~ 3.66 5.15 CR2::J3 16.83 1".28 9.69 9.1S 1.53 0.39 0.39 0."0 V2l'3 0.00 !J.OO 0.:)0 0.00 0.59 0.53 o. ~ 1 0.53 F::203 "".5:3 '15.80 50.12 50.17 5'1.07 5S.79 54.70 55." 7 FEO 29.29 29.60 30.15 29.8~ 32.10 30.67 31.88 30.80 ~~:J 0.73 0.77 0.48 0.43 0.37 0.32 0.35 0.3" "'GO 2.E.~ 2.56 3.02 2.91 2.3,. 2.80 2.7ft 2.82 1'.;10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01+ 0.06 0.01! C A:> 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.o!) 0.13 0.01 0.03 0.02 
TOTAL 100.25 99.68 100.54 99.71 99.55 99.61 ~9.5S 99.55 
33 H 3S 36 37 38 39 40 
06501 06S0lA 96502 0650_ 10501 10S01A 10502 10503 
W IJ II 10/ If II 'tI 'tI 
SI02 0.06 O.OS 0.09 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.10 
T1 J2 £:..S5 £:..70 7.09 5.82 ".&1 11.55 4.50 4.87 
AL2::J3 5.508 5.83 5.501 &.68 12.31 12.40 12.26 10.411 
C~203 0.53 0.50 O.SI! 0.211 0.113 0.40 0.37 0.54 
V2:J3 0.57 0.5" 0.56 0.45 0."9 0.51 C.49 0." 8 
F::203 49.43 SC.12 "9.22 50.32 117.Bl 47.7' 48.03 48.61 
F:-" 30.99 30.97 31.32 29.93 28.65 28.3S 28.49 28.95 
"I~O 0.3R 0.39 0.110 0.37 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.30 
"':;:> 11.35 11.1+3 '1.35 11.29 S.61 5.H :.69 5.23 
~r'J 0.08 0.:16 0.07 0.05 0.09 O.O~ 0.07 0.~9 
CAJ 0.01 '.l.01 0.03 0.25 0.00 O.C'+ 0.00 0.03 
TOTAL 98.73 99.£>0 99.28 98._9 100.34. 100.21 100.25 99.65 
H 42 43 H 115 H '17 48 
16701 16702 06701 06702 0670_ 09501 09:02 09503 
W i.I IJ " .. Ii II II • 
S 1:) 2 0.02 0.04 0.04 O.OS 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.05 
T!02 6.52 2.64 2.37 2.45 1.99 ,..67 0.73 0.76 
AL203 ".3' 4.:15 25.22 23.4' 25.22 3.43 3.38 3.41 
CR2Sl3 3.76 4.55 7. :ll 11.28 1".21 2.4~ 2.80 6.89 
V203 0.50 0.25 0.33 0.35 :l.26 o.:n 0.21 0.07 
F::203 418.13 56.10 32.35 30._4 26.74 54.4' 60.69 57.48 
F~O 31.S0 29.02 21.47 22.H 20.5_ 30.77 28.S4 27.47 
~NO I). 4.3 0._4 0.28 0.35 0.32 0.45 0.39 0.45 
~GO 3.56 3.07 10.22 9.64 10.7" 2.9g 1.97 2.78 
~IO 0.13 0.28 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.11 0.14 0.15 
CA~ 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.05 0.02 
TOTAL 98.99 10~.45 99.49 100.72 100.37 99.77 39.1S 99.53 
264 
T ASL[ A •• 5 GRENADA CUI'1ULA TES - OXIDES 
.9 50 51 52 53 5. c::c _oJ 50 
0'350" 1::1701 10701A 10702 0'3901 09902 091]03 0990~ 
W \I 10 W .: II \J ~ 5102 O.JO o. O~ 0.06 0.05 0.11 o el'l 0.05 0.0& TIn ~. 73 5.2b 5.311 5.57 3.&8 2 .&~ 4.19 4.17 AL20.3 ~.53 4.76 'I.7S '1.39 6.31 &.81 &.30 6.26 CR2~3 •• 92 Q.&5 0.57 1.22 5.97 9.33 1.118 1.39 V2D3 0.29 o • 5 1 0.51 0.5'1 Q.~3 0.25 0.112 0.'15 F[203 53.98 53.36 5~.311 52.83 '19.37 '1&.93 53.32 53.U, ~[O 29.82 31.&6 31.81 32.01 27.9'1 2&.60 30.30 30.38 ~NO 0.115 0.3'3 0.38 0.42 0.117 0.115 0.113 0.110 ~r:"I 3.07 3.0& 3.01 3.01 '1.26 II • .3 & ' ~.' 3.'13 3.37 .... 1D 0.1& 0.[14 0.05 o. '" 0.21 0.13 0.13 0.10 CAO 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.113 0.01 0.00 
TOTAL 99.95 100.118 99.85 100.07 98.85 98.24 100.07 99.83 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 611 
09401 09402 13501 13502 1::5502A 13601 13602 13603 
101 W 101 101 II - E r S102 0.011 0.07 0.03 Oel; 0.08 0.00 0.26 0.37 TIn 11.88 11.86 5. O~ 1.87 1.89 3.02 5.1& 5.0r; 
AL2')3 6.110 5.30 5.00 3.43 3.'13 6.50 5.15 4.I?O 
:1\203 5.10 1.1& 11.01 10.02 9.98 10.17 2.H 2.&2 
V2:l~ 0.57 0.'10 0.'19 0.29 0.26 0.113 0.'17 0.&1 
F[203 47.69 52.87 113.&1 51.211 51.05 39.&5 51.43 1+9.98 
~[O 30.30 30.23 30.61 29.5~ 29.111 28.56 28.75 30.70 
"~D 0.'12 O.H 0.51 0.65 0.69 0.:31 0.115 0.112 
... G:l .3.73 3.'19 3.59 2.17 2.10 3.83 5.0'1 3.58 
'tD 0.15 0.19 0.10 OelO 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAO 0.01 0.16 0.07 O. 01 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
T::>T Al 99.28 99.06 100.07 99.51 98.87 38.4; 99.'15 98.27 
65 66 67 6B 69 70 71 72 
16802 06701 08702 08703 16301 1& 302 16501 165n 
E E E E: - ( E II 
S102 0.26 0.~8 0.28 0.27 0.23 0.~2 0.28 0.00 
TIJ2 1.33 ~.55 ~.7B ~.55 •• 00 ~.50 ~.39 1.~8 
AL203 6.73 15.19 1'1.55 12.115 8.89 7.50 6.6~ 10.60 
C~203 10.35 0.57 0.42 0.23 0.27 0.33 1.B7 13.72 
V 20 3 0.43 0.59 0.65 0.62 0.65 0.~5 0.00 0.16 
FE203 IIS.33 ~II.11 45.,.7 48.11 51.92 52.-2 51.4B 112.48 
F~O 27.76 29.19 29.75 29.70 30.03 30.&9 3 O. 63 2_.82 
~Nj 0.51 0.31 0.'13 0.35 0.37 0.35 '.32 !l.49 
~~O 3.92 &.13 5.78 5.~0 11.15 '1.03 3.57 5.77 
ND 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.(10 0.00 O. Oil 0.00 0.10 
CAO 0.00 o.o::! 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0:1 o.co ~.O4 
TOTAL 100.87 101.12 102.11 101. H 100.51 100.75 99.23 99.72 
.. 
265 
TA3 LE A4.5 GHNADA CUI"IULA T[S - OXIDES 
n 74 75 7& 77 7B H BO 
16502 16503 1£,50'1 U,505 5 OE' 0 1 50802 5 OC 0 1 50C02 
E E - ~ ~ E :" ~ S I:l2 0.2B 0.33 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.30 0.311 o • 2 CJ T1 :'2 4.39 1.98 2.02 1I'}2 5.20 4.93 11.97 5.01 AL203 6.69 10.64 9.10 6.&11 5.55 5.63 5.H 5.7B C~2'3 1.37 9.07 10.01 2.27 0.2,+ 0.17 O.:H 0.311 V:;O~ 0.00 O.Oil 0.00 0.00 0.61 0.71 0.7& ';).77 F[203 51.118 11'+.71 '16.16 51.93 54.27 53.51 54.77 53.75 F~: 30.03 26.1:6 25.97 30.311 30.76 31.811 31.52 31.36 .."." 0.32 0.36 0.53 0.3!> 0.23 ' ~ o. :37 0.29 0.19 I"IG:' 3.57 5.51 5.07 3.69 3.98 3.32 3.78 3.89 
T~TAL 99.23 9B.e.6 98.97 99.65 100.8,+ 100.8~ 101.90 101.39 
81 B2 83 8'+ 85 86 87 B9 
15802 15803 15904 15B05 50A01 50 A 02 15501 15502 
E r' II II \I J ... . - -
S 1:l2 0.31 0.32 0.20 0.2!> 0.05 O.O~ 0.03 0.08 
TI02 7.B1 8.12 8.51 8.62 2.86 3.23 3.3B 3.76 
AL203 5.5& & .17 6.69 6.50 9.21 8.99 R.60 8.1'+ 
Cll.2J3 0.97 '.78 0.59 0.'+4 4.53 7.8::1 9.80 6.&5 
V203 1.1}e. 0.74 0.89 1. n 0.3,+ 0.34 0.35 0.'+3 
F[203 47.56 '+7.50 '+5.89 '+&.35 119.62 46.01 114.09 46.28 
;::::0 3'+ .21 33.37 33.66 33.97 27.49 27.72 28.56 28.86 
~ .. :' 0.!)5 0.32 0.4' 0.115 0.3& O.H O.H O. '+ 3 
~~"\ 
~- 3.115 11.55 1;.37 1;.39 11.67 11.71 ,+.31 4.10 
"'10 0.00 1).00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.11 
CAO 0.00 0.00 0.00 o. DO 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.13 
nUL 101. II 9 101.B7 101.20 102.01 99.33 99.'15 99.72 98.98 
89 90 91 92 93 94 95 9S 
'+0601 '10603 '10501 '+0&02 'I0e.03 1I0&03A 110&04 40!:.O5 
\J W E: - ~ E :: :: 
S102 0.02 0.01 0.29 O. 00 0.22 0.27 0.33 0.35 
TIn 0.51 0.30 0.~9 0.88 0.26 0.37 0.74 0.99 
AL203 13 .51 10.84 13.79 0.7!l 10.7:3 10.89 5.111 3.20 
C~2'3 27.47 23.19 27.&5 2.1'3 23.11 23.5- 29.86 25.27 
V 2' 3 0.28 0.07 O.llO O."~ 0.00 0.2; 0.33 0.31 
FT203 25.34 34.15 24.61 63.73 34.48 33.87 30.3& 37.2'+ 
;:::, 25.11 23.S3 26.13 30.29 24.22 ~".80 29.79 29.B2 
...... :l !l.BEa o.SO 0.81 0.34 0.65 0.58 C.8' 1.03 
~GO 4.98 5.&0 '+.76 0.7S 5.83 5 .6~ 1.70 1.60 
.... 18 0.1~ 0.28 0.00 O. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
co 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 98.23 98.12 98.53 99.33 10~.1l 100.23 99.09 99.~n 
266 
TA3L:: A_.S GRE~AOA CUMULA TES - OXIDES 
97 98 99 100 101 102 103 10_ 
-O&O£. '+0&07 -0&08 -0&09 1Ie:,10 40&11 ~O&llA 40f,12 
E E E E - E - E S102 0.22 0.42 0.23 2.61 0.00 0.23 0.2& 0.33 TIn 0.S9 0.74 0.5_ 1.47 0.11:' 0.45 0.72 0.44 AL203 1.07 C.55 14. n 2013 13.51 S.25 &.09 e.:n C~203 26.52 2.41 31.5B 1.115 311.30 33.71 30.H 33.&8 v 2~ 3 0.112 0.-1 0.32 0._3 0019 0.17 0.00 0.28 FE203 38.23 b2.5& 22.99 5&.22 21.41 25.13 29.35 25.&51 FE~ 29.H 30.&5 23.95 32. 01 2_.49 29.57 H.01 27.0c:1 'III'JO 0.9& 0.38 0.32 0.42 0.40 1 .02 1.13 C.57 "1';0 1.22 O.bt. 7.32 2.32 &039 2.23 1.57 4015 




SIJ2 0.23 0.34 
T 1:)2 0.e.3 0.48 
AL2~3 14.02 0.57 
C~2:)3 37.5& 4.&& 
V203 0.00 1).57 
F[203 16.90 &2.31 
co:::: 23.15 3:).7& 
"'to 0.00 0.36 
"'GO 7.70 0.82 
TnAL 100.08 100.97 
267 
TABU: A5.1 GRE~ADA P~RIDOTIT~S - OLIVINES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 
2.3101 23102 2.3103 2310~ 23105 23301 23302 23303 
E [. - . ~ E E E SI02 ~1.09 ~0.93 41.~9 41.01 41.66 40.89 40.97 _0.61 Tl:2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 F~J 9.92 9.79 10.1,. 9.32 8.&4 3.7S 9.87 9.36 \op~~ 0.00 0.18 0.(1) 0.20 0.13 C.OO 0.12 (\.24 "I GO ~7.83 48.64 48.53 48.63 49.40 48.63 48.07 '18.67 :VIO 0.27 0.43 0.44 0.30 0.34 0.30 0.48 0.30 CA~ 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.19 0.11 0.10 0.16 
TOTAL 99.19 99.37 100.&0 99.69 100.36 99.68 99.61 99.45 
P10LE PERCENT ENDMEl'1BERS 
FO 89.5 89.9 89.5 90.3 91.1 89.9 S9.7 90.3 FA 10.4 10.1 10.5 9.7 8.9 10.1 10.3 9.7 
9 10 11 12 13 H 15 16 
23305 23306 . 23307 23308 23203 23 20~ 23205 23206 
II II iI W E E - E SI02 ~0.91 41.22 40.82 40.71 41.06 U.4f, 4 O. 96 41.24 
AL203 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.00 O.O~ C.OO 0.00 
C=l203 0.00 0.00 0.04 O.OS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
FE:O 9.61 9.94 9.65 9.90 8.99 9.5~ 9.68 9.68 
~'D 0.13 0.12 0.1& 0.17 0.00 0.15 0.1'1 c.oo 
wGO 48.25 1t8.49 48.14 48.00 48.76 49.91 48.93 48.31 
NI~ 0.40 a.42 0.35 0.3~ 0.38 0.5; 0.30 0.36 
CAO 0.03 0.04 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 99.35 100.25 99.28 99.33 99.3" 101.53 100.01 99.59 
~OLE PERCENT ENOMEP1BERS 
. 
F: 90.0 89.7 89.3 89.6 90.& 90.11 90.0 89.9 
FA 10.!) 10.3 10.1 10 ... 9." 9.6 10.0 10.1 
17 18 B 20 21 22 23 2" 
23206A 23207 23207A 23210 23211 23212 23213 12201 
E E E W W W \I E 
S 102 '11." 0 41.50 H.IO ,.0.79 41.25 '10.82 ~ O. 65 .. 0.86 
Tr:l2 0.00 0.00 0.:10 0.01 c.oo 0.01 0.01 0.00 
AL203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.0'1 0.03 0.01 0.00 
CR203 0.00 IJ.OO 0.00 0.00 0.03 o • 0'1 0.00 0.00 
V203 0.00 o.oc 0.00 O.OD 0.00 o.O!) 0.00 0.00 
FEO 9.&1 9.74 9.7'1 9.79 8.87 8.63 9.76 10.96 
M~O 0.00 0.00 o.co 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.11 
,..~o "8.70 49.49 49.40 48.55 '19.08 49.21 '18.'13 '16.47 
NIO 0.4'1 0._3 0.'13 0.41 0.30 0.25 0.39 0.51 
CA:> 0.:10 0.:10 0.13 0.00 0.10 0.10 ').00 0.2'1 
TOTAL 100.15 101.16 100.80 99.71 99.76 99.20 99.37 99.15 
~OLE: PER CENT E'i~ME~BERS 
FO 90.0 90.1 "0. a 89.8 90.8 91.0 99.8 B8.3 
FA 10.0 9.9 10.0 10.2 9.2 9.0 10.2 11.7 
.. 
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TABLE A5.1 GRENADA PER IOOTI TES - OLIVINES 
2~ 2~ 27 2S 27 30 31 32 
12202 12203 123fJ1 12302 12303 12 30~ '23701 23702 
E :: E E - E E -S1::I2 ~1.~3 ~ 1.38 1Il.l!) ~1. H '11.17 ~1.02 ~ 1.70 ~1.27 FEO 8.97 8035 13. b& 9.13 13.78 9.95 10.10 10.12 ~~O 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.23 o.n O.OD 0.17 0.18 MGO "8.12 ~8.~4 ~7.57 ~8.13 ~7.~3 47.5:; 49.24 ~9.E:oO N10 O.~O O. ~ 1 0.~1 ~.OO Od& 0.32 0.53 0.~8 CAO 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 98.92 98.70 99.02 99.3S 99.01 99.00 101.7tt 101.E:oS 
101 OLE PERCENT E'D"IEM9E~S 
F~ 90.5 91.2 89.8 90. ~ 89.& S9.5 89.7 89.7 FA 9.5 S.S 10.2 9.& 10.~ 10.5 10.3 ID.3 
33 3~ 35 
23601 23602 235103 
W W W 
S102 41. '2 '1.51 'H. ~5 
TIn 0.01 0.00 0.00 
AL203 0.01 0.02 0.02 
CR203 0.01 0.02 0.05 
~::o 9.72 8.71 8.58 
~ ... o 0.15 0.17 0.12 
"'GO 48.32 ~9.37 ~9.21 
~10 0.54 0.39 0.36 
CA~ 0.01 0.09 0.11) 
T:JTAL 100.20 100.28 99.8B 
"I,)L[ PERCENT E\lDME~BERS .. 
FO 89.9 'H.O 91.1 
FA 10.1 9.0 B.3 
• 
TABLE A5.2 GRE~ADA PERIDOTITES - PYROXENES 
1 2 3 ~ 



























































































































MOLE PERCENT ENQMEM9ERS 
EN 















































































































































































































































TA3lE A5.2 GRENADA P~RIDOTITLS - PYRO~ENES 
25 26 27 2B 29 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































TA3LE A5.2 Grt[ NAD A PER IDDTlT~S - PYROH'ojES 
49 50 51 52 53 5~ 55 56 
12207 12208 12301 12302 12303 12301+ 12305 12306 
E E E E ::: E E :: S 1:>2 57.10 57.~2 57.~3 57.57 54.05 53.92 52.92 52.22 TI02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 AL203 0.36 0.'15 1.52 1.~5 1.55 2013 2.66 3.00 Ci\2~)3 0.00 0.15 0.11 0.22 1.17 1.17 1.3~ 1.16 FED 7.96 8.14 6.f,6 6.61 3.27 3.22 2.913 2.86 "IN~ 0.20 0.21 0.2£, 0013 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 !"GO 33.60 34.0~ 35.30 3~.46 18.59 17.92 17.48 17.30 ,,1:) 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.0' 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 CAD O.S2 0.30 0.32 0.3" 21.51 21.11 22.48 22.5~ 
TOTAL 99.8~ 100.94 101.60 10 O. 8'1 100.55 99.47 39.86 99.07 
~:>L E P::=\CENT E"D"1EMERS 
;:N 87.2 87.7 89.9 89.7 51.8 51.3 49.5 49.3 FS 11.~ 11.8 9.5 9.7 5.1 5.2 ~.7 4.6 
iltJ 1.2 O.S 0.6 0.6 .. 3.1 ~3.5 45.B 11-6.1 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6 ... 
12307 23701 23702 23703R 23601 23602 23603 23604 
E E . E ill W W W 
SI02 56.36 57.05 56.81 51.41 57 .... 0 57.43 57.37 51.74 
T 1:) 2 O.CO 0.00 0.00 0.65 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.13 
AL203 2,"7 1.26 1.49 3.23 1.37 O.6S 0.38 ....... 1 
C~203 0.68 0.00 0.27 0.19 0.10 0.13 0.0'1 0.78 
V2C3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 
=-E'J 6.S9 6.-1 6.59 5.2_ 6.29 6.20 6.27 2.97 
~~O 0.21 0.00 00111- 0.00 0.20 0.13 0.22 0.~9 
"1:;0 34.11 34.61 34.37 15.68 34.10 311 .31 34.~7 17.24 
"lIO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.14 
CAO 0.26 0.23 0.17 23.0S 0.1t~ 0.35 0.'17 21.81 
~A20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0:1 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.36 
1(20 O.~O o • 0 0 0.00 0.00 ').01 0.01 0.02 0.0') 
TOTAL 100.78 99.56 99.84 99.52 100.06 99.50 99.34 99.69 
MOL:: PERCENT E~D"'E"'BERS 
EN 89.6 90.2 90.0 4~.6 89.9 90.2 99.9 tt9.9 
FS 9.9 3.~ 9.7 8.1t 9.3 9.1 9.2 4.8 




S102 52019 51.77 
TI02 0.15 0.C9 
AL2D3 3.71 4.'13 
CR203 1.46 1.32 
V203 0.0· 0.0. 
FE:> 2.71 3.27 
"1'lj 0.10 0.10 
"1G:> 17 .23 H.BO 
~10 0.09 0.04 
CAi) 21.10 21035 
OJ A 2 j 0.51 0.39 
1(20 C.Ol 0.01 
TOTAL 99.28 99.f,2 
MOL!: P~RCE~T ENOME/'!9[~S 
['oj 50.3 ~9.t4 
FS ~.5 5.4 
JO .. ~.7 45.2 
• 
272 
TABLE A5.3 GRE~ AD A P;:RIDOTlTES - SPIN:lS 
1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 B 
23303A 23304 23305 23305A 12201 12202 12203 12:302 
\J W W OJ - E - . 
SIn 0.02 0.00 0.06 0./10 0.34 0.2; 0.00 0.18 
TIn ~.21 o • 2 0 0.71 0.87 0033 C • 1 ~ C.CO ~.62 
AL2C'3 19.95 2~.26 13.10 17.42 12.83 13.12 1 !.I! III 23.01 
C~2~~ 1!0.37 I! O. - 8 ~4.56 4 0.03 50.73 51.07 50.25 36.88 
V2~3 0.1!) 0.17 0.18 0.13 0.32 0.31 0.41 0.30 
F~20~ 9.55 9.&2 10.3 11 11.09 8.50 8.59 8.97 10.04 
F:::O 17.07 17.16 17.28 18.05 16.50 16.H 16.-6 18.41 
"1"1:) 0.43 O.H 0.48 0.45 0.44 0.15 O.~4 0.00 
MS:J 11.55 11.48 10.63 11.2S 12.04 12.32 11.55 12.03 
~IO 0.12 0.12 1).12 G. H 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAD 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 100.05 99.92 98.07 99.9!) 102.02 102.12 101.57 101.~7 
9 10 
12303 23703 . 
E E 
SIn 0.26 0.00 
TI02 0.16 0.25 
AL203 lb.13 23.54 
CR2:3 47.02 40.21 
V203 0.21. 0.00 
F~203 9.88 8.18 
~EO 14.37 1&.01 
~NO 0.17 0.00 
":;0 13.75 13.30 
TOTAL 101.95 101.49 
273 
TABLE A6.1 EXPERIMENTAL OLIVINES 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
R23101 R23102 R23103 R23104 R23105 R23201 R23202 R24101 
E E E E E E E E S102 39.65 39.56 39.32 39.53 39.51 40.44 39.55 ~0.56 FED 18.20 18.12 17.79 16.10 16.1" 14.6C, 17.68 12.67 MNO 0.48 0.55 0.149 0.34 0.40 0.42 0.50 0.29 MGO 43.28 42.94 43.41 44.57 44.75 45.7~ 43.47 47.54 N10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 CAO 0.25 0.34 0.30 0.31 0.20 0.29 0.33 0.43 
TOTAL 101.86 101.51 101.:31 101. 09 101.25 101.48 101.53 101.49 
MOLE PERCE~T END MEMBERS 
FO 80.9 80.9 81.3 83.2 83.2 84.8 81.4 87.0 
FA 19.1 19.1 18.7 16.8 16.8 15.2 18.6 13.0 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
R24102 R21!1C3 R24104 R24tl05 R24t1D6 R24201 R24301 R24302 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 39.38 40.11 4t0.20 39.47 39.71 39.46 39.32 14 0.11 
FEO 17.41 14.94 14.08 14.45 15.20 17.23 17.13 14.68 
MNO 0.47 0.37 0.28 0.32 0.40 0.55 0.40 0.28 
"'GO 43.68 45.69 46.31 45.72 45.45 44.08 43.54 45.89 
~IO 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.27 
CAD 0.26 0.32 0.22 o. :31 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.26 
TOTAL 101.20 101.43 101.25 100.44 101.08 101.77 100.63 101.49 
~OLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
FO 81.7 84.5 85.4 84.9 84.2 82.0 81.9 84.8 
FA 18.3 15.5 14.6 15.1 15.8 18.0 18.1 15.2 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
R25101 R25102 R31101 R31102 R31103 R31104 R31201 R31202 
E E E E. E. E E E 
S102 41.07 41.23 40.47 40.93 39.97 39.77 39.54 ~0.07 
T102 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AL203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 0.00 0.25 
FEO 8.30 8.3'4 11l.70 13.71 15.71 15.~2 16.87 12.71 
!'1NO 0.00 0.2& 0.31 0.20 0.42 0.41 0.50 0.23 
MGO 49.93 50.40 46.06 46.18 4~.93 44.77 43.70 46.48 
NIO 0.00 0.00 0.20 O.OC 0.00 0.14 0.15 0.15 
CAO 0.36 0.39 0.19 0.47 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.5'1 
TOTAL 99.66 100.E.4 101.93 101.60 101.31 100.81 101.08 100.43 
MOLE PERCENT END MEMBERS 
FO 91.5 91.5 84.8 85.7 83.6 83.B 82.2 
86.7 
FA 8.5 8.5 15.2 1'4.3 16.4 16.2 17.8 13.3 
274 
TABLE A6.1 EXPERIMENTAL OLIVINES 
25 26 27 28 29 30 :31 32 
R31301 R31302 R31303 R3130~ R31305 R31306 R31307 R32101 
E E E E E E E E S102 39.~0 39.08 ttO.~3 41.03 ~O.86 ttO.80 ~ 0.58 ~1.40 FEO 17.~~ 19.02 12.60 12.60 11.90 12.56 15.30 10.66 MNO 0.36 0.42 0.19 0.23 0.13 o .24 0.26 0.19 MGO "3.29 41.93 47.02 47.33 ~7.73 47.10 44."9 48.37 NI0 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.13 0.18 0.26 CAO 0.28 0.30 0.20 0.33 0.23 0.09 0.23 0.21 
TOTAL 100.77 100.89 100.44 101.52 101.09 100.92 101.04 101.09 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEP1BERS 
FO 81.6 19.7 86.9 87.0 87.7 87.0 83.8 89.0 
FA 18.4 20.3 13.1 13.0 12.3 13.0 16.2 11.0 
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 '+0 
R32102 R:33101 R33102 R33103 R:33104 R33H5 R33202 R33203 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 41.28 '+0.66 '+0.86 411.29 40.58 '+1.31 4 0.79 40.33 
TI02 0.00 O.CO 0.00 0.00 0.12 O.Ou C.OO O.OCl 
FEO 12.07 10.78 12.16 11.36 13.98 12.53 14.52 13.75 
MNO 0.15 0.12 0.24 0.22 0.25 O.OC 0.33 0.27 
MGO 47.92 47.97 46.59 48. Db 45.09 46.89 Ii 5.45 44.67 
~10 0.26 0.2B 0.23 0.26 0.26 o .00 0.18 0.00 
CAO 0.24 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.39 0.25 0.25 C.39 
TOTAL 101.92 100.09 100.36 101.51 100.67 100.98 101.52 99.41 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
FO 87.6 88.8 87.2 88.3 85.2 B7.0 B4.B 85.3 
FA 12.4 11.2 12.8 11.7 14.8 13.0 15.2 14.7 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
R33301 R33302 R35101 R35102 R35103 R352C1 R35202 R39101 
E E E E E E E E 
5102 41.10 41.55 39.77 4 o. 16 '10.18 39.94 40.71+ 39.51 
T102 0.00 O.CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 e.oc C.ll 
AL203 o.co 0.:'0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 O.OCi C.OO 
FEO 13.14 12.14 16.80 12.24 17.28 17.66 13.79 15.98 
MNO 0.14 0.13 0.48 0.22 0.41 0.49 0.28 C.34 
MGO 46.54 47.29 43.66 47.53 43.19 42.68 46. II 7 44.78 
Nro 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.14 0.22 0.00 
CAO 0.25 0.35 0.44 0.30 0.35 0.60 0.36 0.29 
TOTAL 101.17 101.46 101.15 101.20 101.41 101.78 lCl.86 101.01 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
FO 86.3 87.4 82.2 87.4 81.7 81.2 85.7 
83.3 
FA 13.7 12.6 17.8 12.6 18.3 lR.8 14.3 
1b.7 
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TABLE A 6.1 EXPERIMENTAL OLIVINES 
1+9 50 51 52 5:5 5'1 55 56 
R39102 R39201 R39202 R39301 R43102 R43103 R49101 R491C2 
E E E E E E E E SI02 39.79 40.52 41.31 39.84 40.26 40.26 40.87 40.98 FEO 17.23 11.72 11.42 13.54 14.38 14.38 10.53 10.44 /'I NO 0.43 0.28 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.37 0.28 1'1&0 43.97 48.11 48.73 46.02 46.21 46.21 ltB.19 48.26 NIO 0.00 0.41 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 CAO 0.39 0.28 0.22 0.27 0.39 0.39 0.16 0.21 
TOTAL 101.81 101.32 102.55 99.95 101.'+7 101.41 100.12 100.23 
,",OLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
FO 82.0 88.0 8B.4 85.8 85.1 85.1 89.1 89.2 
FA 18.0 12.0 11.6 14.2 14.9 14.9 10.9 10.8 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
R49103 R50102 R50105 R51101 R52101 R52201 R52202 R52301 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 ltO.55 40.36 40.55 40.34 41.03 37.B7 37.73 39.29 
FEO 11.70 13.65 13.10 14.68 10.44 27.00 26.98 20.55 
"'NO 0.30 0.26 0.21 0.28 0.22 0.66 0.35 0.46 
P";GO 47.20 45.48 '+5.92 4 5.01 47.57 34.46 34.82 4G.53 
NIO 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAO 0.20 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.18 0.23 0.22 0.26 
TOTAL 100.08 99.94 100.53 100.52 99.81 100.22 100.1 C 101.09 
MOLE PERCENT END MEMBERS 
FO 87.8 85.6 85.7 84.5 89.0 69.5 69.7 11.9 
FA 12.2 14.4 14.3 15.5 11.0 30.5 3 O. 3 22.1 
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 
R52302 R53101 R53102 R53103 R5310'+ R53201 R61101 R61102 
E E E ( [ E E E 
SI02 39.41 37.02 37.23 37.38 36.58 38.88 40.66 40.64 
T!02 O.OC 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 C.OC C.OO 
FEO 20.6" 31.05 30.70 31. 02 30.59 20.7u 11.51 11.46 
MNO 0.,.9 0.7~ 0.59 0.6" 0.6" 0.42 0.00 0.24 
MGO 39.98 31.67 32.41 32.06 31.65 40.34 '+8.52 47.96 
NIO C.Oc, O.CO 0.00 O. CO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 
CAO 0.28 0.36 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.20 0.21 
TOTAL 100.80 100.95 101.23 101.41 99.69 100.63 100.89 100.80 
~OLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
FO 77.5 6'+.5 65.3 64.8 64.8 77.6 88.3 
88.2 
FA 22.5 35.5 34.7 35.2 35.2 22.4 11.7 
11.8 
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TABLE A6.1 EXPERIMENTAL OLIVINES 
73 7'+ 75 76 77 78 79 80 
R61103 R61104 .R64102 R65101 R 651 02 R65201 R 82101 R88101 
E E E E E E E E 
S 10 2 4 0.47 40.49 38.43 38.56 38.19 39.47 :3 9.12 38.30 
T102 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 o.oc 
AL203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.37 1.17 0.44 
FEO 11.61 11.53 23.22 27.72 27.38 20.92 26.80 26.97 
/'I NO 0.27 0.20 0.27. 0.48 0.47 0.42 0.69 0.59 
MGO 47.69 48.08 37.68 34.06 34.68 39.43 :3 3. 27 33.78 
~IO 0.00 0.1'+ 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAO 0.21 0.20 0.52 0.69 C.65 0.'+3 C.68 0.76 
TOTAL 100.25 100.64 100.12 102.00 101.37 101 .04 101.91 100.8'+ 
~,OLE PERCENT ENDHEMBERS 
FO 88.0 88.1 74.3 68.7 69.3 77.1 68.9 69.1 
FA 12.0 11.9 25.7 31.3 30.7 22.9 31.1 30.9 
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TABLE A6.2 EXPER I MENT AL CLI NOPYROXENES 
1 2 3 1+ r::. 6 7 .... 8 
R31101 R311 02 R31103 R35101 R35102 R35H3 R3510li R35105 
E E E E ( E E E S102 '+9.78 ~9.77 50.1+5 52.18 1+9.9'+ 52.50 51.93 T102 0.86 0.76 49.79 0.67 0.48 0.76 0.49 C.55 0.77 AL203 5.12 5.20 5.37 2.80 5.25 2.83 2.73 5.80 CR203 1.10 0.76 0.96 0.46 1.02 0.1+6 0.50 G.54 FEO 4.73 5.30 It.26 4.90 5.17 41 • 94 41.79 5.64 MNO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 MGO 14.56 15.12 15.25 16.28 14.76 16.40 16.25 14.40 CAO 23.70 23.45 22.69 23.71 23.36 23.39 2:3.50 23.98 
TOTAL 99.85 100.36 99.65' 100.81 100.26 101 .12 100.65 100.92 
MOLE PERCENT END MEMBERS 
EN 42.5 413.3 li4.9 45.1 42.8 115.6 45.0 41.4 
FS 7.7 6.5 7.0 7.6 8.4 7.7 7.4 9.1 
WO 49.7 48.2 48.0 '+7.2 46.7 46.7 47.6 49.5 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
R51102 R51102 R51102 R51201 R51202 R51203 R 52101 R521C2 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 '+8.96 48.89 49.'+1 51.23 51.02 51.09 1+9.31 4R.35 
T102 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.79 0.76 0.95 1.19 
AL203 6.15 6.55 6.23 5.72 5.51 5.54 5.98 6.53 
CR203 0.52 0.47 0.42 0.21 0.18 0.23 0.12 0.29 
FEO 5.23 5.26 5.27 6.69 6.86 6.42 6el9 7.C3 
MNO 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.00 0.21 
MGO 14.32 14+.94 14.76 15.22 16.08 15.38 14.50 13.19 
CAO 22.54 22.52 22.93 20.56 20.30 20.6'3 21.42 22.37 
TOT AL 98.8'+ 99.65 99.91 100.79 101.00 100.38 98.117 99.16 
MOLE PERCEt\T ENDIoIEMBERS 
EN 412.8 113.8 43.2 45.1 46.6 45. 4 43.5 39.7 
FS 8.8 8.7 8.6 11.1 11 el 10.6 10. '+ 11.9 
WO 48.4 47.5 48.2 43.8 4+2.3 43.9 ,. 6.1 118.4 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24+ 
R52103 R52201 R52202 R52203 R523Cl R52302 R52303 R52304 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 149.145 48.147 4+7.81 49.'11 52.38 49.70 48.32 49.2~ 
T102 1.19 1.34 1.20 0.93 0.'17 0.73 1.00 D.RO 
AL203 6.55 7.75 6.80 6.47 2.68 5.33 6.05 5.~5 
CR203 0.35 0.21 e.oo 0.15 0.21 0.23 C.31 C.OO 
~EO 6.54 7.66 8.26 7.83 B.17 R. 01 S.03 E.47 
~NO 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.34 0.43 o .24 0.33 0.32 
"'GO 14.60 13.95 13.65 15.15 16.06 14 .2 C 
1~.34 14.05 
CAO 21.68 19.98 20.26 19.51 19.47 20.87 2 U. 2d 
20.4 :3 
TOTAL 100.51 99.56 98.28 99.79 99.87 99.31 98.66 
96.82 
MOLE: PERCENT ENDME~BERS 
4+ :3.1 42.8 41.6 45.1 46.4 42.1 
4 c.,. 42.a 
E~ 
15.4 14.2 
FS 10.8 13.2 14.1 13.1 13.2 13.3 
46.0 44.0 44.3 41.8 4u.4 ,+4.5 44.2 
43.9 
~o 
TABLE A6.2 EXPERIMENTAL CLINOPYROXENES 
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TABLE A6.2 EXPERIMENTAL CLI NOPYROXENES 
"9 50 51 52 53 Sit 55 56 
R6S1al R68102 R68103 R68201 R 682 02 R68203 R69201 R70102 
E E E E E E E SI02 51.04 '+8.35 E 51.13 50.13 49.46 52.34 52.36 T102 0.lf5 0.91 50.28 0.67 0.63 O.bO 0.52 0.35 C.91 AL203 3.95 6.56 4.16 5.43 5.96 2.75 3.34 4.01t CR203 0.30 0.24 0.17 0.38 0.35 o.oe 0.46 0.00 FEO 4.98 8.31t 6.88 6.44 6.72 7.69 4.61 8.83 ~NO 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.12 0.12 o .:51 0.00 0.18 MGO 15.37 14.05 15.11 lit. 36 14.24 15.65 16.01 14.02 CAO 23.17 21.66 23.01 23.06 22.87 21.57 23.13 21.56 
TOTAL 99.38 100.11 101.25. 100.55 100.52 100.83 10(,.26 99.82 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEM8ERS 
EN 4t1t.l "1.0 42.6 41.6 41.3 44 el 45.5 40.7 
FS S.O 13.6 10.9 10.5 10.9 12.2 7.3 14.4 
.0 lf7.8 1t5.lf 4b.b 't8.0 47.7 1t3.7 It 7.2 45.0 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 €lit 
R70103 R70201 R70202 R72102 R72103 R721Q4 R72202 "72203 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 48.97 50.23 48.68 50.89 49.15 '50.71 '+ 8.44 49.20 
T102 0.70 0.70 0.73 0.55 0.88 0.72 1.00 0.80 
AL2:)3 4.74 3.96 5.44 4.18 4.99 1+.63 5.40 6.10 
CR203 0.16 0.00 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.32 
FEO 8.13 7.85 8.70 9.00 8.50 7.£5 8.13 7.34 
"'~O 0.00 0.25 0.20 0.24 0.17 o .31 0.17 0.17 
"'GO 13.65 14.65 13.62 13.57 13.50 15.02 13.60 13.87 
C AO 21.37 21.76 21.99 20.9'1 21.53 22.03 21.92 22.03 
TOTAL 97.72 99.410 99.59 99.65 98.99 10 1 .07 98.66 99.83 
~OLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
EN 40.7 42.2 39.7 4 O. 3 410.0 ~2.7 ~ 0.1 41.0 
FS 13.6 12.7 IIt.2 15.0 14.1 12.2 13.4 12.2 
.0 45.8 1+5.1 1t6.1 44.7 1t5.9 45.1 46.5 46.8 
65 66 67 68 69 70 11 72 
~7220l+ R722C5 R72206 R73101 R73102 Fi731C:3 R73104 R73201 
E E E E E E E E 
S 10 2 '+8.98 49.56 48.81 49.68 50.37 51 .03 51.93 49.47 
T102 0.641 0.67 0.94 0.65 0.53 0.62 0.47 O.~e 
AL203 5.62 5.01 4.91 4.90 li.1t2 3.32 3.38 5.24 
CR203 0.26 C • 00 0.00 0.11 0.27 o • CO 0.43 0.28 
FEO 7.29 7.61 8.43 7.05 6.52 7.41 4.78 1.02 
MNO 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.18 O.GD o .24 0.00 o • 11 
~GO 1'+.19 14.35 13.93 141.65 14.61 15. OF 16.22 13.94 
CAO 21.83 21.69 21.83 22.00 22.52 21.51 22.95 21.98 
TOTAL 98.78 99.1'+ 98.85 99.22 99.24 S9.21 lCO.16 '78e50 
~OLE PERCENT ENDME""BERS 
E~ 41.6 41.9 40.6 42.6 42.4 43.5 
4:' .8 41.4 
12.0 12.5 13.A 11.5 10.6 12.0 7.6 
11.7 
FS 
"6.6 46.9 itC 1t6.2 45.6 45.7 45.9 47.C ,+4.6 
280 
TABLE A6.2 EXPERH',ENTAl CLINOPYROXENES 
73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
R73301 R73302 R74101 R74102 R74201 R74202 R74203 R74301 
E E E E E E E S102 51.44 49.41 49.48 E 1f9.06 51.56 50.21 50.06 T102 0.56 0.77 51.06 0.90 0.96 0.37 0.65 0.91 AL203 3.41 0.39 5.32 4.70 4.93 3.03 4 .1 fl 4.68 4.01 CR2D3 0.35 0.31 0.00 0.13 0.27 O.OC 0.00 O. '+ 7 FEO 6.08 6.43 8.38 8.08 4.99 7.62 8.99 5.68 MNO 0.00 0.16 0.17 0.25 0.00 0.26 0.29 0.13 MGO 15.25 14.23 13.97 13.68 16.16 14.66 13.73 14.73 CAO 22.50 22.66 21.26 22.07 22.81 21.57 21.23 22.91 
TOTAL 99.59 99.29 98.86 99.16 99.19 99.55 99.89 99.38 
MOLE PERCENT ENOMEMBERS 
EN 43.8 41.7 41.1 '+ O. 1 45.7 '+2.2 4 O. 3 42.8 FS 9.8 10.6 13.8 13.3 7.9 12.3 1'+.8 9.3 
WO 46.4 47.7 45.0 46.6 46.4 45.5 44.8 47.9 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 
R74302 R71f303 R8110l R 81102 R81103 R811C4 R813Dl R81302 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 50.91f 51.60 53.05 50.84 51.82 50.96 51.90 52.16 
T102 0.41 0.32 0.52 0.89 0.56 . 0.64 0.57 0.61 
AL203 3.50 3.61 3.76 2.67 3.77 2.55 3.28 3.32 
CR2D3 0.63 0.28 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.23 0.18 0.23 
FED 5.11 5.64 9.22 11.02 8.17 7.95 6.99 6.99 
/'I NO 0.20 0.00 0.60 0.79 0.47 0.47 0.33 0.34 
IIGO 15.65 14.85 14.85 13.52 15.26 15.04 15.36 15.09 
CAD 23.15 23.17 18.57 19.80 19.01 20.31 19.9 C 19.57 
NA20 0.00 0.00 0.59 O. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 99.59 99.47 101.29 99.66 99.21 98.15 98.51 98.31 
MOLE PERCENT ENOMEMBERS 
EN 44.5 42.8 44.5 39.8 45.5 44.1 45.7 45.6 
FS 8.2 9.1 15.5 18.2 13.7 13.1 11.7 11.9 
WD 47.3 '+8.0 4G.0 1;1.9 40.8 42.8 42.6 42.5 
89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 
R81303 R82101 R82102 R 82103 R 82104 R82201 R 822 a 2' R82203 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 53.13 51.15 51.88 52.08 52.34 S1.6f:: 52.02 ~ 1.47 
T102 0.27 0.62 0.57 0.40 0.48 0.70 0.68 0.56 
AL2D3 1.47 4.00 2.60 1.77 3.47 1.79 2.67 3.05 
CR203 0.14 0.18 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.14 C.34 c.oo 
FED 7.01 7.47 6.22 9.28 7.89 9.71 A.38 c.35 
MNO 0.42 0.25 0.43 0.72 0.46 D.6C 0.50 0.57 
"lGO 15.73 14.76 15.'+8 15.74 14.74 14.38 15.26 15.76 
CAD 21.65 20.53 21.58 19.61 19.27 19.97 19.37 21.66 
TOTA l 99.82 98.98 99.01 99.60 98.65 98.95 99.22 
99.42 
MOLE PERCENT ENOMEMBERS 
44.7 43.8 44.9 44.9 44.6 42.1 '+ 5. C 
45.2 
EN 
11.2 12.4 10.1 14.9 13.4 15.9 13.9 
1 G. 2 
FS 
42.0 41.1 44.6 
"0 44.2 43.8 45.0 40.2 41.9 
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TABLE A6.2 EXPERIMENTAL CLI NOPYROXENES 
97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 
R82301 R82302 R83102 R83103 R83101; R83301 R 83302 R833C3 
E E E E E E E E SI02 51.99 51.09 51.87 51.58 51.73 52.71 52.82 52.81 T102 0.48 0.64 0.72 0.66 0.55 0.51 0.37 0.42 AL203 3.09 4.20 3.14 3.91 2.48 1.93 2.40 1.95 CR20:3 0.14 0.26 0.00 o. 1 'I 0.00 O.OG 0.13 0.26 FEO 7.87 7.64 10.45 9.74 8.39 7.47 6.38 6.73 MNO 0.:37 0.48 0.48 0.38 0.41 0.47 C.46 0.51 MGO 15.87 14.79 15.09 13.91 14.66 15.22 16.04 17.34 CAO 20.18 19.75 17.69 18.25 19.98 20.84 21.22 19.81 
TOTAL 99.99 98.85 99.44 98.57 98.20 99.15 99.82 99.83 
1";OLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
EN 45.6 44.5 44.8 42.8 '13.5 44.3 46.0 119.0 
FS 12.7 12.9 17.4 16.8 14.0 12.2 10.3 10.7 
WO 41.7 42.7 37.8 40.1; 42.6 43.6 43.7 40.3 
105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 
R83201 R83202 R83203 R83204 R 8e 1 C 1 R88102 R90101 R90102 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 51.113 51.15 52.73 51.61 52.08 '52.12 52.92 52.28 
T102 0.72 0.50 0.37 0.55 0.64 0.1+7 0.21 C.38 
AL203 3.11 3.19 1.50 2."2 3.07 2.90 0.73 2.35 
CR203 0.00 0.23 0.21 0.15 0.23 C.22 Oel1 Oel6 
FEO 6.50 7.86 6.88 6.46 7.35 7.94 €:.. 97 7.54 
MNO 0.31 0.42 0.56 0.52 0.34 0.43 0.59 0.47 
MGO 15.4" 14.87 16.70 16.47 15.28 14 .61 15.98 14.91 
CAO 21.10 19.70 20.00 20.16 19.78 20.42 21.28 20.60 
TOT Al 98.61 97.92 98.95 98.34 98.77 99.11 98.79 ':lB.69 
MOLE PER CENT ENDMEMBERS 
EN 1+5.1 "4.5 47.8 '+7.6 115.5 113.3 t; 5.4 413.9 
FS 10.6 13.2 11.0 10.5 12.3 13.2 11.1 12.5 
.0 41+.3 1+2.3 1+1.1 41.9 1+2.3 43.5 '+ :3.5 43.6 
113 114 115 116 
R9010:3 R92101 R92102 R92104 
E E E E 
S102 50.47 50.83 51.54 50.91 
T102 1.01 0.69 0.65 0.72 
Al203 2.67 5.12 5.34 3.20 
CR203 0.11 0.00 0.20 0.21 
FEO 8.98 7.55 7.54 9.01 
MNO 0.57 0.43 0.32 0.47 
M&O 13.61 11+.88 1q.23 13.69 
N10 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 
CAO 21.09 19.26 18.27 20.28 
f\,A20 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 
TOTAL 9B.S1 98.76 99.13 98.49 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEMBERS 
EN 1+0.3 QS.1 45.0 41.1 
FS 14.9 12.9 13.4- 15.2 
.0 1+1+.8 '+2.0 41.6 43.7 
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TABLE A6.3 EXPERIMENTAL PLAGIOCLASES 
1 2 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 
R31302 R31303 R31304 R31 305 R33101 R35102 R 351 04 R39101 
E E [ E E [ E E SI02 IIB.03 ~B.11 ~1.99 ~9. 36 52.9B 4B.lt5 " B.91 'IB.33 TI02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.11 0.16 0.00 AL203 32.62 32.6B 32.54 31.15 2B.16 31.35 31.69 31.32 FEO 0.79 0.92 0.73 0.B3 0.84 0.91 0.68 0.79 MGO 0.00 0.00 0.00 o. 00 0.21 0.49 0.00 0.00 CAO 16.72 16.27 lEu 51 15.76 14.28 16.59 15.95 15.18 NA20 2.06 2.05 1.Bl 2.33 3.41 2.25 1.85 2.61 K20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.00 0.09 0.11 
TOTAL 100.22 100.03 99.6~ 100. 03 100.93 100.15 99.33 98.34 
f'lOLE PERCENT END MEMBERS 
AB IB.2 18.6 16.5 21.1 29.8 19.7 17.3 23.6 
AN 81.B 81.4 83.5 78.9 68.9 BO.3 82.2 15.8 
OR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.6 0.7 
9 10 11 12 13 1'+ 15 16 
R39102 R3 9103 R52102 R52103 R52201 R52202 R53102 R53105 
E E E E E E E E 
SI02 '+9.87 4B.12 449.42 50.:n 54.11 54.26 54.00 54.80 
TI02 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AL203 29.36 32.35 31.13 31.40 27.10 27.81 28.53 27.36 
FEO 1.09 1.00 0.60 0.57 0.13 0.10 0.69 0.74 
MGO 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CAO 14.29 16.20 15.11 15.08 11.01 11.29 11.73 10.92 
~A20 2.62 2.25 2.62 2.86 '1.89 4.68 4.55 '+.77 
K20 0.15 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.141 0.17 0.1C, 0.24 
TOTAL 98.0B 99.92 99.00 100.22 98.58 98.91 99.60 9B.83 
MOLE PERCENT ENDMEMSERS 
AS 24.7 20.1 23.7 25.6 414.2 112.4 '+ 1.0 '13.5 
AN 74.4 79.9 15.6 74.'+ 55.0 56.6 58.4 55.0 
OR 0.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 O.B 1.0 0.6 1.4 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
R53106 R54101 R5l+103 R5'1104 R63101 R6310'l R63105 P,63107 
E E E E E E E E 
SI02 52.B1 52.99 53.22 53.94 41.81 46.92 46.27 47. U; 
TI02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 o.oc 0.00 o.oc 
AL203 2'3.06 28.64 2B.57 27.88 31.70 32.79 31.23 32.46 
FEO 0.29 0.93 0.71 0.B5 0.99 O. Ab 1.16 0.99 
CAO 12.09 11.73 11.17 11.31 16.56 16.93 15.41 16.65 
NA20 3.94 1+.74 4.17 5.02 1.91 1 .72 2.22 2.06 
K20 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.14 0.13 o • 00 o el 0 0.14 
TOTAL 9B.28 99.03 98.5'3 99.14 9'3.30 99.24 98.39 99.'+6 
MOLE PERCE"T ENDMEMBERS 
36.9 42.2 38.9 44.2 17.6 15.5 20.6 18.1 AB 
78.8 B1.0 AN 62.6 57.8 60.6 55.0 81.7 1:\4.5 
0.6 0.0 0.6 0.8 0.8 o • 0 0.6 0.8 OR 
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TABLE A6.3 EXPERIMENTAL PLAGIOCLASES 
25 26 27 28 29 :30 31 32 
R6~102 R64t201 R6"4202 R65102 R65201 R65202 R70101 R70103 
E E E E E E E E S102 1+6.~1 ~6.88 ~5.1+7 ~9. 54 ~7.33 47.10 ,. e. 61 47.~7 T102 0.00 0.11 0.00 O. lit 0.16 O.OC 0.39 0.12 AL203 32.52 31.98 33.28 31.01 31.14t 32.13 29.00 32.47 FEO 1.13 1.09 1.03 1.31 1.21 1.31 2.46 1.11+ MGO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 o .00 0.90 0.00 CAO 17.03 16.42 17.87 15.05 16.38 16.53 13.96 16.75 NA20 1.~9 1.85 1.29 2.51 1.81 1.66 2.67 1.lt4 K20 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.08 o .le 0.35 0.11 
TOTAL 98.7:3 98.33 98.94 99.79 98.41 98.89 98.34 99.50 
MOLE PERCENT ENOMEMBERS 
AS 13.5 16.9 11.6 22.9 16.6 15.3 25.2 13.4 At\ 85.6 83.1 88.~ 75.8 82.9 84.1 72.7 86.0 
OR 0.9 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.5 0.6 2.2 0.7 
33 3~ 35 36 37 38 39 40 
R70104 R72101 R74101 R74102 R74104 R74105 R74106 Ral101 
E E E E ( E E E 
S102 46.30 50.95 1+6.03 47.16 47.86 ~5.56 49.05 52.10 
T102 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 O.OCi 0.00 
AL203 32.82 28.54 32.36 31.90 31.55 . 33.03 31.68 29.74 
FEO 1.23 1.49 1.29 1.03 1.52 1.12 0.941 0.16 
MGO 0.00 0.44 0.00 O.OC 0.00 o • OC 0.00 C.OO 
CAO 16.85 1:3."7 16.80 16.03 15.81 17.26 15.56 13.23 
NA20 1.49 3.85 1.26 1.78 2.32 1.45 2.81 3.69 
K20 0.11 0.25 0.20 0.14 0.18 0.00 0.17 0.19 
TOTAL 98.80 99.15 97.94 98.20 99.24 98.42 100.21 99.71 
MOLE PERCENT ENO~EMBERS 
AS 13.7 33.6 11.8 16.6 20.8 13.2 24.'1 33.2 
AN 85.6 65.0 87.0 82.6 78.2 86.8 74.6 65.7 
OR 0.7 1.4 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.0 1.0 1.1 
'+1 42 4,3 'I~ 45 ~6 1.;7 48 
R81102 R82101 R82102 R82103 R82104 R82105 R 831 0 1 RB3102 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 51.56 5~.62 55.89 56.06 57.'12 52.31 55.19 53.92 
T102 0.00 O.CO 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.24 0.18 O.CO 
AL203 30.24 27.18 26.62 27.32 25.97 27.95 25.28 28.25 
FEO 0.76 1.05 0.b6 0.49 C.58 1.07 0.98 0.51 
MGO 0.00 0.00 0.31 C.OO 0.00 0.63 G.OO 0.00 
CAO 13.~2 10.70 10.17 10.05 8.51 12.8" 9.12 11.12 
NA20 3.29 ".98 5.'10 5.32 6.05 3.8b 5.C9 5.01 
1(20 0.11 0.23 0.25 0.19 0.35 0.22 0.38 0.17 
TOT J. L 99.38 98.76 99.30 99.'13 99.08 99.11+ 96.22 9B.98 
MOLE PERCENT ENOMEMBERS 
4t5.1 48.3 '+8.'+ 55.1 3".9 '+". C 
41+.5 
AB 30.5 
68.8 53.5 50.2 5u.5 42.8 63.8 48.6 54.5 AN 
0.1 1.1t 1.5 1.1 2.1 1.3 2.~ 1.0 OR 
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'Tl..SLE A6.~ (XP(R1M~I\TAL PU.G1OCLASES 
li9 50 51 52 5~ 5(; 55 56 
R8~10~ R8~1 01; R83201 R8:3202 R6320! R83205 R832C6 RC;CIOI 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 55.'I'? 55.20 51.79 52.1'+ 5~.~7 52.'?3 53.83 se.lS 
T102 0.14l 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 o.ce 
AL203 2 Ele 39 27.36 28.55 25.84 28.46 29. CS 25.01 30.5At 
FEO 0.80 0.56 0.89 0.63 0.67 C • C. 7 0.65 0.73 
""GO 0.30 c.oc 0.21 o. 00 0.00 0.00 c.oc O.OC 
CAO 9.7e 10.26 12.65 1~.38 11.35 12.19 11.91 11;.30 
NA20 5.At3 5.41; 3.26 I; • 04 ~.85 3.78 4.29 3.!3 
K20 0.32 0.19 0.30 0.11 0.16 C .18 G.15 0.13 
TOTAL 98.57 99.01 97.83 1"0 o. 111 99.98 98.S! 99.811 95.18 
MOLE PERCENT END~EM8ERS 
AS 4t 9 •• " 8 ... 31.2 35.1 q :3.2 35.5 :3 9.1 29.4 
tor-. li6.7 50.5 66.9 64.3 55.9 63.3 b (J. 0 69.8 




S 10 2 51.85 
A.L203 :3 0.07 
FEO 0.59 
CAO 12.82 
t. A20 3.50 
K20 C.13 
TOTAL 98.96 





TABLE A 6. 4 EXPERIMENTAL AMPHIBOLES 
1 2 :3 4 5 6 7 
R54101 R54104 R54105 R54108 R83302 R833C!3 R 833 04 
E E E E E E E 
SI02 42.95 ~2.18 42.22 41.29 42.30 42.02 41.75 
T102 1.73 1.88 1.93 1.91 2.26 2.22 2.19 
AL20:3 12.19 13.21 12.11 13.51 12.80 13.:37 13.77 
FEO 11.1'1 12.08 11.44 13.~0 9.80 9.81 11.04 
~NO 0.19 0.16 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.20 0.23 
KGO 15.26 13.92 13.90 12.93 1'1.60 14 .501! 13.70 
CAO 1 C .86 11.43 11.30 11.19 11.48 11.38 11.20 
NA20 2.15 2.74 2.23 2.39 2.09 1.93 2.06 
K20 0.32 0.32 0.29 O.oI!l 0.34 0.33 0.45 
CL 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 0.00 . 
TOTAL 96.83 97.92 96.:37 97.31 95.94 95.80 96.39 
TABLE A6.5 EXPER1~ENTAL OXIDES 
1 2 :5 It 5 6 7 E, 
R23101 R31102 R3110:5 R32101 R39201 R43101 R51101 R52101 
E E E E E E E ~ ~ 
S102 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.Cl8 0.34 
T 10 2 0.68 0.35 1.84 0.74 0.56 0.54 0.59 0.77 
AL203 9.03 9.99 9.93 23.54 15.88 15.09 17.92 21.68 
CR,203 33.96 31.89 29.11 34.01 41.95 '+ 2 .52 43.11 34.60 
V203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.20 
FE203 25.10 27.72 28.47 11.84 10.25 12.24 7.62 10.49 
FEO 21.93 20.20 20.35 16.64 21+.07 18.04 17.09 20.12 
~NO 0.39 0.53 0.65 0.00 0.32 0.23 0.25 o • 0 C 
~GO 6.84 7.88 8.50 12.53 6.71 10.35 12.00 10.39 
CAO 0.32 0.34 0.56 0.27 0.22 0.38 0.00 C. GO 
TOTAL 98.26 98.90 99.1+1 99.58 99.96 99.39 99.24 98.59 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
R53201 R54101 R54102 R54103 R61103 R651C2 R7C201 R70202 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 0.86 0.41 0.43 0.35 0.36 O.fl 0.40 0.22 
TI02 3.95 4.30 4.51 5.35 0.66 F, • 11 2.85 2.91 
AL203 9.29 6.51 6.80 4.9'+ 18.39 6.4b 9.14 9.05 
CR203 1'+.04 0.0" 0.64 C.OO 39.8'+ 0.24 0.28 0.56 
V 203 0.55 O. '+ 2 0.49 0.58 0.31 0.79 0.28 0.28 
F£203 35.13 52.57 51.79 52.03 10.e8 4'+ • 3Cj 54.3C 54.74 
FEO 28.60 32.37 32.39 33.33 17.28 33.99 27.18 27.38 
MNO C.25 0.53 0.31 0.46 0.39 0.32 0.25 C.CC 
MGO 5.36 2.38 2.8'+ 2.15 11.90 '3.79 5.49 5.49 
TOTAL 98.03 99.49 100.20 99.19 100.C.1 98.72 10C.l7 100.63 
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TABLE A6.6 EXPERIMENTAL GLASSES 
1 2 3 '+ 5 6 7 B 
R'+9101 R,.9102 R'+9103 R50201 R5C202 R502C3 R51201 R51202 
E E E E E E E E S102 50.39 '+9.70 49.96 52.'+1 53.3,+ 52.11 53.04 52.89 1I02 0.81i 0.70 0.82 0.74 0.77 o • 64+ 0.71 0.87 AL203 17.03 16.75 17 el 0 15.90 15.85 15.75 16.61 17.0" CR 203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 O.CO C.OO 
FEO 6.88 6.54 6.80 7.40 7.15 7.46 6.97 6.97 MNO C.OC 0.12 O.CO 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.12 0.28 
MGO 5.73 5. 'I 1 5.98' 4.99 4.67 5.1'+ 4.04 3.87 
CAO 9.80 10.0'1 10.05 8.54 8.35 8.77 7.52 7.71 
NA20 2.44 2.74 2.60 3.86 3.25 3.79 4.07 3.91 
K20 0.81 0.84 0.78 0.89 0.S6 0.B7 0.93 0.93 
TOTAL 93.92 92.84 94.09 94.97 94.,.7 94.93 9'+.01 94.4+7 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
R51301 R51302 R52301 R52302 R54101 R54102 R54+1C3 R54105 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 52.68 51.32 51.77 52.76 54.6G .5'1.39 55.00 54.79 
TI02 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.78 0.68 0.4+4+ 0.4+2 
AL203 15.75 15.61 16.54 17.86 16.83 15.61 17.85 17.87 
FEO 6.75 7.19 7.16 6.53 6.20 6.90 5.57 5.52 
..-. t.O 0.1'+ 0.22 Oel9 0.19 0.21 0.33 0.28 0.23 
,""GO 4.56 5.04 3.55 3.13 3.12 3.90 1.58 1.72 
CAO 8.09 8.'12 7.80 6.65 f,. 09 6.54 6.04 6.1 C 
NA20 3.9'+ 3.70 3.71 4.15 1i.71 4.15 4.76 4.57 
1(20 0.88 0.81 0.88 1.03 1.22 1.10 1el1 1.07 
TOTAL 93.58 93.13 92.43 93.13 93.76 93.60 92.63 92.29 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
R54106 R62201 R62202 RE,2203 R62204 RE,2205 R62301 RE,23C2 
E E E E E E E E 
SI02 54.85 47.14 '17.2'1 47.1'+ 47.35 '17.09 'IE,.33 46.CE. 
TI02 0.'+'1 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.87 O. BE, 0.83 0.91 
AL203 17.90 16.05 15.61 16. 07 15.73 15.67 15.77 15.19 
CR203 0.00 0.00 O. C 0 0.00 0.00 o .00 Cell o.co 
Ft:O 5.87 9.51 9.3'+ 9.33 9.33 9.~O 1C.28 1 C. 09 
MNO 0.16 0.29 0.17 0.33 0.32 0.13 O.OG 0.1'+ 
MGO 1.60 6.39 6.26 6.06 6.27 6.23 6.20 6.59 
CAO 6.11 12.94 12.7b 12.96 12.96 13.07 12.48 13.46 
NA20 4.78 2.'19 2.29 1.93 2.31 1.e9 1.90 1.E:2 
K20 1.10 0.75 0.64 0.78 0.72 0.15 0.64 0.52 
TOTAL 92.81 96.52 95.21 95.51 95.86 95.09 94.5'1 
94.58 
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TA9LE A 6.6 EXPERIMENTAL GLASSES 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
R623C'3 R6230~ R62305 R63201 R63202 R63203 R6320~ R63205 
E E E E E E E E S102 ~5.43 45.64 46.20 46.83 "7.3~ 46.58 4 6.82 46.13 TI02 0.8~ 0.85 0.84 0.81 0.96 0.94 0.84 0.92 AL203 15.01 15.69 15.1+6 15.76 16.05 15.79 15.65 15.11 
CR203 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 0.00 0.15 e.14 
FEO 10.35 10.5~ 9.0S 9.33 9.23 9.31 9.44 9.49 MNO 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.28 0.20 0.11 0.12 
MGO 6.15 6.01 5.82" 6.33 6.58 6.31 6.29 6.19 
CAO 1~.O6 12.~1 13.01 12.77 12.87 12.79 12.74 12.75 
N1.20 1.S3 1.88 2.04 1.60 2.21 2. O~ 2.38 2.28 
K 20 0.56 0.80 0.66 0.72 0.71 0.65 0.67 0.12 
TOTAL 94.96 93.82 93.11 9~.42 96.23 94.6B 95.15 94.51 
33 34 35 36 31 38 39 40 
R67101 R67102 R67105 R67201 R69202 R72301 R 72302 R72303 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 1+7.73 46.68 46.91 ~6.4j2 45.97 . ,+5.1S '+5.13 46.38 
TI02 0.96 0.S7 0.86 0.80 0.96 0.88 0.85 0.83 
AL203 15.21 15.35 1~.93 15.91 17.01 15.63 15.22 15.68 
CR203 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o .00 0.00 C.GO 
FEO 10.94 10.75 10.59 9.70 9.84 11.89 12.02 11.56 
~~O 0.11 0.17 0.20 0.13 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.15 
/01 GO 5.66 5.66 5.71 6.03 4.91+ 5.69 5.11 5.25 
CAO 12.24 12.33 12.11 12.66 10.5'+ 12.15 12.12 11.16 
NA20 2.53 2.43 2.71 2.33 .3.11 2.00 2.61 2.64 
K20 0.72 0.70 0.11 0.68 0.93 0.72 0.79 0.73 
TOT AL 96.23 9~.9~ 9~.19 94.12 93.36 94.29 94.51 9".96 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 
R12304t R76101 R76102 R76103 R77101 R771C2 R11103 R78101 
E E E E E E E E 
S102 45.74 ~S.66 48.31 48.02 46.52 46.36 46.39 ~6.54j 
TI02 0.82 0.86 0.99 0.91 0.93 o .91 G.98 0.91 
AL203 15.59 16.35 16.53 16.0S 15.11 15.19 15.94 16.00 
CR 203 0.00 c.oo c.oo 0.00 0.15 0.00 C.Oo h11 
FEO 11.18 6.86 7.06 6.95 9.55 9.31 C;.54 9.61 
/'I NO 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.00 0.30 0.23 0.16 ~. 11 
~GO 5.67 6.68 6.12 6.36 6.46 5.93 6.34 6.50 
CAO 12.04 13.56 13.32 13.49 12.77 12.74 12.69 12.17 
NA20 2.69 2.42 2.46 1.56 1.88 2.08 2.22 
2.47 
K20 0.74 0.74 0.67 0.72 C.69 0.67 0.61 
0.72 
CL 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.05 O.Ou O. DC 0.00 
D.oe 
TOTAL 94.61 96.28 96.29 94.20 94.96 94.02 94.93 
S5.80 
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S 10 2 ~G.51 ~6.39 
T102 0.78 0.87 
AL20:S 15.98 15.77 
FEO 9.09 9.23 
MNO 0.17 0.11 
"I GO G.l" 6.23 
CAO 12.69 12.73 
NA20 1.84 1.95 
K20 0.67 0.70 
TOTAL 93.87 93.98 
APPENDIX B 
WHOLE ROCK ANALYSIS 
B.l Production of whole rock powders 
Most of the samples from the collection of Arculus (1973) were 
obtained as spli ts of powders. The rerrainder together with the samples 
collected in 1978 by the writer, were prepared for analysis at Edinburgh. 
Where possible, samples weighing more than 500 grams were used to 
ensure representative sampling of the whole rock compositions. After 
rerrDval of weathered surfaces, the samples were split using a Cutrock 
::11gineering hydraulic splitter, then washed in deionised water. The 
s2..-:lples \-\'ere then crushed using a ~turtevant jaw crusher which was 
t'10~OUg:uy cleaned with acetone before each operation, and flushed prior 
to eE.ch crushing session vIi th surplus Grenada rock fragments to mini-
rr;se contamination from previously crushed rocks. 
-j, ~ter reduction of particle size to less than 5 mm by the crusher, 
the sa.::'Dles were split by t coning and quartering t. A portion of the 
~ . 
~~s~ed rock was then ground in a Te.rra tungsten c~bide swing mill to 
< 100 rresh and dried in an oven at 1100C for at least 24 hours prior 
to analysis. Replicate analyses of sample 6127 in Table B4 provide an 
estirrate of the sample hamogenei ty. Grinding probably oxidises some of 
the :.rcr .. in the samples (Fitton and Gill, 1970) and produces contamLT'la-
tion by Co and W, but the latter two eleID2nts were not analysed in this 
study. 
B.2 Analytical procedure 
Major and trace elements were determined by X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometry using the Philips PW 1450/20 spectrometer at Edinburgh. 
Full details of the techniques used are given by Thirlwall (1979) and 
only a short summary thereof is presented here. 
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B.2,,1 Hajor elements - preparation 
Major element analyses were carried out on fused glass discs 
prep3red by a method similar to that of Norrish and Hutton (1969). 
Just ov~ 1 gram of sample was ignited at 11000C for 30 minutes and, 
after cooling, a li thium tetraborate - lithium oxide - lanthanum oxide 
flux was added in a fixed sample : flux ratio. Sample and flux were then 
fused for 20 minutes at 11000C and cooled to a glass. The srrall weight 
loss during fusion was then made up by addition of more flux to make up 
the constant sample :f1ux weight ratio. The mixture was then refused, 
mixed "t."1oroughly, and cast into a disc. 
IgT'~i. tion 0: samples prior to ~usion generates a loss of ignition 
(LOI) value which is a combination of the weight loss due to loss of 
vo2.a.-:i.le constituents anj the weight gain due to oxidation of ferrous 
:....."""'C:-:. '2:'l1e genel:"'ally fresh state of the analysed rocks is reflected in 
t'1e':""" lew, or eve..Tl negative, L01 values. Hc:wever, petrographic exam-
ination shows that some secondary alteration is co~n and it was there-
fO~e decided not to carry out additional determinations of ferrous and 
ferric iron to those of Tomblin (1968) on Grenada samples, but to ana-
lyse only total il'on contents. Similarly , it is considered tnlikely 
t1.at the H
2
0 contents of the rocks represent those of the original 
magmas due to loss of volatiles on eruption and lL~ted post-eruptive 
alteration. Therefore the analysis of all rocks on an oxidised and dry 
basis prcxiuces an internally consistent data set, the analysis total 
providing an additional analytical check of constant total oxides. 
B.2.2 Trace elements - preparation 
Trace elements were analysed using pressed pellets of approximately 
7 g of pcwder, this weight having been calculated ~y J. G · Fitton (pers. 
cornm., 1978) to give absorption of 99% of NbK radiation in a matrix of 
very lew absorption. Some of the .Arculus samples were slightly smaller 
2901 
than this (4 to 7 g)) but analysis of a 4 g san;>le of 6127 (Table B4) 
Shows that this has not significantly affected the trace element con-
centrations determined. 
B.2.3 Maj or elerrent analysis 
Major ele.nents (Na, Mg, Al. Si P K Ca T' . 
" !) , , ,l, Mn, Fe) were determined 
using a Cr-anooe X-ray tube in an evacuated X-ray path. The presence 
of the heavy absorber La in the flux produces samples with closely 
similar ffi3.SS absorption coefficients, and the major ele.JreJlt analyses 
were therefore not corrected for mass absorption differences between 
samples. Calibrations were based on international standards, includ-
ing USGS and CRR; standards. 
B. 2.4 Trace elerre.nt analysis 
Sc, V, Cu, Ba and La were analysed using a Cr-anooe tube, and Ni, 
Zn, Th, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Cr, Ce, Sm and Nd using a W-anode tube, in 
an evacuated X-ray path. In addition, Ti was determined together with 
each group of trace elements. Agreerrent of Ti02 va:-ues is generally 
good, but sorre discrepancies occur. Possible explanations for these 
are discussed by Thirlwall (1979). Mass absorption coefficients were 
calculated for each sample on the basis of the rnaj or elerrent analysis. 
Calibrations were based on international standards and synthetic spiked 
standards (Table Bl) 
B.2.5 Analytical conditions 
Analytical conditions are listed in Table B2. Interferences bet-
ween analytical lines, and their treatrrent, are sUJTlIIE.Y'ised in Table B3. 
It was found that the interference of CrKa. on the Ce background resul-
ted in Ce values significantly lower than those determined using iso-
tope dilution rrethods, by Shimizu and Arculus (1975) and Hawkesworth 
et ale (1979), in samples whose Cr contents exceeded about 500 ppm. 
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Se V Cu Ba La Ni 
I 
SY) * * 
GSN * 
PCC1 * * * 
UBN x x x x x * 
JBt 
JG1 
GSP1 * T1 * * 
GH 
FKN x x x x x 
DRN x x x x x 
GA 
INTSGA2 * * INTSGB2 * * . * * 
INTSBA2 * * 
INTSBB2 * * * * 
INTSGA3 * * 
INTSGB3 * * * 
INTSBA3 * * 
INTSBB3 * * * 
INTSGA4 * * 
INTSGB4 ' * * 
INTSBA4 * * 
INTSBB4 * * 
INTSG * * 
INTSB "1(- * 
INTSA *- * 
Zn Th Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Cr Ce Sm Nd TiO 
* * -)(- -If * * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * -)(-
* 
-If * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * 
* 
* * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * 
BR, G2~ AGVl and BeRi used for all elements 
* * * * * * 
* * * * 
* * * * * 
* * * * * 
* * 








x * x * 
x * x * x x x x xx. x *- x x x * . 
z-
. 
'Table Bl Standards used in 
trace element 
calibrations. 
* - omitted by program 
x = omitted by not including 
in run 




Table 82 XP~ analytical conditions 
(from Thirlwall, 1979) 
Colli-
Line Crystal kV mA mator Counter 
SiK~ PE 50 45 C F 
A1Ke( PE 60 45 C F 
F'ek LiF200 50 45 F F 
}7C"K"" "C TIAP 60 45 C F 
CaK .. LiF200 50 30 F F 
NeE .... TlAP 60 45 C F 
1Q{a( LiF200 50 45 F F 
TiKo/.. LiF200 50 45 F F 
}1rL~~ LiF200 60 45 F F 
PL Ge 50 45 C F 
ScK~ LiF200 60 45 F F 
\TKo/. LiF220 60 45 F F 
CuK ... LiF200 60 45 C F 
B~,.,", LiF220 60 45 F· F ... ... c:. LiF200 60 45 c F l.J2.l.JQ( 1 
N·n ll~ol L:="?200 60 45 F F 
'7 .P 
L.oI'-~ " 60 45 F F 
,=,~~o( " 90 30 F FS __ ~p 1 
" 90 30 F FS 1'"'1. ::' .. 0( 
S:::,L " 90 30 F FS 
YKe-:. " 90 30 F FS 
7 •• 
..:..J:::'he( " 90 30 F FS 
lfoKot. " 90 30 F FS 
CrL " 60 45 F F 
CeL'&1 " 60 45 F F 
" 60 45 F FS SmL-1 
" 60 45 :F. F NdL.t1 
TiKp " 60 45 F F 
CalC, " 60 45 F F 
Crystals 
Background Lower 
offset 2~o Level 
+ 4·40 25% 
- 5·75 . 25% 
- 1.63 2Cfl/o 
+ 2·70 25% 
- 3·00 25% 
- 2.25 30% 
- 4·55 25% 
+ 4·74 30:'/0 
- 1.00 15% 
+ 3.14 35% 
- 1·59 25% 
- 2.62 3Cfl/o 
+ 1.01 39% 
+ 1.75 15% 
- 1.08 3Cfl/o 
+ 1·33. 25% 
+ 0.80 25% 
20% 
+ 2.09 20% 
20:'/0 
+ 0.48 20:'/0 
2Cfl/o 
- 0.40 20% 
{+ 1.41+ 
- 0.74 15% 
15% 
- 0.48 20% 
- 1·34 15% 
- 1.54 3CfJ/o 
25% 
FE = Pentaerythritol, 
Ge = Germanium, 
TlAP = Thallium acid phthalate 
LiF = Lithium Fluoride . 
Collimators 
C = coarse, F = fine 
Counters 
F = gas flow proportional counter 



















































Y, Zr, Nb 
backgrounds 
Ce, Nd ba~kground 
Interference 
Cr Kp 
'Ca K, (2nd order) 






Y ~ (2nd order) 
Rb Kol 
Sr KoL 












Approx extent of Interference 
Unimportant for Cr <1500 ppm 
Unimportant for CaO < 2(Jl/o 
? 0.1% MgQ for 20'/0 CaO 
1 ppm. Sc per % CaO 
180 ppm. V per % Ti0
2 
5 ppm. La per % Ti0
2 
0.00004 % Ti02 per ppm. Ba 
0.0004 % TiO per ppm. V 
Unimportant for Y <400 ppm. 
0.22 ppm.Y per ppm. Rb 
0.07 ppm. Zr per ppm. Sr 
0.01 ppm.Nb per ppm. La 
Unimportant for Y <1000 ppm, 
Unimportant for U<50 ppm. 
o. 05 ppm. Cr per ppm. V 
Probably unimportant? 
0.01 ppm.Nd per ppm.Ce 
0.02 ppm.Sm per ppm.Ce 
Unimportant 'for Zr (800 ppm 
Unimportant for < 500 ppm U, Th 
Unimportant for Cr ~800 ppm 
Correction made 
None 























A correction was therefore applied to both samples and standards uslIlg 
analyses of synthetic interference standards. The corrected Ce values 
are in good agreement with the isotope dilution results (Table B8). 
B. 2 • 6 Reproducabili ty , repeatability, precision and accuracy 
The analyses of sample 6127 in Table B4 provide a cornbmed esti-
rrate of the reprcxiucabili ty of disc and pellet preparation and of re-
peatability and precision of analyses. Additional reproducability, 
repeatability and precision data are presented in Table B5 and B6 (from 
Thirlwall, 1979). Accuracy is estirrated, by analysis of standard sam-
ples, in Table B 7 • Comparisons of trace elerrent data from this study 





Replicate analyses of sample 6127 




A1 20 3 





10.301 10.274 10.259 
MgO 6.258 6.284 6.212 
CaO 12.626 12.640 12.587 
Na20 
2.435 2.328 2.326 
K20 
1 0 007 1.004 1.009 
Ti0
2 
0.986 0.982 0.983 
MnO 0.160 0.175 0.170 
P20 5 0.182 
0.182 0.180 
LOI 0.37 0.37 Ot~4 
~i 52.1 51.2 51.2 50.9 
Cr 71.0 68.1 70.0 66.9 
V 308 .1 302.1 306.3 
309.3 
Sc 36.1 35.5 36.9 
33.5 
Cu 150.4 151.3 150.3 
153.0 
Zn 60.8 60.2 60 0 8 
60.1 
Sr 1145.2 1140.0 1136.7 
1145.0 
Rb 12.2 11.7 12.5 
11.7 
Zr 73.9 76.6 75.2 
77.2 
Nb 5.3 5.4 5.0 
4.7 
Ba 434.2 429.1 424.4 
435.7 
Th 5.1 5.6 
5.4 6.3 
La 18.7 20.7 
21.0 19.9 
Ce 42.5 40.7 
39.2 39.1 
Nd 24.0 25.4 
24.1 24.3 
Sm 8.6 6.9 
8.6 11.0 








W 1.027 1.034 
1.046 1,,017 
** weight reduced from 7g to 4g in 6127/4 sample 
Table B5 Reproducability of disc and pellet production 
Six discs and six pellets of sample MT45 





















































































































Analytical Precision/Repeatability dat.a. (from TIJ1rlwall,1979) 
G2 AGV1 1)'11S 1 MTltS 
Mean + Mean + Mean 
+ Mean + - 20" - 20' - :? <f - 20'" 
69.)2 0.210 59·62 0.21~0 I~O. 57 0.1h6 Ni 1)0.9 1.5 
15. L~8 0.058 17·12 0.062 0.,,0 0.006 Zn 68.6 1.7 
2.7h 0.015 6.92 0.0)5 8,93 0.0)6 Th h·6 2.2 
0.8h 0.0)8 1.59 0.0)0 h9.09 0.25) Rb 16.7 1.2 
1.92 0.010 4·96 0.020 0.17 0.002 Sr 60).6 2.0 
4·)0 0.060 4·)7 0.12h 0.11 0.057 Y 25·5 0·5 
4·49 0.011l 2.96 0.01) (-0.02) 0.001 Zr 249.8 1.7 
0.49 0.004 1.06 0.006 0.02 0.002 Nb 12·7 1.1 
0.0) 0.010 0.10 0.009 0.1) 0.008 Cr 290.0 1.7 
0.1 ) 0.005 0.48 0.007 0.01 0.00) Ce 71.7 ).0 
Sm 0.7 2.0 
16 CYCLES PER SAMPLE Nd )/-t. 1 1.6 
Ti02W 1.)h% 
0.01/. 
SR6 S)2 .TD1 I 12 CYCLES 
+ Mean + Mean ± 2'" Mean - 2c:r - 2a" 
15·7 0.4 21. 7 0.6 26.2 0.5 I Oxides in wt.%; trace elements 162.7 ).1 1 )).1 4.5 19) •. 0 2.8 in p.p.m. 
29.9 0.5 22.2 1.0 53.9 0.8 
89).7 7.0 h08.2 4.1 554.1 5·7 I G2, AGV1, IYrS1 and JB1 are 44.9 2.0 )0.6 2.8 hO.2 2.0 international standards 
0.73% 0.00) 1.18% 0.00) 1.27';6 0.00-r;6 
I S)2, MT45 are samples from the 19 CYCLES PER SAMPLE present study 
sn6 ia a. basaltir. andeBite from 







Table B7 Analy tica 1 Accuracy 
Analyses of standard samples run as unknownfJ, not ill(~l\lded in calihratlonn, oompared with valuP-B from Abbey (1977)· 
Major elerrents in wt.%, trace elements in ppm. (fr'om TldrlwulJ, 1979) 
Ma,jor elements: sample G8-N 
81°2 A1 2O) Fe7O)* Mgtl CaO Na;p K20 'J'iO 2 MnO P205 
XRF 66.09 14.81 ).82 2.)0 2.16 ).60 h.607 0.662 0.060 0.269 
Abbey (1977) 65.98 11..7 1 ).75 2.)1 2·51 ).78 1,.6h 0.68 0.06 0.28 
XRF Abbey (1977) 
DR-N FK-N UB-N W1 8Y2 TB DR-N F'K-N UB-N W1 SY2 TB 
Sc )4 ° 14 )7 6 21 1)5 17 1)·5 V 224 2 68 264 50 121 220 75 240 50 105 
Cu 1,4 4 20 102 ) )2 52 ?) )0 110 4 50 
Ba )98 198 40 175 h60 777 )80 ?210 ?h5 160 460 720 
La 20 2 ) 12 67 51 ?12 . 185 156 
Ni Zn Th Rb Sr Y Zr Nh Cr Ce Sm Nd 
Wl 7h 84 2 22 196 24 107 9 128 19 ) 11 
8Y2 11 260 427 226 270 124 288 )7 9 157 1) 72 
TB IJ~ 98 19 189 16h )) 188 20 107 10) 7 4) 
WI 78 86 2 21 190 25 105 110 120 ?2) 14 15 
812 10 250 ?)70 220 270 1)0 270 125 10 1210 116 170 





Comparison of XRF data with other published analyses 
Th La Ce Nd Sm 
XRF INAA XRF ID XRF ID XRF ID XRF ID 
43 2.8 2.45 9.6 21.5 19.0 7.0 10.8 2.1 2.85 
2258 6.6 17.6 17.6 42.5 41.2 21.6 22.4 7.9 4.72 
239 4.7 34.6 36.5 33.9 21.5 21.8 3.5 5.28 
266 11.6 27.3 27.3 56.4 53.0 24.2 28.8 6.3 6.19 
286 12.5 9.01 28.8 58.5 52.4 23.0 25.0 4.9 5.26 
314 8.4 8.40 25.5 21.4 48.8 45.4 20.6 22.8 3.0 4.93 
380 5.7 20.7 18.3 35.1 41.5 20.6 24.3 4.4 5.51 
449 3.7 5.10 17.2 32.7 31.4 13.0 16.7 7.5 3.93 
450 2.6 10.4 8.59 20.1 20.9 11.8 14.6 0.4 3.61 
454 0.0 7.8 8.19 18.7 20.8 10.7 14.5 5.8 3.64 
500 1.5 1.25 6.1 5.52 14.2 13.5 4.7 8.96 3.0 
2.49 
507 1 .1 1.65 6.4 19.8 15.8 6.8 11.0 
7.7 3.07 
509 9.8 10.6 32.7 58.0 57.4 24.2 . 29.3 8.2 5.78 
ID analyses from Shimizu and Arculus (1975) and Hawkesworth et ale 
(1979b) 




@1 = M-series 
@2 C-series 
@3 = Evolved lavas 
All samples are from the collection of Arculus (1973), 
except those prefixed 6- which were collected in this 
study, and those prefixed x- which are from the D.W.I. 
collection in Trinidad. 
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375 .. 1 
.. 6.38 
13.81 
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59.1 
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6177G2 £:186i11 625Hl 6259iill 626" C12 
S102 51. C 7 "7.09 '18.07 '+7.25 '+B.O: 
A.L203 17.93 13. '13 1'+.73 14.79 16.04 
FE203 9.01 9.99 9.72 10.13 10.77 
""GO 5.78 12.65 12.00 13.1 C 6.61 
CA.O 10.6E. 12038 11.00 11.09 13.44 
~A.20 2.87 2.02 2.:35 1.08 2.43 
K20 1.07'1 0.752 0.633 0.1+25 C.739 
T102 0.81;3 0.779 0.956 0.928 0.8~0 
MNO 0.155 D.1£,1 0.169 0.17,. 0.159 
p 205 0.230 0.219 0.168 0.121 C.2'+Q 
TOT AL 9S.62 99.1+7 99.81 99.08 'S'9.:H 
LOI 0.78 0.9'1 -0.37 -0.10 0.25 
NI '13.8 2'15.9 23'+.2 316.'+ 62.3 
CR S8.1 723.0 571.1+ 857.2 14+6.2 
V 250.7 25~.'1 21+9.3 26 7.8 308.7 
SC 26.5 30.6 30.7 34.9 3,..8 
CU 1+6.0 86 ... 32.2 67.9 7501 
Z\ 83.1 61.3 11.5 7 O. 0 70.0 
SR 6415.,+ 65".9 387.5 287.0 11+31.7 
RB 22.0 22.5 111.1+ 8.11 9.4 
ZR 100.7 73.7 77.0 57.6 77.e 
1-.8 6.3 6.7 7.2 't.3 5.0 
81. 322.7 295.& 192.7 134.1 353.0 
T ... 5.5 10.3 3.11 1.5 5.6 
LA 19.4 22.9 8.8 4+.0 22.3 
CE 32.1 '+ 0.9 22.0 1'+.3 54.6 
~O 21.9 17.1 7.6 3.2 26.7 
SI'\ 5.C; 5.8 5.3 5.0 6.8 
Y 28.0 18.2 18.8 18.8 21. B 
iI02CR 0.890 0.77& 0.92& 0.951 0.922 
iI02W C.89'1 C.800 0.958 0.976 C.9lfl 
306 
X28C24iOl X28035iil X2S05~ii3 X28070~3 X2S071~2 X28072iH 
S102 47.52 4~.89 58.23 54+.~9 46.641 47.25 
AL20~ 14.63 1:3.01 1£ .. 96 18.'+5 16.05 13.59 
F E,20 3 5.8' 10.92 6.80 S.08 12.29 10.78 
'"',GO 11.941 14.24 2.85 3.62 6.35 15.241 
CAO 11.07 12.29 7.35 8.40 14.21 8.71 
N t.20 2.5" 2.02 4+.14 4+.08 1.69 1.78 
I( 20 0.660 0.453 1.956 0.9913 0.896 0.254 
TlO2 0.980 0.841 0.692 0.74+ 3 0.&135 0.S138 
PlNO 0.174 0.222 0.101 0.131 O.~O, 0.177 
P205 O.lEo'+ 0.lS6 0.227 o .2 6-4t 0.174+ 0.C75 
TOTAL 99.51 99.06 99.32 913 .24 99.4+0 98.75 




Horizontally-moW1ted, internally-heated, argon gas pressure vessels, 
similar to those described by Ford (1972), were used for ali experiments. 
Pressures were measured using a manganin cell connected toa Harwood 
Carey-Foster bridge capable of reading to better than 4 bars. Pressures 
were measured during experiments by pumping the main pressure line to 
the desired pressure, opening the valve to the pressure vessel, and re-
measuring the pressure. This procedure is believed to involve a total 
uncertainty of ±100 bars. 
The pressure scale was calibrated using a mercury cell, in November 
1976. The freezing point of mercury is a fixed point on the pressure 
scale (Bridgeman, 1911) which was located by Newhall et ale (1963) at 
7565.4 ± 51.7 bars. The pressure calibration in 1976 bracketed this 
point at 7590 ± 30 bars (C. Begg, pers. corron.). Pressure variations . 
measured during runs were small, and pressures are believed to be accu-
rate to ±200 bars. 
C. 2 TeII£erature 
10 rnm internal diameter furnaces, wound with Kanthal or molybdenum 
wire, were employed, the molybdenum-wound furnaces being used only for 
runs at t~eratures in excess of 117 SoC. Capsules were loaded into a 
Mo sample container with close-fitting lid to promote as even a thermal 
profile as possible along the length of the charges. 
Temperatures were measured using Pt-Pt 87Rh13 thermocouples. In 
the Kanthal furnaces, a single , centrally-positioned thermocouple was 
used; the uncertainty in temperature measurement is believed to be within 


























































































































































































































Ii -log f02 
II 0 2 bors 















0.44 - 7.31 
0.11 - 8.44 
0.44 - 7.85 
0.09 - 8.57 
0.12 - 8.71 
0.46 - 8.13 
0.09 - 8.83 
0.09 - 7.72 





0.08 - 8.04 
0.39 - 7.36 

































Sample capsule failed 
Fe analysis 
Fe analysis 
Close to liquidus 
Close to liquidus, 
Fe analysis 
Fe analysis 




0 P T 
Run No Comp 
hrs min In melt Kbar °C 
311 2.00 43 1.04 2 1150 
312 2.00 43 2.51 2 1150 
313 2.00 311 1 .11 2 1150 
321 2.05 114 1.02 2 1175 
322 2.05 114 2.B2 2 1175 
323 2.05 311 3.01 2 1175 
331 2.25 114 1.01 2 1150 
332 2.25 114 2.BO 2 1150 
333 2.25 311 2.71 2 1150 
341 1.30 43 LOB 2 1300 
342 1.30 43 2.B5 2 1300 
351 3.00 43 1.04 2 1125 
352 3.00 43 2.53 2 1125 
353 3.00 114 1.02 2 1125 
361 3.15 114 1.02 2 1125 
371 2.00 43 4 1275 
372 2.00 43 4 1275 
373 2.00 114 1.02 4 1275 
3B1 1.50 43 1.10 4 1275 
3B2 1.50 43 2.57 4 1275 
391 4.00 43 1.07 2 1125 
392 4.00 114 1.41 2 1125 
393 4.00 311 1.10 2 1125 
401 4.10 43 1.20 2 1100 



























fGC (3lJ ffer all 0 
2 
OAD NNO 0.12 
OAD NNO 0.46 
OAD NNO 0.10 
OAD NNO 0.09 
OAD NNO 0.44 
OAD NNO 0.43 
OAD NNO 0.09 
OAD NNO 0.45 
OAD NNO 0.43 
OAD NNO O.OB 
OAD NNO 0.34 
OAD NNO 0.12 
OAD NNO 0.47 
OAD NNO 0.10 
OAD NNO. 0.10 
OAD NNO 
OAD NNO 
OAD NNO 0.05 
OAD NNO 0.07 
OAD NNO 0.23 
OAD NNO 0.13 
OAD NNO 0.16 
OAD NNO 0.09 
OAD NNO 0.16 
































ol,sp,gl fe analysis 





Sample capsule failed 
ol,cpx,pl,gl fe analysis 
ol,cpx,pl,sp,gl 
Sample capsule failed 
ol,pl,sp,gl 
Sample capsule failed 
Sample capsule failed 













































































































































































































































































































Sample capsule failed 
fe analysis 
1300 0 for 20 mins 
" 
1200 0 for 30 mins 
" 
" 
1175 0 for 30 mins 
" 
" 


















































































































































































































































































































1150° for 30 mins 
" 
" 
" Opaque sp 
1100 0 for 30 mins 
" 
" 
Close to liquidus 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Close to liquidus 
















































FGC Duffer -log f02 
al120 bars 
W NNO 1.00 -10.62 
GN+W ** 0.71 ** 
GN+W ** 0.84 ** 
GN+W ** 0.73 ** 
GN+W ** 0.82 ** 
Note: Run 68 switched off by-cooling water failure at between 3 and 7 hours 









the high-temperature rtmsrequired 10 TIm internal diameter Mo-wound 
furnaces. Ford. (1972) found that the sharply-crested therrral profile 
of Mo-wound furnaces resulted in steeper therrral gradients than in the 
Kanthal-wound type. This was partially overcome in this study by 
spacing the furnace windings more closely at the ends of the'sample 
container and further apart at its centre. Temperatures in the Mo-
wound furnaces were measured by two thermocouples spaced 8-10 mm apart, 
the shorter thermocouple being positioned approximately 4 mm from the 
base of the sample container and the longer one near the centre. Of 
22 runs in this furnace assembly, 55% shewed temperature differences 
between the thermocouples of less than 30 C, 91% showed differences of 
less than 7
o
C, and the remaining two, runs 29 and 38, shewed differences 
of 14
0
C and 110C respectively. These data indicate that approximately 
90% of runs in the Mo~ound furnaces involve a temperature uncertainty 
of less Lhan ±lOoC. 
Temperature scales were calibrated prior to this study on the mel-
tE1g points of sodium chloride and gold (Foro, 1972). 
C.3 Containers and iron exchange 
2 rrnn internal diameter platinum-iron alloy sample containers (Foro, 
1972) were used in this study. The distribution of iron through the 
capsule wall, as shown by microprobe studies of sectioned capsules, lS 
not uniform after the capsule preparation, but longer soaking times in 
preparation lead to the tubing becoming brittle and unworkable. The 
microprobe analyses also show variation in the alloy composition along 
the capsule. Average capsule iron contents are given in Table C.2, 
from determinations by microprobe 10 microns in from the capsule surface~ 
Total iron contents of selected charges were determined by a 




Iron contents of capsules used 
batch mix %H2 in gas, wt. % Fe 
4 3:1 2.0 7.1 
5 3:1 1.5 2.5 
6 2:1 1.8 5.7 
..... 3:1 I 3.0 6.5 
8 5:1 11.5 9.5 
9 5:1 21.0 11.7 
10 5:1 5.0 7.1 
11 5:1 7.5 6.7 
12 5:1 3.0 5.9 
13 5:1 5.0 6.7 
14 5:1 12.5 not analysed 
15 5:1 8.0 " 
16 5:1 10.0 " 
17 5:1 10.0 " 
18 5:1 9.5-- " 
19 5: 1 9.5 " 
mix = weight ratio of fired sodium metasilicate to magnetite 
%H2 = percentage H2 in CO
2
-H2 gas mix in furnace 
microprobe analysis (all-glass charges only). Results are listed in 
Table C. 3 · Some variation in the amounts of iron exchange in these 
runs is believed to result from the variability in the iron distri-
bution in the capsule walls, and from small variations in the weight 
ratio of capsule to charge. The amounts of iron exchange nevertheless 
represent a considerable improvement on those to be expected from use 
of platinum containers. The data in Table C.4 demonstrate the excel-
lent reproducability and the accuracy of the colourimetric iron deter-
minations. 
Synthetic buffer assemblages were enclosed in 3 rnm internal dia-
meter Pt tubing. All capsules wer~ tested for leaks prior to loading . 
into the furnaces by immersion in a silicone oil bath at 110o-120oC 
for 10 seconds. Because of weight changes due to reaction with the 
NNO and HM buffers, the sample capsules could not be checked for weight 
changes after runs. Integri ty of the sample capsule was therefore de-
ter.mined by audible escape of vapour on opening and/or consistency of 
~i...~ntal results. Buffered sample capsules which had ruptured were 
always found to contain very abundant quench amphibole crystals. 
C.4 Control of melt water contents 
C.4.l Method 
It is possible to calculate the weight percant of water dissolved 
in the reI t phase in the experiments by carrying out all runs in the 
presence of a vapour phase. In order to produce vapour-present, water-
undersaturated conditions, the water must be diluted in the vapour by 
the presence of another volatile component - in this case CO2 or a mix-
ture of CO2 and N2, 
The following parameters must be known to calculate the melt water 
P T, % crystals in the charge, weights of starting materials, content: . , 
317 
Table C3 
Colourimetric determination of total iron in experimental charges 
SAMPLE WT. %H 20 CAPSULE 





approx. batch %Fe hrs. min. OF 
413 4 6 5.7 1200 24.00 8.96 4 
413 4 7 6.5 1300 24.00 10.36 2 
413 4 6 5.7 1300 24.00 10.10 2 
262 4 7 6.5 1200 24.00 8.99 4 
43 1 7 6.5 1200 1.40 9.43 1. 
311 1 7 6.5 1200 1.40 6.62 1 
43 3 7 6.5 1175 2.00 9.50 1 
43 3 10 7.1 1275 1.35 8.71 1 
114 1 10 7.1 1250 1.45 10.04 1 
114 3 10 7.1 1275 1.45 10.72 1 
114 3 8 9.5 1175 2.05 11.35 1 
43 1 11 6.7 1125 3.00 10.02 1 
114 1 10 7.1 1275 2.00 8.98 1 







































































1125 8 0 10 







11 0 66 





























Reproducability of colourimetric total iron 
determinations 














Accuracy of colourimetric total iron determinations 




13.52 (Abbey, 1977) 
320 
their water contents, and the effective rrolecular . ght f wel . 0 the melt. 
The last of these parameters is necessary to extrapolate the albite-
water molecular solubility mxlel of Burnham and Davis (1971, 1974) 
into the complex natural system •. It is calculated according to the 
rules laid dcwn by Burnham (1979), who has derronsuated (Bun-mam 1975 
- ' , 
1979) that the albite-water data are applicable to a wide range of 
natural rragrna compositions. 
Bl.lrnham and Davis (1971) derived a numerical expression for partial 
rrolar volurre of water in albite melt which can be applied to the rela-
tionship: 
o melt . where ~ H 0 lS the chemical potential of water in albite rrel t at a 
2 
ref~~nce state pressure po. 
This relationship can, as Burnham and Davis (1974) described, be 
applied to lCMer melt water contents than those at which reliable solu-
bility data exist by using the fugacity rather ~ the chemical poten-
tial, smce 
- constant x (X ~~t)2 for X ~~t < O~5. 
2 2 
A convenient reference state can be calculated, for the temperature 
and water role fraction of interest, from the albite water solubility 
f melt = fO at saturation. 
H20 H20 surface in P-T-~ 0 space, because 
2 
Values for f? H 0 at the reference state pressure can be obtained from 
2 
the expression of HollCNJay et al. (1971), the solubility of albite in 
the vapour being negligible under the conditions of interest here 
(Clark, 1966). 
The fugacity (and acti vi ty) of water in the vapour phase can be 
321 
calculated from the role fraction of water in the vapJur, assuming sorre 
mixing model for the fluid species. Equation of activities (or fugacities 
at the sane standard state) then allcws calculation of the :rrel t water 
content. The vapour phase was generated by the breakdown of the fluid-
generating compounds oxalic acid dihydrate (OAD) and guanidine nitrate 
(GN), described by Hollcway and Reese (1974), together with deionised 
water. A t:h.iro.-order polynomial surface was fitted to the albite-water 
solubility data of Burnham and Jahns (1962), Orlova (1962) and Khitarov 
et ale (1963) and incorporated into a computer program which calculates 
the proportions of rock pewder, FGC, and water required to produce a 
chosen rrel t water content. The routine is listed in Table C. 5 • 
It is necessary to knew the a.rrount of water added to the charge 
as combined H20 in the dried rock pewder. All starting cornposi tions 
were therefore analysed for water after drying at 110oC. Samples were 
igni ted wi t'1 a lead oxide-lead chrorrate flux, in a silica tube t:hrough 
which nitrogen was passed. The nitrogen was dried prior to entering 
the "'c~e by passing over magnesium perchlorate, and the evolved water 
from the saq>le rerroved from the nitrogen in anoth~ tube of the sane 
st!.bstance. This tube was weighed, and the weights corrected for blanks 
to determine the water content of the sample. Results are given in 
Table C6, together with an analysis of USGS standard PCC-l, from which 
it can be seen that both reproducabili ty and acc1..lr'acy of the ire.thod are 
gocxi. 
It is also necessary to knCNJ the percentage of crystals in the 
charge during the run since, in the absence of hydrous phases, the solid 
fraction of the charge contains no water. Examination of fragnents of 
the charge in reflected light was not considered to be a reliable nethod 
of estirrating the crystallinity, since primary and quench crystals were 
often difficult to distinguish, and the proportion of primary crystals 
was often very variable between fra.grrents. A least-squares rrethod of 











































THIS RO~TI~[ CALCULATES ~(LT-VAPOUR EQUILl2RIA FOR 
FL~IDG~N~RATING COMPOUNDS EY E~UATING FUGACITIES OF 
H2~ lh TH~SE PHASES USI~G EXPRESSIONS FRO~ BURNHA~ 'D . 
(157q) AND ~ POlYNO~IAL SURFACE FITTED TO THr SCLU&lL1~yVl~ 
DATA FOR ALoITE-H20 ~ 
D1ME!'\SION IJGO),lr'F(3),y(3.3).CPC2) 
C~TA WG/18.C2'~~.C1'28.02/~WF/12b.07.19~ es '22 III Y/2 ~ 0 
• 0,1.1,21 .... ,. • • ,.::, ,C.2. 
CALL FPR~PiC'~. Wi ON 8(O):',1~) 
Cloll RDR(IJR) 
CALL FPR~PTC'ROCK ~1: H20:'.13) 
CALL RDRCWC) 




CALL RDI (1 XX) 
CALL FPRMPT('~[lT H20 REQD:',14) 
CALL ~DR 0:\.') 
CtLl FPR~Pi(·PRESSURE:'.9) 
CALL P,:>R (PN) 
CALL ~DRCPX) 
C"lL FPRMPT('iEP'P(C):',9) 
C;'Ll RJI (LN) 
T\=Fl;)I..T (LI'\) 
CALL "-01 (LX) 
h=FLCATClX) 
C;'Ll F?R~PT('COUPOUND USED:'.lq) 
C tLL R:>I (1'<) 
IF(~.GT.l)GQ TO 3 
.';; Ii~Cb.lO~) 
10: FOR~&TC'I','H2C FROM OXALIC ACIe CIHYDFloTE') 
GO TO 5 
3 1FC .... GT.2) GO TO • 
• ~IT[Cb.150) 
37 150 FOR~LT(·1·.·H20 FRO~ SILVER OXAL~TE + liATER') 
3b GO TO 5 
39 q ~Rlj~(b,200) 
"0 2~0 FOR U ti('l'.·H20 FROM GUANIDINE NITRATE') 
~l 5 ~RITE(&,300) ~R.~C.WA 
~2 300 FOR~tTC' ','MOLECUlAR WT. OF ROCK ON S(C) =~SlS= ',Fe.2,I, 
43 .' ~T.:H20 I~ ROC~= '.F4.2.I,' MG W&T[R ADDED= ',F_.2) 





"9 C SET "'jOL~ FR:'CTIQf-; TO 0.400 IF LESS 
50 XR=X~ 
~l If(X~.GE •• 4CO) GO TO 10 
52 IFLAG=l 
53 x~=.~OO 
54 10 P=Pl-t 
55 IXT=IXN 
Sf, T=TN 
57 OS 45 l~=l.lO 
58 IF(IXT.GT.IXX) GO TO 50 
59 DO ~o 1=1.50 
6C IF(P.GT.PX) GO TO ~2 
to 1 1J?:l H: ( b. 4 00) p, Ix T • X W 
~2 400 FORM'T('0"4X"PRESSURECK~ARS),,F4.2,aX"%CRYSTtlLl~ITY',14.~X, 
~! "ilT% H20 IN MELT'.F3.1,ltltlQx,tTEMP[RATUFE (C)'.l3X,'H20 FUGt. 
















DO 3C J=!,30 
IFCT.GT.Tx) GO TO 35 
T-.:=T/ICOO. 
FI~D R~FER[~CE STATE PRESSURE FRO~ P~LYNC~I!L SURFACE FOR 
H20 SOLUeILITY IN AL~IT[ ~[LTS . 
? ~--lC 'E~.qb -,c.T;.43 Q70'X~.2.53B7.T~.T~-21~.C3.T~.Jw.112.b7.X ,- ,.,J - _1.1_.- • ... "t 
10\. )' Of _ 1 4 • 6 be' i =l •• 3'" :; 0 • 2 Ci I? • T f\ • T P • X "I. 2 ~ • 7:' 7 • : ~ • x " • n -:: s: • ~ 1 s: • x·· -




75 DO 15 N=1.2 
76 IF (N.[Q.2) GO TO 13 
77 A=P 
78 GO TO 141 






















































































1~ CP(N)=A*(.21855E+~+.8807E-1*TK+.2792(_3* K* _ 
* A*(.1~6-.2324E-l*TK-.1888E_5*TK*TK)+A*!*(TK1·4756E-1.TK*·3+ 
* 366*A**3) .3 3+.9113E-3*TK)-.02 
15 CONTINUE 
'CS=CP(l )-CP(2) 





I~TERPOL~TE FOR MOLE FRACTION LESS THAN 0.400 




IF(F~.GT.F' GO TO 21 
CALCULATE FUGACITY OF H20 IN VAPOUR 
~OLES H20 FROM ROCK AND COMPOUND 
A=10.*WC/l100.*WG(1»+IJA/IJG(1) 
HOLES h20 IN HELT 
C=O.1*XR*(lOO.-IJC)*(lOO.-IXT)/(10~.*IJR*(1.-XR» 




GO TO 22 
21 10'=0.0 
22 L=IFIX CT) 
~RITE(6.500) L,F,FIJ,IJ 











SUBROUTINE FFINO (P,T,F) 
CALCUL~TES THE FUGACITY OF H20 AS A FUNCTION OF T IN 
HUNDREDS OF DEGS. C AND THE NATURAL LOG OF P IN BARS. 
FUGACITY 1S EXPRESSED IN KILOBARS 
TH~ FUGACITY SURFACE IS BASED ON DATA FROM BURNHAM ET AL. 
~.S.A. SPECIAL PAPER 132 (1969) & EXTRAPOLATIO~S OF ENTROPY 
AS DESCRIBED IN TEXT. 
DI~ENSION ASUR(10,10),BSUR(7,7) 
INITIALISE DATA FOR EQUATION 1A 
DATA ASUR/.2~O~363E+3,.~0251743E+2.-.20492157E+2,.51978665E+1,-. 
* 45593013E+O,.1B603~99E-1,.69041712E-3,-.29348712E-3,.1C133819 
• E-~,-.11850BB'I[-b,-.20399566[+3,.1I1I413768(+O •• 73369812[+0.-.1 
• ~34373E+1 •• 17967607E+O,-.16068242E-1,.13651886E-2,.12268376E-
* 4,-.~7178569E-6.0.0E+O,.563~4153E+2,-.14172324E+1 •• 19960306[+ 
_ 1,-.89B77588E-1,.2076289[-2,.51592538E-3,-.218'1~329E-3,.80842 
* 913[-6.2*0.0,-.51933662E+1,-.65394046E+O,-.28011093[+0,.38709 







INITIAL1SE DATA FOR EQUATION 18 
DAT~ BSUR/-.589417511[+3,.25601052E+3,-.34136353E+2,.2461294E+1,-
* .13672236E+0 •• 473A2371E-2,-.73301562E-4 •• 92181745E+2,-.7364193 
• 7[+2,.76739565E+1.-.19824998E+O,.22493531E-2,.49567134E-5,0.0, 


































- TRANSFORM P TO LN(P) & T TO O.Ol*T 
XP=ALOG(P) 
X T =T * 0 • 0 1 
CALCULATE FUGACITY AT T,P 
F=O.C 
CHECK T FOR EO. lA OR lB. USE 18 IF T>950 DEG C 
1~<l.GT.950.0) GO TO 3 
Nl=lO 
DO 2 J=l,10 
JJ=J-1 





GO TO 7 
:3 NI=7 
DO 5 J=1,1 
JJ=J-1 



























USGS PCC-1 4.66 
(value quoted by Abbey (1977) is 4.64) 
of the quenCh modification of liquid compositions~ and therefore 
crystallinity was estimated visually from the crushed charge . Although 
this prcx:iuces only an approxirrate crystallinity for the charge, the cal-
culation of water content is not particularly sensitive to this para-
neter at the degrees of crystallisation considered in this study, as 
shown in the follCMTing section, and this procedure is not believed to 
intrcxluce substantial errors. 
In the sane way that the weights of starting materials can be cal-
culated for a desired reI t water content, the computation can be rever-
sed to calculate the water content of any rrelt given the weights of 
starting ITe.. terials, allCMTing corre'?tion of original estimates of crys-
tallini ty, pressure and temperature. The routine for this calculation 
:s listed ~~ Table C.7_ 
C.4.2 Errors in the calculations 
A possibly significant error could be introduced into the calcula-
~i8:-:S by deviation of the OAD from its stoichiorretr.ic formula. The 
water content of the batch of OAD used was therefore determined, in 
collaboration with C_ M. Graham. A weighed arrDilllt of GAD was equili-
brated in a large capsule at approximately 7 SOoC and 1 kbar and then 
extracted and pierced illlder vaccuum in the hydrogen extraction line at 
S.U.R.R.C., East Kilbride. The water was frozen into a cold trap and 
then passed over hot uranium to convert it to hydrogen, the volu:rre of 
which was neasured in a calibrated IIB.11oneter. The results showed one 
role of OAD to contain excess water, so that its breakda.m produces 
2".19 rather than 2 !IDles of water. 
Errors in calculated melt water contents will arise from uncer-
tainties in me input parameters to the computer routines, and the 
effects of these are shewn in Table C. 8 • Pressures and temperatures 













































































THIS ~OUTI~[ CALCULATES ~ELT ~LTER CO~TENTS I~ WLTER 
~~~[~~ATURATED RUNS USI~G 8URNHA~ ~OOEL, ~ITH RUN 
~O~T~.\TS lO'OED ACCORDI~G TO tGASFUG' CALCULATIONS 
INPUT O:'TI. (F'R[E FORP.'.AT) LS: RU'. NO.'P(t<5AR).r(~),% 
CRYS1ALS,F.G. COMPOUND COO[,ROCK r~T,ESTI~LT(C ~T.: H20 
~T. OF ROCK,ROCK ~T.: H20,WT. OF H20, WT. OF F.G.C •• 
BUFF(~ CODE (NNG=1.HM=2,UNBUFFEREO=O). 
RU~ NC.,:CRYSTLlS,FGC CODE, BUFFr~ CODr ARE INTEGER,OTH[RS REAL 
TERKI~ATE DATI. SET 8Y NEGATIVE RUN NO. 
o 1 '"' E t~ S ION ~ G ( 3 ) , ~ F (3) • Y C.3 t 3 ) , C P ( 2 ) 
DATA .G/l0.02'~4.01'28.02/'WF/12S.50t195.89.122.111 Y/2 le 200 
• 2.(.1,1.2/ ' • J' , , , 
WRlTEc6.1000) 
5 CALL ROIClRL'N) 
IF(IRU~.lT.O) GO TO 500 
CALL RDR(P) 
CALL RDRCT) 
CALL R D I ( I X T ) 







C!LL RvI Cl9UF) 
I~l!.G:=O 
lORS=l 
x Ir' I ~ =X" 
CALCUl'T[ ~OLE FRACTIO~ H20 IN ~[LT 
1: :,=x.'/.'G(1) 
8= <l O~-Xii) IWR 
X~=A/(I •• :) 
IFLAG=O 
SET ~OL[ FRACTION TO 0.-00 IF LESS 
XR=X~ 
IF(X~.GE •• ~OO) GO TO 12 
:FL~G=1 
X"',=.-~C 
12 TR=T 11 Dec. 
* 
FIND REFEREN~E STLTE PRESSURE FRO~ ~OLYNO~IAL SURFLCE FOR 
IN ALBITE ~nTS H20 SOLUBIL!TT 
PR=-15.3b3·~6.039*TR.~3.070*X~+2.5!67*TR*TR-219.G~·TR.X~.112.f7*X 
w*XM-l-.6'B*TF**3.9'.20~*TR*T~*X~.25.757*TR*X~*X~-~S._19*X~**3 
EV~LUATE CHE~ICAL POTENTIAL INTEGRAL 
TK=T+273.16 
DO 1: ~:= 1.2 
IFC~.EC.2) GO TO 13 
I.=P 
GO TO 141 
13 I.=PR 











n =F PR *E X PC E) 
INTERPOLATE FOP MOLE F~ACTIO~ LESS THAN C.4CO 




/. ~ 20 =F it IF 
~CL~S H20 AVAILABLE 
A=(R~*WC/1~O •• ~~)/WG(1)·C~*Y(1,~)/~FC~) 
YoOLES H20 I~ MELT 
C=~~/W~*XR·(lOO-IXT)/IOO/(l-XR) 
C~LCUL'TE FH20 IN VAPOUR PHASE 
VAP~=('(2,~)·Y(3,~»*C./~FCW) 
FH20V=(/.-C)~F/(/'-C·VAP~) 




























IF CIFLAG2) 55,52.53 
lFLAG2=-1 








GO TO 75 
IFLAG2=1 
XW=XW+l./10.**IORD 
IFCIORD.EQ.~) GO TO 100 
GO TO 10 
IF<ISUF.EQ.O' GO TO 150 
IF(lBUF.EG.2) GC TO l1C 
9~ F02=9.36-2~930./TK+O.O~6*(981.17*P-l'/TK 
95 GO TO 120 . 
9f Il~ F02=13.966-2~63~./TK+O.019.(981.17*P-l)/TK 
91 120 F02=F02+ALOG10(AH20) 
98 GO TO 200 
99 150 F02=1000. 
lOO 200 ~RITE(6,1020) IRUN,P.T,XWIN,IXT.XW,AH20,F02 
LOI GO TO 5 
l02 500 RETURN 
l03 1000 FORMAT('l'.10X,'RUN NO.',7X.'P (KBAR)'.6X,'T (DEG C)',6X, 
LO~ • 'NO~INAL: H20'.3X,'X CRYSTALS',qX,'REAL X H20'.7X, 
L05 • 'ACH20>,.9X,'LOG (F02>" 
lOb 1020 FORMATC'O',12X,I3.11X,F3.1,llX,F6.1.1IX,FQ.l,IIX.I2.11X,F5.2,1IX, 
L01 • F~.2.11X,F6.2) 














Table CB Effects of uncertainties in input pnrameters on calculated melt water contents 
T %crystals mol. wt. wt. of rock rock %H
2
O wt. of H
2
O wt. of FGC %H2
0 in melt 
°c of rock mg. mg. mg. wt. 
1050 15 308.1 13.B55 0.43 0.420 I.B30 3.00 
1050 15 30B.1 13.B55 0.43 0.420 1.B30 2.97 
1035 15 30B.1 13.B55 0.43 0.420 1.B30 3.01 
1050 25 308.1 13.B55 0.43 0.420 1.B30 3.12 
1050 15 32B.1 13.B55 0.43 0.420 1.B30 2.BB 
1050 15 30B.1 13.B75 0.43 0.420 1.B30 3.00 
1050 15 30B.1 13.B55 0.40 0.420 1.B30 2.99 
1050 15 30B.1 13.855 0.43 0.430 1.830 3.03 




believed to be acc\..lr'ate to better than O~ 01 mg. Effective rrolecular 
weights nay be in error because of an 1..ll1certainty in the X.R.F. data, 
but this is very snaIl. The dominant 1..ll1certainty cones from the change 
in composi tion of the rrel t, and therefore of rrolecular weight, at in-
creasing degrees of crystallisation. HC»Jever, the change in- rrolecular 
weight considered :in Table C.8 is greater than the difference between 
the rrolecular weights of samples 311, 313D, and 6264, so that the effect 
of this uncertainty on the calculations is small. . The effective nole-
"gh melt cular wel t changes at X H
2
0 > 0.5, but only the 6 and 7 percent 
water runs on sample 3l3D exceeded this limit and this will not have 
changes the effective molecular weight significantly. 
More significant errors :in the water contents may arise from 
asswnptions IIEde in the calculation method. It has been assurred that 
CO2 and N2 are insoluble in the rrel t phase. The results of Kesson and 
Holloway (1974) indicate that this is a reasonable assumption for N2, 
but it is probable that CO2 is slightly soluble, particularly in the 
more basic compositions 
fluid 
lead to lower X H20 
311, 114, and 43. Slight CO2 solubility will 
f hi X nelt . values and there ore gher H20 . but, m 
the absence of published accurate determinations of CO2 solubility in 
basaltic rrel ts at lCM pressures, no correction can be made. 
It has also been asswred that H2 0, CO2 , and N2 mix ideally in the 
fluid phase. Calculations of activity coefficients in C-H-O fluid 
systems based on the m::xiified Redlich-Kwong equation of state (MRK) 
(Holloway, 1976) indicate that such fluids are close to ideality at 
low pressures and high te.rrperatures. It was therefore asswred that CO2 
and H
2
0 mix ideally (i.e. <\I 2 0 = ~20) and, in view of the lack of 
evidence to the contrary , that this is also the case for N2 -bearing 
fluids. 
Recently published data on activity coefficients in H20-C02 fluids 
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(Kadik. and Eggler, 1979) illdicate that these fluids deviate substan-
tially from ideality under the expe.rinental conditions of this study. 
These data, derived from experinents in the system albite-~O-C02' 
shoo decreasing values of the activity coefficient YH 0 with increas-
2 
ing X ~l~d , and are not in good agreerrent with the coefficients 
, 2 
calculated from the MRK. They therefore suggest that the rrelt water 
contents calculated in this study are too lew. The differences between 
the ideal and non-ideal cases will depend on yf~~d, which is not pre-
cisely knoon, and on the rrel t : fluid ratio in the charge, but selected 
examples in Table C ~ 9 show that the differences can be substantial. 
Hcwever, in view of the lack of agpeerrent on the values of YH
2
0 in 
~O-C02 fluids, and the lack of data with which to check MRK-based cal-
culations for the N2-bearing system, it was decided to retain the ideal 
mi~"1g assumption. The possible underestimation of rrel t water contents 






Effects of non-ideal mixing in the fluid phase 
on calculated melt water contents 
p T calculated %H 0 
ideal non-Ideal 
2.0 1150 1.0 1.11 1.16 
4.0 1050 3.0 3.00 4.24 





LIST OF SAMPLES STUDIED 
1 •. ~~ALYSED LAVAS 












































C-series basalt; reworked voles., Prickly Pt. 11593N 61457W 
M-series basalt; flow NE of Beausejour 12061N 61451W 
M-series basalt; block in river, Birch Grove 12068N 61404W 
C-series basalt; It 
C-series basalt; block from flow, Crayfish 12302N 61413W 
C-series basalt; flow W of Marigot 12077N 61450W 
M-series basalt; flow at road SW of Concord 12070N 61447W 
C-series basalt; flow SW of Grand Roy 12078N 61450W 
C-series basalt; loose block, Concord Valley 12070N 61433W 
M-series basalt; flow, L'Anse aux Epines 12006N 61453W 
M-series basalt; flow SE of Belvidere 12076N 61410W 
M-series basalt; flow, Riviere Sallee 12120N 61368W 
M-series basalt; block from flow, Vendome 12049N 614271 
M-series basalt; flow, Mount Gay 12037N 61446W 
C-series basalt; block from flow, Fontenoy 12046N 61452W 
M-series basalt; lava flow, Vendome 12049N 61426W 
M-series basalt; scoria fall, Lake Antoine 12112N 61369W 
Evolved lava; flow, Brisant 12061N 61453W 
Evolved lava; block in reworked, Constantine 12048N 61432W 
C-series basalt; flow E of St. James 12068N 61395W 
C-series basalt; scoria fall, Pilot Hill 12075N 61374W 
Details of all other samples analysed are to be found in Arculus (1973) 
Centres: SW southwest Grenada 
MMM Mt. Maitland - Mt. Moritz 
SEM South East Mountain 
MSC Mt. St. Catherine 
MGF Mt. Granby - Fedon's Camp 




·Number Type Occurrence Grid Ref. 






6a:li D In reworked volcanics, road at Dothan 12082N 61447W 
6091 8 
6094 C 
6099 A..-D (composite) " 
6102 A " 
6105 8 Loose block in river, 8irch Grove 12068N 61404W 
6107 8 " 
6135 E Loose block in river, Upper Concord Valley 12070N 61433W 
6136 D " 
6159 D Nodule in andesite clast, reworked volcs., Dothan 12082N 61447W 
6163 D In reworked volcanics, road at Dothan 
6165 A 
6166 D " " 
6167 C " 
6168 C 
6249 8 Loose block in river, 8irch Grove 12068N 61404W 
V.W.l. soecimens . 
X28150A 8 ?In reworked volcanics, SE of Corinth 
12019N 6140SW 
X281508 D " 
X28150C D " " 
X28155 8 " • N oi CC.iY1gny 
1201~N .pl~5W 
X28158 8 " Morne Jaloux 
12018N 61436W 
128406 C In reworked volcanics, road at Dothan 
12082N 61447W 
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3. OTHER CUMULATES STUDIED 
Number Type Occurrence Grid Ref. 











6052 B " 
6054 D II 
6056 D " 
6058 B " " 
6060 D " 
6068 D " " 
6072 B " 
6081 G In reworked volcanics, road at Dothan 12082N 61447W 
6085 F " " 
6088 D " 
6089 D " 
6092 D " " 
6093 D " 
6096 D " 
6097 D " " 
6098 amph-cpx " 
mesocumulate 
6101 B " " 
6106 D Loose block in river, Birch Grove 
12068N 61404W 
6138 amph-cpx Loose block in river, Upper Concord Valley 
12070N 61433W 
mesocumulate 
" 6140 D 
" 6142 D " 
" 6144 F 
6154 B 
12011N 61432W In mudflow, Calivigny Estate 
6160 B 
12082N 61447W In reworked volcanics, road at Dothan 
" 6162 D " 
" 6164 D 
" 6174 A " 
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4. PERIDOTITE NODl~ES 
\umoer Occurrence Grid Ref. 
6122 In microphyric, M-series basalt scoria, Grenville 12073N 61374W 
6123 " 
6231 to 6243 (incl.) " " 
